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The main aim of this study is to give full proofs for the theorem and 
other assertions that are stated in a Note of the author in the 
Comptes Rendus (CR. Acad. Sc. Paris, t 268, série A, 1969, 580-582). 
The object of this study is the theory of formal groups, or equivalently, 
of formal cogroups, defined over arbitrary fields, ilaking use of con-
tinuous Ііпегг dualisation, it amounts to the same to study enveloping 
algebras of Liealgebras, if the groundfield has characteristic zero, 
shortly, іл the χ = 0 case, or to study hyperalgebras, if the ground-
field has positive characteristic, shortly, the χ > 0 case. For cate­
gorical reasons we will speak of groupcoalgebras instead of hyperal­
gebras. 
It goes without saying that each author on that field has to acknow­
ledge the enormous amount of results, obtained by J.A. Dieudonnë in 
a series of papers, published between 1954 and 1959. Consequently, a 
study that goes back to basic questions in this field asks for moti-
vation. In order to do this we introduce some notions and sketch the 
main results of the present study. 
Our main tool will be the concept of curve. If В is a formal cogroup, 
i.e. the affine algebra of a formal group and if В is its continuous 
linear dual, a curve φ in В is by definition a continuous homomorphism 
of k-algebras such that the following diagram commutes: 
В J—, k[[t]] 
\ / · 
к 
(ε is the canonical augmentation (counit) and e' is the residu map). 
We equally study finite curves of order i, where k[[t]] has to be replaced 
by k[[t]]/(t ). As is generally known, the case i = 1 gives the Lieal-
gebra of the formal cogroup B. 
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The set of curves in B* has a groupstrueture, functorial in В and it 
turns out that this functor is representable in the category of group-
coalgebras. The object representing this functor will be denoted UNG. 
This concept of curve agrees with the notion of curve, introduced for 
commutative formal groups by P. Cartier [9]. These notions and preli­
minaries are introduced in Chapter I. 
In the χ = 0 cp.sfc, the fundamental role of the exponential series in the 
connection of Liealgebras and local Liegroups is generally known. The 
exponential series defines in a natural way the exponential curve. In 
the χ > 0 casa, it turno out that there exists a curve, called E-pure 
сиг е
г
 with analoguous properties. This curve is defined in terms of 
non commutative universal polynomials Е.,Б.,... In Chapter II, the defi­
nition, existence and rationality over the prime field of these polyno­
mials are established. 
In Chapter III we define the notion of E-pure curve and we study the analogy 
between the e:cponential curve and the E-pure curve. In the χ « 0 case, 
the exponential curve defines the groupcoalgebra U = k[x| , 
Χι—> X 0 1 + 1 0 X. In a similar way, the E-pure curve defines in the 
X > 0 case a groupcoalgebra, denoted NEG. In contrast to the non unicity 
of the polynomials E
n
,E ,... , this HEG is a canonical object in the 
category of aroupc^algebras. In the χ = 0 case, every curve is an infinite 
product of exponential curves. As far as the author knows, this useful 
although simple fact concerning the set of k-algebra homomorphisms 
В -»• k[[t]J has never been explicitly stated. It has its counterpart in the 
X > 0 case: Each curve is an infinite product of E-pure curves. As 
P. Gabriel kindly did observe to the author, P. Cartier had obtained this 
for curves in cournutative formal groups. This decomposition theorem gives 
rise to operations uiiich generalise the structure of p-Liealgebras. Using 
these operations one easily recovers the Campbell-Hausdorff-Dieudonnë theorem: 
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Each curve in the χ > 0 case is itself an Ε-pure curve. 
As P. Cartier observed, [liath. Reviews 20-930] a construction of the UNG 
and the NEG can already be found in Dieudonné1s paper [5] . In the ap-
proach of Dieudonnê, the important technical tool is the structural base 
for a hyperalgebra, which can be considered as a generalisation of our 
notion of curve. These structural bases however did not enable him to 
introduce the groupstrueture on the set of curves, which is essential 
in the present study. A consequence is that this groupstrueture can be 
used to specialize the notion of higher derivation (semiderivation) to 
the notion of Ε-pure semiderivation. 
In Chapter IV it is indicated that the theory of Ε-pure semiderivations 
gives the same functor, that classifies the affine commutative unipotent 
groupschemes over a perfect field. It is shown that if к is not perfect, 
the formal cogroups of bounded height are still determined up to isomor­
phism by the set of Ε-pure semiderivations of their Cartierduals. Final­
ly some open questions arising from this study have been stated. 
CONVENTIONS 
Unless otherwise explicitly stated, a ring is always meant to be a com­
mutative associative unitary ring. If A is a ring, then an A-algebra is 
always meant to be a commutative associative unitary A-algebra. Each 
homomorphism of rings will be unitary, к always will denote a field of 
characteristic x(k). We write β instead of Θ, . 
Iff is used as an abbreviation for "if and only if". 
7Z is the ring of integers and Q is its field of quotients. 
Algk is the category of k-algebras, NAlg, is the category of associative 
unitary, not necessarily commutative k-algebras. 
If С is a category, we write C(X,Y) instead of Hom (Χ,Υ). 
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δ , always will denote the Kronecker symbol. 
a,b 
For typographical reasons we sometimes write fχ for f(χ). 
The free non commutative associative k-algebra, generated by a set 
{X.}.,.
 0 of indetermina tes, indexed by S, will be denoted by k<X.>. Q. 




,X,,...>. If S is finite, 
1 1 С J U 1 
we write k<X.>. _ = k<X_,...,X > if S has n+1 elements, 
ι I E S 0 'η 
If A is a topological ring and {x.}·, is a set of elements of A, then 
(x·)·
 c
 ς will denote the closure of the ideal of A, generated by the x.. 
In general the letters S and Τ will be used to denote (suitably chosen) 
index sets. 












































natural (ascending) filtration 
First embedding diagram 
Second embedding diagram 
curve (of order i) 
canonical curve 
ordered p-base 
Canonical Ε-pure curve 
Ε-pure set 
Ε-pure semiderivation 


















In order to make the exposition more selfcontaincd wa recollect in this 
chapter the basic definitions and properties. The basic references for 
this chapter are: 
1. P. Gabriel, SGAD '63-'64 Exp VIIA and VIIB referred to as PGA and PGB. 
2. P. Cartier, Séminaire Sophus Lie, 2 e anncs, referred to as PCL. 
1§1 Formal cogroups. 
1.1.1. Definition. |PGB O.f]. A topological ring Л is called pseudocom­
pact, if A is separated and complete and admits a fundr.ïaantal system of 
neighborhoods of zero consisting of ideals having finite colength over A. 
1.1.2. Definition. [PGB 0.2}. Let A be a pseudocompact ring. A topolo-
gical unitary A-module M is called pseudocompact, if :i is separated and 
complete and admits a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero con-
sisting of A-submodules having finite colength over A. 
1.1.3. Definition. [PGB 0.4]. Let A be a pceudcco;¿prct ring. A topolo-
gical A-algebra В is called profinite if В is pseudoconpect as an A-
module. 
It then follows that В itself io a pseudocompact ring. If к is a field, 
then к is a pseudocompact ring and a profinite k-algebra if к has discrete 
topology. 
1.1.4. The profinite A-algebras constitute a category, denoted ΑΙ , if 
one requires the morphisms in Al. to be continuous morphisms of A-algebras. 
Al. has a cofinal object, A, and projective and finite inductive limits. 
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IPGB 0.4. il. We recall the construction of A - Ü B in AL . Let {A } 
к 
and {B Q} 0 „ be fundamental systems of neighborhoods of zero in A and B, 
A A
 TJ 
then A^-B, denoted Α Θ В is given by A 8 В = lim A / A β /_ , provided 
к S,ß ** B ß. 
with the usual lim-topology. The structure of k-algebra on Α θ В is 
• < — 
given by a Θ b. . a θ b„ = a.a Θ bjb 2 · 
1.1.5. Definition. A £ Al is called a formal cogroup over к if Al, (A,-) 
is a groupfunctor. If A is a formal cogroup and is local as a k-algebra, 
A is called an infinitesimal cogroup. 
1.1.6. Let A e Al, be a formal cogroup. In view of (1.1.4) i t is known 
|PGB 2. lj , that the cogroupstructure on A is given by a morphism 
d : A -*• Α © A in AL , called diagonal, satisfying CI, C2, C3 below: 
Cl d is coassociative. 
C2 There exists a morphism ε : A -+• к in AL, necessarily unique, called 
augmentation or counit, such that the compositions 
tfl л 1 A *— A η J\ A с· Ά 1 л ft 
А ^ Α β Α • Α Θ к -• A and Α + Α β A
 у
 к Θ А •*• A are the identity 
morphisms on A. 
C3 There exists a morphism с : A + A in ^L» necessarily unique, called 
antipodism or inversion, such that the two composite morphisms 
d ~ C Q i ~ m ε η 
A -». Α β A >. Α β A •+ A and A •* к -*• A are equal. Here m (multipli­
cation) and n (unit or coaugmentation) define the structure of k-algebra 
on A. 
1.1.7. Convention. Like customary in dealing with algebras, we say: 
A is a formal cogroup over к instead of the couple (A,d) is a formal cogroup 
over k. The morphisms d,m,c,n^ will be called structural. Unlabelled arrows 




1.1.8. The formal cogroups of AL constitute a category CAL if one 
requires the morphisms of CAI to be morphisms in AL that are compa-
tible with the diagonals, i.e. f é CAL (А,В) must satisfy: the diagram 




" i T f B ê B 
is commutative. The infinitesimal formal cogroups form a subcategory of 
CAL , denoted ICAL . An object Α ε CAL is called commutative or abelian 
if the diagonal is cocommutative, equivalently, if AL (A,-) is a commu­
tative groupfunctor. 
1.1.9. Notation and Definition. Let A L CAL . We put I = Ker {ε : A -»• к}. 




У? = F χ • 0. If there exists no integer η such that A has height <_ n, 
A has infinite height [PGB 4.1.2]. 
1.1.10. Examples and Remarks. 
a. A = k|~[t]] . dt » t β 1 + H t . A has (t)-adic topology. A 6 ICAL 
and A is called the additive formal cogroup. A = kf[tj], 
dt » t β 1 + t ê t Η β t, A has (t)-adic topology. A í ICAL and 
A is called the multiplicative formal cogroup. A formal cogroup A 
such that A is a formal powerseries ring in η indeterminates provided 
with the I.-dic topology is called a Dieudonné formal cogroup. 
b. Let G be an algebraic group over к and let A be the completion of the 
local ring of the neutral element of G with respect to the I.-dic 
topology. Then in a natural way A £ ICAL . 
A is noetherian as a k-algebra. 
c. Let к be perfect, x(k) = ρ > 0. If Spec A is a finite k-groupscheme 
and the underlying topological space is a point, then Α ε ICAL 
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(discrete topology) and A has finite height, [theorem of Cartier: A is 
even a truncated powerseries ring]. 
d. The necessity of extending the category of noetherian k-algebras to 
profinitß k-algebras is clearly shown by the concept and extensive 
use of recursive abelian groups in J. Dieudonné |7, formula (25)|. 
Denoting Alf. the category of finite k-algebras one has: Al, is the 
Pro-category of Alf, [PGB 0.4.2] and if x(k) = ρ > 0, each object A 
(pn) 
in I CAI, is the projective limit of the formal cogroups A/I. 
which are finite if A is noetherian [PGB 4.4.2]. 
1§2 Coalgebras and Groupcoalgebras. 
1.2.1. Definition. [PGA 3.l]. Let A be a ring. An A-coalgebra С is a 
couple (C,d) consisting of an A-module С together with an Α-linear map 
d : С -*• С Θ « С, called diagonal, satisfying Cal, Ca2: 
Cal d is cocommutative and coassociative. 
Ca2 There exists an A-linear map e : С ->- A, necessarily unique, called 
augmentation or counit, such that the composite maps 
d e Θ 1 ^ d 1 β ε ^ 
С + С 8
Д
 С у А 8 С + С and С + С β. С _..-». С Θ А -> С are the 
identity maps on С. 
Following (1.1.7) we spsak of tha A-coalgebra С instead of the A-coalgebra 
(C,d) and use the same convention with respect to diagrams. 
1.2.2. The A-coalgebras form a category Coalg. if one requires the mor-
phisms in Coalg. to be Α-linear maps that are compatible with the diagonal 
and augmentai, i on, i.e. f ς Coalg (С,D) iff f is A-linear and the diagrams 
С -—• D С -£-? D 
\ / 
and \ / commute. 
Λ f β f A 
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Coalg has a final object, A, and finite products [PGA 3.lJ. 
For convenience we recall that for (C,d) and (D,d') in Coalg. one has: 




 D U S С
 А
 С βΔ D QA D *
 e
 ° * \ С β
Α
 D
 A С 8 A D, 
o(c 0 d) = d c. 
If A -*• A' is a morphijm in Alg„ and С ζ. Coalg., then С β. A' é Coalg., 
in a natural way. 
1.2.3. Definition. G (ζ Coalg. is called a groupcoalgebra over A if 
Coalg.(-,G) is a groupfunctor. If Coalg.(-,G) is a commutative group-
functor, we call G an abelian groupcoalgebra or bialgebra. 
1.2.4. Let G be a groupcoalgebra over k. In view of (1.2.2) it is known 
[PGA 3.2], that the group s true ture is given by a morphism m : G G -*• G 
in Coalg, , called multiplication, satisfying GCal, GCa2, GCa3 below. 
GCal m is associative. 
GCa2 There exists a moiphism η : к -• G in Coalg, , necessarily unique, 
called unit map or coaugmentation such that the composite morphisms 
% І п m ъ n β Ι m 
G н· G О к — — - 1 G 0 G Í G and G •> к β G --JL4. G ® G t G are the 
identity map en G. 
GCa3 There exists a morphisn с : G ->• G in Coalg, , necessarily unique, 
called antipodism or inversion, such that the two composite morphisms 
G -ν G G • G © G ™ G and G •> к 5· G are equal. 
1.2.5. Morphisms with the same name will always be denoted by the same 
letter. (1.2.4), (1.2.1) and (1.1.6). We recall [PGA 3.2] that (m,n) 
defines on the groupcoalgebra G a structure of associative unitary k-algebra 
which is conmutative if G is abelian. d and e then are unitary homomorphisms 
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of k-algebras. с : G •*• G "" is an isomorphism onto the opposite algebra, 
thus satisfies c(g.g_) β c(g2)c(g.). The k-groupcoalgebras constitute a 
category GCoalg, if one requires the morphisms in GCoalg, to be morphisms 
in Coalg, which are compatible with the multiplication, i.e. 
f & GCoalgk(G,H) iff f £ Coalgk(G,H) and 
G Θ G f β f> Η β Η 
G г > Η 
f 





a. For 0 < η < ~ l e t Τ be the k-vectorspace θ к t . , d t . =
 A .t 8t, 
— — η
 r
 ¿=o ι ι μ+ν=»ι μ ν' 
e(tQ) = 1, e(t.) = 0 if i > 0. Then Τ * fe Coalg, for every η and 
Τ* » T œ is called the straightline coalgebra.Τ <L Ab. if m is given by 
m(t. β t.) » ( . )t. .. Τ will appear to be the Cartierdual of the 
additive formal cogroup (cf. 1§3 below). 
b. Let Spec A be an affine commutative k-groupscheme, then A É Ab, in 
a natural way. 
c. Let ¡y- be a k-liealgebra, x(k) » 0 and let U(cj) be the enveloping algebra. 
Then МЩ) ζ GCoalg, [PGA 3.2.2]. 
d. Let x(k) • ρ > 0 and σι be a p-liealgebra over k. Then the restricted 
enveloping algebra U (ç) 6 GCoalg, [PGA 5.4]. 
Ρ
 κ 
e. Let A & CAI, and let A* be the continuous k-linear dual of A. 
Then A t GCoalg, in a natural way. This phenomenon is known as 
Cart ierduality. 
f. Let Η = k[xQ,X.,...] be the (commutative) polynomialring in the 
indeterminates X., i _> 0. Use the hyperexponential series [3, formulae 
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16 and 18] in order to define d : H -»• Η β Η, 
dX. = Χ. β 1 + 1 9 Χ. + Σ . Ε. (Χ) β Ε . . (Χ). 1 ί χ
 ι^ ι ^  i k pi-k 
1<k<p r 
Then H has a natural structure of k-bialgebra (cf. 3.1.5 below). 
In an analoguous way one defines the Witt bialgebra [З, formula (30)]. 
g. The universal non commutative groupcoalgebra Ζ and the exponential 
groupcoalgebrcs U and A. (1.2.7 Sqq), 
1.2.7. Consider the k-algebra Ζ = k<Z.,Z2,...> in a denumerable set of 
indeterminates Z.. Put by definition Z Q • 1. Define d e NAlg, (Ζ,Ζ 9 Z) 
by dZ. - J1 . Ζ θ Ζ and ε β NAlg. (Ζ,к) by ε(Ζ.) = 0 if i > 0. We 
3
 ι μ+ν=ι μ ν ök ' ' ι 
claim: G € GCoalg, . Likewise: let Ζ be the largest commutative 
quotient of Z, then Ζ e Ab, . [8f cor 2]. 
One verifies without difficulty that the pair (Z,d) is a k-coalgebra and 
that the structure morphisms m : Ζ Θ Ζ •* Ζ and η : к -*• Ζ are morphisms 
in Coalg, . In order to show the existence of the antipodism с : Ζ ·*• Ζ 
in Coalg. we first observe that if the antipodism с exists, it must 
satisfy m о с © 1 о d = η ο ε and applying this to Z. É Ζ, we have 
(1.1) Σ c(Z )Z - δ . for all i > 0. 
U V 01 — 
y-;-v=-i 
Using the set of equations (1.1) we can define с : Ζ •* Ζ "" as an isomor­
phism of k-algebras. By the canonical bijection Ζ " p -*• Ζ as sets, we have 
a map с : Ζ -*• Ζ, and it is a trivial verification that m o c 8 1 o d = n o e . 
In order to show that с <ζ Coalg, (Ζ,Ζ) we give a shortcircuit, observed by 
A.H.M. Levelt, of the original proof*. Consider the formal powerseries rings 
Z[[t]] and (Z 0 Z)[[t]J denoted Ζ and Ζ Θ Ζ, and the morphism in NAlg. 
0 : Ζ Θ Ζ - » · Ζ Θ Ζ , d : Z + Z e Z 
defined by 
.
 0 . d . 
Σζ-t1 β Zw-t-1*-^ -'- Σ( Σ ζ. Θ w.)tn, Σζ-t1! • Σ(άζ.)ί1. 
J
 n 1+1=n J L 
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It follows immediately from (1.1) that (Σ c(Z )t ).(Σ Z t ) - 1. Because 
d is a morphism in NAlg, , we have: 
• • 
(Σ dc(Z ) t V ) . Σ ( Σ Ζ. Θ Z . ) t y = 1 = (Σ dc(Z ) t V ) θ (Σ Z . t 1 Θ Σ Z . t J ) . 
\ \
у
/ / . . 1 1 ' v Ч 1 1 
μ i+j=y J 
On the o thar hand: θ(Σ c ( Z · ) ^ Σ c ( Z . ) t J ) . 0 (Σ Z . t 1 β Σ Z . t J ) = 1. 
From these two r e l a t i o n s те deduce: 
Σ dc(Z ) t V = G (Σ c ( Z . ) t X β Σ c ( Z . ) t J ) 
= Σ ( Σ c(Z.) β c ( Z . ) ) t V 
ν i-¡j=v •* 
i . e . : dc(Z ) = Σ c ( Z . ) S c(Z.) = c © c o d ( Z ) for a l l ν > 0 . 
ν . , . ι ι ν — 
It now follows without difficulty that if dc(Z ) = с с о d (Ζ ) for 
the generators Ζ , then dc = с © с о d, i.e. c i s a morphism of coal-
gebras, and Z é GCoalg, . 
1.2.8. Definítion. Tha object Ζ <Í GCoalg, will be called the universal 
non-commutative groupcoalgebra over k. We abbreviate this by: Ζ is the 
UNG,. Note that the. structural morphisms of Ζ are such that Ζ is al­
ready defined over Z. 
1.2.9. Lat Ζ ba the UNG,. For every integer i >_ 1, Z(i) = k<Z.,... ,Z.>c- Ζ 
is a subgroupcoalge.bra of Z. This is clear from the particular form of 
the structural norphicms of Z. 
1.2.10. Let Ζ be tho UNG . Define the weightfunction ω : Ζ -*• % by 
ω(Ζ.) = i, i >_ 0, and extend ω to the monomials in Ζ. by defining 
ш(ху) = ш(х) + ш(у) if x and У are monomials. Because the set ÍM ІМ 
is a monomiil in tha Z.) is a base for the k-vectorspace Z, we can uniquely 





 Φ 0>. Define 
α α 
ω : Ζ 8 Ζ -»-2Ζ by ω(χ у) = ω(χ) + ш(у) . Then putting ω" = ω, we have 
lüd(x) = ω(χ) for evary monomial χ, i.e. ω is compatible with d. We define 
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an exhaustive ascending ω-f i l t ra t ion {H } _ on Ζ by Η = {ζ 6 Ζ|ω(ζ) < η} . 
η n>U η ' — 
In the sequel we use ω and the ω-filtration {H } _ without further reference. 
η n>u 
We shall use the convention that the zero element 0 & Ζ has arbitrary 
weight. 
1 S3 Cartierduali ty. 
The nice properties of Cartierduality over a groundfield are quoted from 
the more general exposition given in [PGB 2.2.l] and[PCL Exp 2]. 
Let A £ CAI, (1.1.8). The structural morphisms of A constitute the dia­
grams : 
d * m с л ε 
(1.2) А-• Α θ А-* Α , Α-• Α , к + А + к. 
Let for every pseudocompact k-module L, L denote the k-module of con­
tinuous k-linear maps L -*• k. By [PGB 0.3.6j we have: the canonical map 
φ : Α* Θ A*-»· (A ® A)* , defined by <|>(f Θ g)(aj θ a£) = f(aj)g(a2), is 
an isomorphism. Continuous dualisation then gives the diagrams: 
•e d j, * m ^ * с η e 
(1.3) A -— A Q A «- A , A •«- A , к «- Ä *— к. 
and the Cartierduality theorem says in this case: 
1.3.1. Theorem (Cartier). The dualisation functor ? gives an anti-
equivalence ? : AL -*• Coalg, and an antiequivalence, equally denoted 
? , ? : CAI, •*• GCoalg1 . The structural morphisms (1.2) give the struc­
tural morphisms (1.3). The inverse functor Mod, (-,k) : Coalg, •*• Al. or 
Mod, (-,k) : GCoalg, -»• CAI, is given by Mod, (G,k) = {module of all k-linear 
maps G •*· к). 
Remark on the nrci^ The case of exhaustively filtered groupcoalgebras 
is given in [?CL Exp 2§2]. The more general situation is described in 
[PGB 2.2.Ц. In view of the duality theorem, no confusion can occur if 
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we denote Mod, (G,к) again by G for we have canonical isomorphisms 
G •> G if G Ί AL or G € Coalg, . Another way to prove the theorem 
is: Let Alf, be the category of the finite dimensional k-algebras and 
fCoalg, the category of the finite dimensional k-coalgebras. The anti-
equivalence of the categories Alf, and fCoalg. is readily established 
[PGA З.І.І] and can be extended to an antiequivalence of the categories 
Pro-Alfk and Ind-£Coalg, (pro-objects and ind-objects). One then verifies 
that the categories Pro-Alf, and Al, , resp. Ind-fCoalg, and Coalg. are 
equivalent. Restricting this to the cogroupobjects of Al. and the group-
objects of Coalg,, theorem (1.3.1) follows. 
1.3.2. Definition. Let A = Φ к e be a k-module. The set {f } _ in 
— Ρ α α α β S 
α e. S 
Mod, (А,к) w i l l be c a l l e d the s e t of po intd is tr ibut ions on the base 
{ e l
 e
 i f <f ,e„> = δ
 0 for a ,ß e 3 . <,> i s the canonical contraction 
01 Ct £ £> C t p O t ; p 
map. 
1.3.3. Cartierduality is related to the topology in the following way: 




 α. α α € S 
α e S α e S 
of pointdistributions on the base {e } _. The topology on G* is the 
coarsest such that for every finite subset F с. S the natural projection 
Π к f •* Π к f is continuous. Every element of G can uniquely 
α £ S α α e Y a 
be written in the form Σ λ f , λ e к. An arbitrary number of the λ 
,
 0 α α' α
 J
 a 
α e S 
may be unequal to zero. In view of the isomorphism G * e G ' 2l № ® G) 
we can write χ e G β G uniquely a s x = Σ λ f β £ 0 , and if 
α ß £ S α 
g ,g 2e G we have: < 3 Θ g Σ λ £ β f > - Σ λ ß<g,,f xgj.f >. This 
α,Β α,Β 
sum is defined in к because almost every term is zero. 
1.3.4. Definition. Let G £ GCoalg, . The natural ascending filtration 
{G } - I'PGB 1.3.6І on G is defined by: G + - Ker {e : G -+ к}, G * к β G +. 
η n>U "- -ι J _ » 
GQ = n(k) and G
n + 1 - { x é G | d x - x 8 l £ G 9 G } for a l l η ^ 0 . 
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We quote from loc.cit. the important lemma: 
1.3.5. Lemma. Let G t GCoalg, and {G }
 Q be the natural filtration 
on G. Then: 
a
 G Q = (Gf/I
n+1f, I - Ker {e : G *
+
k } . I n + 1 is the closure of I n + 1. 




1.3.6. Lemma. If Ζ is the UNG., then Z* £ ICAL. 
Proof. Let {G } - and G define the natural filtration on Ζ and let 
— ^ — η n>u 
{Η } - be the ω-filtration on Ζ (1.2.10). In view of the' foregoing 
lemma it suffices to prove that Η с G for every η >_ 0. This being 
clear if η = 0, assume that Η С- G for all μ < η, η > 0. 
Let M be a monomial in Ζ, ω(Μ) » η. From dZ. = Σ Ζ θ Ζ it follows: 
' ι . . μ ν 
μ+νβι 
dM » M ® 1 + 1 Θ M + σ(Μ), σ(Μ) fe (Η j β Η ) Π (G+ β G +) . Thus 
in view of the inductionhypothesis: dM - И Í 1 é Η _. β G с G _. β G , 
i.e. M € G . 
η 
1.3.7. Lemma. Let Ζ be the UNG., x(k) = ρ > 0. Then Z* has infinite 
height and is not noetherian. 
Proof. Put Ζ = θ {к M I M is monomial in the Ζ } and let {f } 
cxfcS a μ α α £ S 
be the set of pointdistributions on Ш } „.In particular let 
<f ,Z.> ш 1. Applying Cartierduality it follows for η >_ 0: 
<ij ,Ζ > - <f β...Θ f , Σ Ζ Θ...β Ζ, > = 1. 
o n α ^ —^ ,α' μ, μ η 
Ρ ¿Τ 7 -^ 1 Ρ 
ρ -times 
The domain of summation is the set of all nonnegative integer solutions 
of μ.+...+μ = ρ . Thus Ζ* has infinite height. 
Ρ J~2 
By (1.3.5) lemma a we have G, • ( /I ), where ÍG } ^ _ is the natural fil-
I η n?U 
tration on Z. Put G. ™ G. n G . An easy verification shows: 
G* - {χ 6 Ζ I dx = χ θ 1 + 1 Θ χ } . Now Ζ* 6 ICAl^ (1.3.6) and Ζ* being 
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complete, we have: Ζ is generated by each set {m } _ с I such that 
the m mod I generate I/I2. In view of G, с G, » (Ζ/Γ2) it is suffί­
α 1 1 1 
+
 CB
 t»n + 
cient to show that dim G. is not finite. Now observe: Φ к Z^ с G. and 
n=0 
we are done. 
1.3.8. The lemma (1.3.7) shows that fPGB theorem page 146] does not apply 
to Z". Remarks made by P. Gabriel and P. Cartier say however that noethe-
rian conditions are not essential and can be dropped. On the other hand the 
author does not know explicit references in order to deal with non noe-
therian cases as Z*. In 1§6 we therefore will prove that Z* is a formal 
powerseries algebra over к in a denumerable set of quantities, using the 
concept of ordered p-bases that will prove to be a useful tool in the 
study of formal cogroups. For future reference we state a weak form of 
|PGB theorem page 146] : 
1.3.9. Theorem (Dieudonnë-Cartier): Let к be a perfect field, x(k) • ρ > 0. 
Let Α ί ICA1. . Suppose either A has finite height or A is noetherian, 
then A is isomorphic with the completed tensorproduct of a finite number 
of truncated powerseries algebras over k. 
1§4 Two embedding diagrams, curves. 
If M,N £ Al, , Lin, (Μ,Ν) will denote the module of continuous k-linear 
maps M -*• N. 
1.4.1. Lemma. Let G è CAI, . Define for every Τ с Al, a law of composition 
on Lin, (G,T), (f,g)t-*· fg, as follows: If f,g с Lin, (G,Τ) then fg is the 
composite map 
G + G 8 G f B Ι Τ β Τ -*• T. 
Then: for this structure Lin, (G,-) is a covariant functor Al, —•• NAlg, . 
If G is abelian, then Lin, (G,-) is a covariant functor Al, -*• Alg, . 
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Remark on the proof, fg is clearly continuous. All other verifications 
are known and easy. 1 € Lin, (G,T) is the map G ·*• к •*• T. 
1.4.2. Definition. Let G ζ CAI, and Τ £ Al, . The endomorphism functor 
End
r
 : Al, -*• NAlg, is defined by 
End (T) » Lin (G β ϊ . G O T ) ϊ Lir^CG.G 0 T) 
and the automorphism functor AlAut^ : Al, -»• Groups by AlAut
r
(T) • Set 
of invertible elements of Al (G І T, G β Τ) -»· Al, (G,G Θ Τ ) . 
Note that these definitions make sense, for if Τ e Al, then the profinite 
k-algebra Τ itself is a pseudocompact ring [PGB 0.4] and G § Τ is obviously 
a profinite T-algebra [PGB 0.5]. 
1.4.3. Proposition. Define for every Τ é Al. and G e CAI. the maps: 
y(G,T) : Lin^G.T) -»• Endg(T) 
a(G,T) : EndQ(T) -»• Lin^G.T) 
by commutativity of the two diagrams: 
л л 1 0 f 0 1 ** •"• 
G 0 G Θ Τ -> G 0 Τ 0 Τ 
d θ 1 
G 0 Τ 
л-
-> G 0 Τ 
G 0 Τ li(G,T)(f) 
1 0 m and 
-> G 0 Τ 
can 
G θ к -* G 
e θ 1 
o(G,T)(f) к 0 Τ 
then 
a y (G,-) is a monomorphinin -«f k-algebra functors 
b a(G,-) is an epimorphism of k-module functors 
с o(G,-) o y(G,-) із the identity functor endomorphism on Lin, (G,-). 
Remark on the proof. First observe that there are no topological difficul­
ties: everything is defined with help of diagrams of continuous maps. Thus 
the verification is purely of algebraic nature and in dual, infinitesimal 
fashion (i.e. language of schemes and of deviations in the origine) stated 
in |PGA 2.2 and 2.3]. A full proof would fill pages of monstruous diagrams 
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and asks for no tricks but courage. We exhibit an innocent one: 
Proof of c. The diagram 
d β 1 
• * 1 β f θ 1 Α -> 
G β G θ Τ ί, G β Τ β Τ 
ε θ 1 β 1 ε θ 1 θ 1 
f Θ 1 
^G β Τ ¿ Τ β Τ. 
-> Τ 
1 β m 
G β Τ 
ε β 1 
^ к β Τ 
is commutative. 
1.4.4 . Corollary. The restriction of y(G,-) to Al, (G,-) factorizes through 
AlAut-, i.e.: we have a commutative diagram, functorial in Té A L : 
Alk(G,T) L— -^  AlAut„(T) 
r G 
L i n k ( G ' T > VlGTñ> E n dG (Τ) 
Proof. The elements of Al, (G,Τ) belong to the group of units in Lin. (G,T). 
Indeed,if f <s. A1,(G,T), then in the group AL(G,T) we have f~ = f о с, 
and their product f.(f о с) is the composition map G -»· к •*· Τ which acts 
as the identity 1 € Lin, (G,T). Thus y(G,T)f is a linear automorphism 
of G θ Τ and is moreover an endomorphism of profinite T-algebras as may 
easily be checked. 
1.4.5. First embedding diagram: If Τ = k, prop.(1.4.3) gives an embedding 
(1.4) y(G,k) = μ : GXf-»· Lin^G.G) 
in NAlg. where G* is the Cartierdual of G. u admits a linear retraction 
o(G,k) - σ, given by o(f) « e o f : G * G - » - k . 
— · ] g f A l\, 
y(f), denoted furtheron f is the composite map G + G O G • G β к -*• G. 
Prop.(1.4.3) enables us to replace the Cartierproductstructure on G by 
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the composition of c o n t i n u o u s l i n e a r eudomorphisms of G. 
(1.4) will be referred t o a s t h e f i r s t embedding diagram. 
1.4.6. In order to a r r i v e a t t h e second embedding diagram we prove in 
this section some easy l e m m a t a . D e f i n a for 0 _< i _< », T. by 
τ
· =
 k [ [ i : ] ] / ( t l + 1 ) and Τ = Τ •-* k [ [ t ] ] . Giving T. the discrete topology 
1 co j_ 
if i < « and Τ the ( t ) - a ñ i c t o p o l o g y , T. e Al, for a l l i and Τ = lim T.. 
1 cC . 1 
Lemma 1. Let {t.L . . be t h e s e t of pointdis t r ibut ions on the powers 
J 0<j_<i 
of t , i t J }
n
 . . , sat i s fy ing < t . , t J > = δ . . , then the Cartierdual of T. 0<i<i' J & ι " ij ι 
*
 x 
is given by T. = © к t . , d t . = Σ t , Θ t . e ( t . ) = 6 . for 0 < i < ». 
j=0 J J p+v=j j j 
(cf. 1.2.6a). 
Comment on the proof; i t i s a n e a s y e x e r c i s e in Cartierdualisation. 
Lemma 2. Let G <s CAI, and ψ e. ΑΙ. ( σ , Ί \ ) , О _< i _< ». Then: 
a Writing <J(g) = л φ ( g ) t y = ( Σ Ψ t ) (g) we have: φ is determined by 
{Vo<u<i a n d V ¿ > ° - μ - І-
Ъ A set {φ }
η
„ .с G" d e t e r m i n e s Φ = Σ Ф с Ц <S Al. (G,T.) iff the φ 
satisfy the Leibnizre la t ions (1 . 5 ) or equivalently the relations (1.6) 
(1.5) φ (gh) = г Φ (g) Ф
а
(Ь) f o r a l l 0 < v 4 ¡ g,h e G; 
ρ+σ==μ 
(1.6) dφ = Σ $ Q φ f o r a l l О < μ < i . 
ρ+σ=μ 
Proof, a. The only point i s c o n t i n u i t y . Now t e T. (lemma 1) satisfies: 
Φ
 üy 
<t .t > - δ . Because Φ i s t h e c o m p o s i t i o n map G -»• T.—>• к and φ, t 
η' η,m μ ι У 
are continuous, φ é G*. 
b. The equivalence of (1 . 5 ) and (1 .6 ) i s clear from Cartierdualisation. 
(1.5) is equivalent with t h e a s s e r t i o n t h a t O(gh) = t>(g)$(.h) for a l l 
g.h e G. Thus supposeríó }„ . <s G ^ s a t i s f i e s the Leibnizrelations. then 
°
 r r τμ 0<y<i 





 Σ φ ί
μ
 is obviously a morphism of k-algebras. As for the continuity 
of φ we notice the following: 
Let (t ) be the ideal in T., generated by t , then 
i n-1 
<f!((tn)) = {gé G | φ(6) = Σ φ (g)tVÉ (tn)} - Π Ker φ . 
μ
 μ=0 μ 
Now φ £ G* and к has discrete topology, so Ker φ is open, hence 
Φ ((t )) is open and lemma 2 is proven. 
Lemma 3. Let ? : Al, (G,T.) -*• Coalg,(T.,G ) be the canonical map obtained 
1
 u from Cartierdualisation. If φ = Σ φ t e Al, (G,T.), then with the notations 
of lemma 1, φ* is determined by φ* (t ) = φ , 0 _< μ _< i. Conversely,if 
h € Coalgk(T*i,G1') and h(t ) - h , then h = Σ h t U ε Al^G,!^) and (hV « h. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious from the relations 
i
 v 
<φ*(ίμ),δ> = <ίμ,φ(8)> = <tyfZ <>v(g)t > » <<>u,g> for all g e G. 
If h(t ) = h , then the h must satisfy the relation (1.6), thus define 
μ μ , u 
the morphicm h = Σ h t . (h) = h is clear. 
Lemma 4. Let G e CAI, and 0 < i < °°. Then : 
к — — 
a the natural groupstructure on Al, (G,T.) is given by 
(Σ 6ίμ)(Σ ψ tV) = Σ ( Σ 0 J ) t j . 
У V
 j-O μ+ν-j μ V 
The p r o d u c t s φ ψ are taken i n G . 
b Al. (G,T.) i s t h e semidirect product of t h e group 
Sep(G) = (Σ φ μ Ε μ ( ί А 1 к ( С , Т р | φ μ = 0 i f μ > 0} 
and t h e i n v a r i a n t subgroup 
I n f ^ G ) = (Σ φ μ ί μ ε A l ^ G . T ^ Ι Φ0 = e : G + к ) . 





Proof, a. Let φ = Σφ t and ψ = Σψ t . By definition of the formal co-
groups truc tur e on G, the product φψ of φ and ψ in the group Al, (G, T.) 
~ φ 0 ψ л 
is given by the diagram G -»• G Θ G I £ T. Θ T. ·*• T. or equivalently 
by Cartierdualisation, by the diagram 
T. -> Τ. Θ τ. ψ ; G Θ G • G 
1 1 1 * 




 y+v=j lemma 3 
d*( Σ φ β ψ ) = Σ φ ψ . Again by lemma 3, a . f o l l o w s . 
U+v=j μ y+v=j μ 
b . F i r s t n o t i c e t h a t Sep(G) and I n f . ( G ) a r e indeed subgroups. The c a n o n i ­
c a l map T. -»• Τ = к i n d u c e s t h e grouphomomorphism p . : Al, (G,T.) -»· AL (G,к) , 
Χ Ο χ ο κ χ κ. 
Σφ tyi—Hb which admits t h e s e c t i o n φ ι—»- φ + o . t + . . . + o . t . Thus 
Ύ\ι r o . о о 
Al k (G,k) 2i Sep(G). Ker p . = {Σφ t U | Φο = ε : G -*• к} = In f . (G). F u n c t o r i a l i t y 
i s e v i d e n t . 
Remark 1. I t i s obvious t h a t t h i s decomposit ion of AL (G,T.) i s c l o s e l y 
r e l a t e d w i t h the decomposi t ion of formal groups ( i . e . t h e o p p o s i t e 
category of CAL ) in a s e m i d i r e c t product of an e t a l e and an i n f i n i t e ­
simal p a r t i f к i s p e r f e c t . [PGB 2 . 5 . 2 ] . 
Lemma 5. Let G e CAI and Z ( i ) a s def ined i n ( 1 . 2 . 9 ) , 0 <_i <_<*. Then 
the morphism h : Τ? •*• Z ( i ) i n C o a l g , , def ined by h ( t ) = Z , 0 ^ y ^ i , 
induces an i n j e c t i o n 
h* : G C o a l g k ( Z ( i ) , G * ) ! ^ Coa lg k (T¡ ,G r ) 
and Im h* = image of Inf. (G) under ? (lemma 3and 4). 
Proof. Because every morphism Φ : Z(i) -*• G in GCoalg, is determined by 
the Φ(Ζ ) é G^ 0 <_ μ <_ i, h* is injective. Moreover: Φ(Ζ0) = φ(1) » 1 ê Gy, 
and because 1 ¿ G is the map ε : G -*• к, Im h* is contained in the image 
of Inf.(G). Thus let φ - Σφ tV С Inf. (G), then Φ* £ Coalt(T* ,G*) satisfies 
X M X κ X 
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, (t ) = φ . Define φ : Z(i) -*- G as a morphism of k-algebras by φ (Ζ ) » φ , 
φ is a unitary morphism. We are done if φ is a morphism of coalgebras, 
i.e. φ is compatible with d and ε, but this is easily verified for the 
generators Ζ 6 Ζ. Because d and ε are morphisms of k-algebras, it 
follows that φ β φ ο ά = ά ο φ ~ and e ο φ" = ε. Evidently h* (φ) = φ*" and 
we are done. 
Lemma 6. a. For 0 <^  i <^  », Z(i) is a cogroup object in GCoalg, , i.e. 
GCoal&(Z(i),-) is a groupfunetor. 
b. If X ë GCoalg, and φ,ψ : Z(i) £ X are morphisms in GCoalg'defined 
by Φ(Ζ ) = Φ , ψ(Ζ ) = ψ , their product φψ in the group GCoalg (Ζ(i),X) 
у у у у к 
is defined by φψ(Ζ ) = Σ φ ψ . О < μ < i. 
J τ
 y'
 L ρ σ' — — 
h 
a By lemma 5 and Cartierduality, GCoalg, (Ζ(i),Χ) + image of Inf.(Χ ) 
under ? , and this is evidently functorial in X, thus, giving 
GCoalg, (Z(i),X) the induced groupstructure of Inf.(X*),a follows. 
b h*(<¡>) (t ) = Φ and 1ι*(ψ) (t ) β ψ . Observing that Ιϊ*'(ΦΨ) corres­
ponds with the composite map (cf. proof of lemma 4a): 
h*(M) : TÍ - тГ β T.4 h' ( φ ) * h^ (f> Χ β Χ - Χ, 
1 1 1 ' 
one f i n d s e a s i l y h* (φψ) ( t ) = Σ φ ψ , 0 _< μ _< i and then b i s 
μ
 ρ+σ=μ Ρ σ 
e v i d e n t . 
і + і ч л _ , , „V Lemma 7. The map A1,(G,T.) -> G * | [ t ] ] / ( t ) , φ1-»- Σφ t , i n t h e n o t a t i o n s 
ι . . _y 
of lemma 2, i.e. Q(g) β Z<î>u(g)t for g £ G, factorizes through the multi-
plicative subgroup of units of G*[|Y]]/(t ) and is an injective homomor-
phism of groups. 
Proof. This is evident from lemma 4a. 




embedding GCoalg, (Z(i),G*) c—• A1,(G,T.), c a l l e d canonica l and f u n c t o r i a l 
in G 6 CAI. . can is by def ini t ion a homomorphism of g roups , and i s a 
b i jec t ion if G è ICAl, . can i s a b i j e c t i on on the subgroup I n f . ( G ) , £ггпс-
t o r i a l in G. By Cartierduality i t amounts t o t h e same t o c o n s i d e r can 
as an embedding of groups, GCoalg. (Z(i) ,X) <•—• A1.(X*,T.) , f u n c t o r i a l 
in X 6 GCoalg. . Summarizing our r e s u l t s we have: 
1.4.7. Second embedding diagram. 
a There ex i s t s a commutative diagram, f u n c t o r i a l i n X e GCoalg, , 0 _< i _< 
ъ 








where Φ i s defined by the other arrows, f a c t o r i z i n g through t h e mul­
t i p l i c a t i v e subgroup of x [ [ t ] ] / ( t 1 + ) , 0 _< i _< °°. 
Let H.(X) » Im Φ, endowed with the n a t u r a l g r o u p s t r u c t u r e , t h e n i n 
1
 def 
the commutative diagram 
GCoalgk(Z(i),X) - ^ I n f i ( X * ) c - + А І 6 к ( х \ і \ ) 
\ / 
I, (X) 
a l l morphisms are morphisms of groups, f u n c t o r i a l i n X. V i s induced 
by the other arrows. 
i u -J - i 
b Let Φ = Σψ t e H. (X), then denoting Φ and f t h e i n v e r s e s of Φ and 




) - 6 and » " ' ( « K g ) = E$„<g)t y for g e Χ*, О _< μ < i . 
From now on we shall identify the elements of GCoalg, (Z(i),X) and 
i
 u 
Infi(Xî') with their images ir H-^X), and thus Φ - Σό t M ί? 1Ь(Х) means: 
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ψ(Ζ ) • φ if ψ is considered as an element of GCoalg, (Z(i) ,X) · 
í>(g) " Σφ (g)t if φ is considered as an element of Inf.(X). (g
 e
 X ) . 
с The groupstructure on the sets GCoalg. (Z<i),X), Inf.(X*) and H.(G) is 
. κ , X X 
1
 U 1 U 
defined by the relations: If φ = Σφ t and ψ • Σψ t then 
i i i . 
φψ - (Σφ ίμ)(Σψ t V) - Σ ( Σ φ ψ )tJ (cf. lemma 4a and 6b). 
y V
 j=0 y+v=»j У V 
1.4.8. Definition. Let G б GCoalg. and 0 _< i _< ». An element of H.(G) 
will be called a curve of order i in G. By (1.4.7b) we may as well con­
sider curves of order i in G to be elements of GCoalg, (Z(i),G) or Inf.(G*), 
• К 1 
1
 У The particular curve Σ Ζ t in H.(Z(i)), corresponding with the identity 
map on Z(i) is called the canonical curve of order i, and if i = », 
Σ Ζ t will be called the canonical curve. The set of curves of order i 
У 
in G form a group, functorial in G (1.4.7c). Notice that if G is abelian 
and if G is a Dieudonné formal cogroup (1.1.10a), a curve of order °° in 
G, shortly a curve in G is essentially the same as a curve in the sense 
of P. Cartier [9§2]. We shall write H(G) instead of H (G). 
1.4.9. Algebraic properties of H.(G), 0 _< i _< ». Then: 
Lemma. Let G t GCoalg. and 0 < i < ». 
ι in 
a For every η > 0, V : H. (G) -*• H. (G), V (Σφ О = Σ φ t n y is an injec-




 У b For 0 < j < i < », p.. : H.(G) •* H.(G), ρ..(Σφ t ) » Σφ t is a homomor-
—
 J
 — — ' ji ι j ' ji У У 
phism of groups, functorial in G. 
ι ι 
Уч _ глУл ^У 
с For every X e k , λ* : Н £ ( 0 •*• H ^ G ) , λ*(Σφ t ) -
 Σ λ
 Φ μί defines an 
operation of к on H.(G), satisfying: 
λ* (V*$) = (Xy) * φ, λ тс- (φψ) = (λ * φ). (λ y ψ), 1 χ φ - φ, 0 χ φ - 1. 
The operation is functorial in G. 
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1.4.10. Topological properties of the H.(G), 0 _< i j< «·: 
* -i. t 
a The (t)-adic topology on G[|tJ]/(t ) induces on H.(G) the structure 
of topological group. The topology is discrete if i < », and H(G) is 
a complete separated topological group. 
b Τ • lim T. in Al, induces H(G) = lim H. (G), and thus H(G) bears a 
natural structure of complete separated topological group in the 
lim-topology. 




 = {E<^ty & H(G) | «j - ... - Φ
η
 - 0} 
constitute a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the neutral 
element 1 in H(G). 
d If φ : G -»· G. is a morphism in GCoalg, , then the induced homomorphism 
H(i>) : H(G) -»· H(G.) is continuous. 
Proof. Observe that the ÍH(G)} is a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
of 1 e H(G) in the topology of a, and that ÍH(G)} is the kernel of the 
canonical map H(G) -*• H (G). Because the lim-topology defines a complete 
separated topology, a, b and с are clear. The continuity of Η(φ) is 
trivial. 
1.4.11. Remark. (1.4.10) ensures the possibility to deal with denumerably 
infinite products of curves in G. One only has to verify that the product 
converges in the (t)-adic topology on H(G). Because the group H(G) is 
in general not commutative, we define for w. f. H(G), i > 1, π w. recurrently 
, η » » η
 1 = l 
by ni w. = ( Π w.)w .. Π w. = w, and Π w. = lim Π w.. One then 
•ι ι · ι ι n+1'. , i 1 · , ι _^„ · , i 1=1 1=1 ι=1 ι=1 η-*" i=l 
GO 
has: the product Π w. converges iff the w. converge to the neutral 
i=l r X 
element 1 £ H(G), as is clear from the topology on H(G). For the algebraic 
and topological properties in the abelian case, compare p9,§2~|. 
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1§5 Properties of the Verschiebung V. 
Let к again be a field, x(k) =» ρ > 0. 
We do not assume that к is perfect. G g GCoalg, will be an arbitrary 
i . i 
object. If A e Δ1. , we put F ^ = {ap É. A | a e A} and F a » ap . 
1.5.1. Let g e G be such that <g,xP> £ Fk for every χ e. G*. In view 
of the unicity of ρ -roots, we then may define Vg by the relation: 
1/ 
<Vg,x> • <g,Fx> P. Notice that Vg £ G. Indeed: Vg is k-linear and for 
the continuity of Vg we remark that there exists an open ideal of finite 
1/ 
colength Ql с G*', such that <g,fr> = 0. Now if a (. т. , <Vg,a> • <g,Fa> Ρ - 0 
because Fa eoi., thus Vg is continuous. We say in this case: Vg is defined. 
1.5.2. The following two lemmata show the analogy between F and V. 
Lemma 1. Let F : G ' -*• G be the Frobenius map χ f—• χ , then 
a F(f+g) - Ff + Fg, F(fg) => Ff .Fg, F(Xf) - XpFf if g,f <= G*, λ e к. 
b F ® F o d = d o F , F ο ε = ε o F, denoting λ ι—• λρ on к again by F. 
Lemma 2. If к is perfect, V : G -*• G is defined and 
a V(g+h) «= Vg + Vh, V(gh) = Vg.Vh, V(Xpg) - (XV) (g) if g,f e G, λ e к. 
1/ 
b V ® V o d « d o V , V o e = e o V , denoting λι—*· λ Ρ on к again by V. 
The verifications of lemma 2 are all easy, e.g. <V θ V о dg, χ β y> β 
<V β V (Egi fig!), χ β y> = E<Vgi,x><Vgî^,y> - (E<gi,Fxxg!,Fy>) Ρ « 
!/r> ι/ 
<dg,Fx β Fy> ρ β <g,F(xy)> Ρ • <Vg,xy> = <dVg,x β y>. Here we have put 
dg » s8i β g i # <e о V(g),X> = <Vg,n(X)> - <g,n(FA)> Ρ = <e(g),FX> 'P -
<Vc(g),X>. If к is not perfect, then lemma 2 a is true if Vg and Vh are 
defined and lemma 2b is true if Vg., Vg. and Vg are defined. 
i у 
1.5.3. Lemma. Let ò • Σ6 t be a curve in G, 0 < i < ». Then ф is 
. u — — u 
defined for every μ and ф = 0 if (μ,ρ) • 1 and ф = φ for all μ. 
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Proof. Consider by the second embedding diagram (1.4.7b) φ as an element 
of Al, ( G \ T . ) . Then ф(ар) - ф(а) р gives: Σ φ ( &
ρ ) ί μ - Σφ
ι ι
(β) ρί ρ μ, i.e.: 
κ ι μ y 
ф
у
(а р) = 0 if (μ,ρ) = 1 and Ф
ц р
(а Р) - Ф
р
(а) Р, i.e. ^FG*) с k P. thus 
ф is defined. The remaining assertions now are evident. 
Corollary. Let Ζ be the UNG. , then VZ is defined and VZ « 0 if ¿- k' μ μ 
(μ,ρ) β 1, VZ - Ζ for all μ. л
'
г
' ' μρ μ 
Indeed: apply the lemma to the canonical curve ΣΖ t . 
The following three lemmata give the compatibility of V, curves and the 
first embedding diagram (1.4.5). 
i 
1.5.4. Lemma. Let χ = Σχ t be a curve in G, 0 _< i _< œ. With the notations 
of (1.4.5), i.e. μ : G •+ Lin. (G*,G*), У(* ) = x , we have: 
x
n
(gh) = Σ χ (g) ïïv(h) for ail g,h 6 G', 0 < η < i. 
μ+ν=η 
In particular: х~ is the identity map on G and x. is a continuous k-
derivation on G*. 
Proof. Write dg = Σ g. θ g., dh = Σ h. θ h. for a suitable index 
i£ S L X ie S L 1 




(gh) - 1 β x
n






i,j fc S J J 
Σ g.h. <x ,g.h.> 
i,j S X J n x л 
Σ Σ g h. <x ,g!><x ,h.> (Cartierduality) 
i, j £ S μ+ν=η J μ J 
ι 




>)( Σ Ь. <x ,h.>) (Χ,.,Χ, have finite dimen-
μ+ν=η i € S i y i j - S J J 7 . . 
J
 sional support) 
= Σ x ( g ) x
v




 = 1 & G, acting as ε : G •* к, thus x
n
 • 1 β ε o d - id. 
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Further Xj(gh) = Xj(g) xQ(h) + xQ(g) x, (h) » x,(g)h + g Xj(h). 
1.5.5. Lemma. Let χ e G and let Vx be defined, then χ о F • F o Vx. 
Proof. Let g È G , dg » Σ g. β g., then using the fact that F is 
i 6 S X 1 
continuous: 
χ о F(g) = 1 β χ ( Σ g P β g!P) = Σ g P <x,g: > = 
ÍES x x ie S x x 
- F( Σ g. <Vx,g!> = F o Vx(g). 
ie s 
1.5.6. Lemma. Let χ = Σ χ t be a curve in G, 0 _< i _< », then: 
a χ is FnG*-linear for 0 < μ < ρ - 1 , η > 0 . 
b χ is a F K-derivation on F G , all η > 0. 
η ' — 
Ρ 
Proof. Observe that in view of (1.5.3) Vx is defined for every μ _> 0 





Thus the r -iteration V is defined for χ , and lemma (1.5.5) then 
gives: χ о F - F о V χ , thus if 0 _< μ _< ρ -1; 
_ η _ η _ 
χ (aP .b) - Σ χ (aP ) χ (b) (lemma 1.5.4) 
У Ρ <J 
ρ+σ-u 






 .x (b) (\Лс = 0 if 1 < ρ < ρη-1, Vx 0» id ), μ 
η η 





F o x . ( a b ) . 
Now χ. is a k-derivation (1.5.4) on G* and we are done. 
1§6 Technical lemmas. 
Preliminary remark: Our aim in this section is to show that if Ζ is the 
UNG. , then Z* ^ k[[x.]J. . as a k-algebra, (cf. 1.3.8), к being an arbitrary 
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field, χ(к) = ρ > 0. There exist two obvious methods in order to arrive 
at this result. First: À direct proof that the noetherian condition in 
(1.3.9) is not essential and eliminate the perfectness condition by 
extension of the base field. The other way is to prove that Ζ is a hyper-
algebra in the sense of Dieudonnê-Cartier |_ k , page 208], then apply 
PCL. We will follow however a different way, using ordered p-bases. We 
recall that VZ » 0 if (μ,ρ) = 1 and VZ = Ζ , μ > 0. 
μ 'F μρ μ' -
1.6.1. In view of the ω-filtration on Ζ, Ζ has a denumerable base as a 
k-vectorspace and thus every linear subspace of Ζ has a denumerable base. 
Lemma. Let ip . K ^ , be a denumerable base for P(Z) = i z e. Ζ I 
*oj j^l def 
dz • ζ Θ 1 + 1 β ζ ) . Define the set {p..}.
 n
 . , as follows: 
*ij i>0,j4 





) εΐ>···>εΓ el Er 
_i 
p.. = Σ λρ Ζ . . . . Ζ . . The domain of summation is a 
(ε, e
r
) 1 r ρ £j ρ ε
Γ 
finite subset of the set of all ordered finite sequences of natural numbers. 
We then have for every i _> 0, j _> 1 : 
a Vp. . is defined and Vp. . = p. . .. (Put p_. . = 0 for every j). 
!»J *·! J 1—* »J —' »J 
• | · · 
b p.. is F Ζ -linear on Ζ and p.. о F = F o p . . 
ij *1J Oj 
с The restriction of p.. to F Ζ is a F k-derivation on F Z. 
4 
Proof. 
a If i ^  1, everything is clear (1.5.3 corollary,1.5.2). If i = 0, then 
1 + ρ .t is a curve of order 1 in Z. By (1.5.3) we then have Vp . • 0. 
*oj ' *oj 
b Let u,v & Ζ*, then: 
i+1 i i + 1 
<p..,u P v> - <ΣλΡ Ζ ,...Z , β Ζ ,.,.Ζ ,, u p β ν> 
ij e - j , . . . , e -
r
 'ij ч "j «
r 
where the summation is to be extended over all (ε.,...,ε ) and all non 
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t ι i 
negative integer solutions of ti + θ = ρ ε , 1 ^  m _< г. 
Put η ·= η ρ and θ = θ ρ .We obtain, using V: 
i+1 pi 
(1.7) <p..,up v> = Σ<λ Ζ ...Ζ ,uP> <Ζ . ...Ζ . ,ν> 
4 er--Er ηΐ V ρ \ ρχθ 
f j f
 r 
If η and θ are not integers, then following our conventions Ζ = 0 
m
 i nm 
and Zg = 0. Thus, writing dp.. = Σλρ Μ β M. as a (unique) finite 
m
 1 J 
sum of monomials, we have 
i+1 .
 pi 







From (1.7) and (1.8) it follows: a term Μ β Mft in dp., can give a non 




i.e.: Т4 0 φ 0. 
Ρ 
On the other hand we have: 
• * • * · 
dp . = dv\>.. = V1 ® V\lp.. - Σ λ ТС β v\í0 ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) 
*oj *ij r i j aß о ß \i.j.i.j 
- ρ . β 1 + 1 β ρ . (because ρ . é Ρ(Ζ)) . 
*oj *oj ν *OJ 
= Σ λ (Ζ . . .Ζ 1 + 1 β Ζ . . .Ζ ) . 
e l ' ' " ' e r ε 1 e r ε 1 e r 
I t fo l lows: V M = 1 or Ъ/І = Ζ . . .Ζ for some index ( ε , , . . . , ε ) . 
οι οι ει ε r I г 
. . 
If vM = 1, then necessar i ly Vn„ = Ζ , . . . Z , for some index ( ε ' . . . , ε ' ) 
οι ρ ε . ε i r 1 . Χ 
and if V 1^ = Ζ ...Ζ , then necessarily чЛм
о
 « 1. (Observe that V 1 
α ε ] e '
J
 ß 
is defined on all monomials and that the set of monomials is closed under 
the action of V ). 
Furthermore V и • 1 implies M = 1 if M is a monomial. 
α
 r
 α α 
It follows from this, that (1.8) reduces to: 
Ρ . p P . Ρ p ι 




j» oj ' 
where in the first term on the right hand side all terms in (1.8) are 








Now: ,Ρ = <р . ,uF> • <р , . ,u>F s 0, thus in view of <l.u> = e(u) we have: 
*oj» -l.J 
i+1 i+1 
(1.9) <р£-,иР v> - s(uP ) <Ρ",ν>. 
Now l e t du = Σ u Θ u ' , dv = Σ v . 8 v ' , then 









, t e S s t s t 
i+1 i+1 
.P „ „л,.Р 
Σ u
F
 ν e ( u , F ) <p.. ,v'> 





' e ( u ' P ) . Σ v.. <p. . ,v'> 
s
 t c S ' 1 J ' 
Σ
 „Ρ с м Р 
s t S 
i+1 
= υ? p . . ( ν ) (1 β ε o d = i d e n t i t y ) . 
There are no topological d i f f i c u l t i e s because p . . has f i n i t e dimensional 
support. 
с p . . о F 1 = F 1 o VLp.. ( i t e r a t i o n of ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) , everything i s defined) 
= F ο ρ . . 
• • • м-
Because 1 + ρ .t is a curve, ρ . is a k-derivation on Ζ (1.5.4). F
oj ' *oj 
с now follows trivially. 
1.6.2. Definition. Let G с NAlg,. x(k) » ρ > 0. A total ordered set 
ie.}. _ с G is called an ordered p-base for G if the set of all monomials 
ι ι £ S r 
a1 a. a 
ie. е. ...е.Г I i, < i„ < ... < i , 0 < a. < p, r > l) is a base for G 
ij i2 xr r' - ι r» — 
as a k-vectorspace. 
1.6.3. Let {р..}.^
л
 .^ . be the set as in (1.6.1). Define a total ordering 
*ij i>0,j>l 
< by p . . < p k s i f i > k, a l l j , s , and 




Lemma. The set {p..}.
 n
 . , is an ordered p-base for Z. 
*ij i>0,j^l r 
Proof. We combine the proof of this lemma with another result about Ζ , 
to be stated in (1.6.4). The proof will be given in (1.6.5). 
1.6.4. Let {H } _ be the ω-filtration on Z. We choose a base {e.}. , 
η n>0 ι i>l 
for Ζ as a k-vectorspace in the following way: The base {p ·). . for 
P(Z) (1.6.1) is a subset of {e.L , and each Η has a base which is a 
ι ι>1 η 
subset of {e.}. .. This is possible, because P(Z) - U ίΡ(Ζ) η Η } and 
1 1>1 _ η 
because of the fact that P(Z) has a base constisting of homogeneous 
elements (we obviously may assume the ρ . to be homogeneous). Thus in 
the diagram 






η+1 <- Ηη+1 
we complete a base of Ρ(Ζ) η Η to a base of Η , then taking an independent 
set of homogeneous elements of weight n+1 we can complete the base for 
P(Z) η Η to a base for P(Z) η Η .. Taking all together we complete it 
to a base for Η .,. 
n+1 
Now let {f.}
v > 1 be the set of pointdistributions on the base ie.}^. and 
let in particular iw.K,. <~- if.}... be such that <w.,p .> = 6... 
* j j_>1 ι i>l j'^oi ij 
Let В • kLlX.]].,. g Al, with topology defined by: each ideal of finite 
colength in В is open. We assert: 
Lemma. The homomorphism of k-algebras Ψ : В ·*• Ζ defined by Ψ(Χ·) ш w., 
i l_ 1 is an isomorphism in Al, . 
1.6.5. a: ψ is surjective. 
Every finite dimensional subspace of Ζ is contained in some Η , i.e. the 
sequence of ideals {Н""= Ker (Z* •+ Η )}
 > Q is a fundamental system of open 
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neighborhoods of zero in Z* and Ζ =• lim Η . The induced natural fil­
tration on Η is clearly exhaustive, thus Η is a local k-algebra. (1.3.5), 
Another way to see this is: We can find an integer N such that V M • 0 
or 1 for every monomial M in the Ζ., M í Η . Then if u s m β 3
 ι' η η 
- Ker {Η*'-»• Η* 2 к) we have <M,up > - <V^I,u>p • 0 for every monomial 
M 6 H , thus m is a nilpotent ideal. It thus follows that E* is gene-
n η η 
rated as a k-algebra by every set {s.} f m such that the classes 
2 2 
s. mod m generate m /m as a k-vectorspace. Furthermore: 
< V n Ò - if ε н " I f(xy) - e(x)f(y) + f(x)£(y), e : H* + H* ^  к} 
= {f С H I df - f β 1 + 1 β f} 
η ' 
Ρ(Ζ) η Η . 
η 
Because the {ρ Л.^, is a base for P(Z) and {w.}. , is the set of point-
*oj j4 J JP1 
distributions on this base, the images of the w. in Η generate Η over 
j η η 
к as a k-algebra for every η > 0. In view of Ζ = lim Η we conclude: 
every element in Ζ may be written as a formal powerseries in the w., 
i.e.: ψ is surjective. Let OL be an open ideal in Z^, thus having finite 
colength, then ψ (u) has finite colength, thus is open in B, so ψ is 
continuous. 
b: ψ is injective. 
Let the ordered set {p..}.
> Q . > J be chosen as in (1.6.1), (1.6.3). Let 
Τ be the indexset of all monomials in the X., X. £ B. The corresponding 
set of monomials will be denoted by S • ІХ s _. Τ can be seen as the 
set of infinite sequences α = (α.,α_,...,α....) of nonnegative integers 
such that α. » 0 if i is great enough, α then corresponds with the mono-
al a7 ai 
miai X. Xj ... X Τ is an additive abelian ordered monoid with 
zero element 0 6 T, defined by Χ ° + 0 = X aX ß and α < 6 if χ°χΎ - X ß for 
some γ ε T. 
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We construct a map D : S -* Ζ as fo l lows: 
r 
Consider first the special monomial X. and let α = Σ α.ρ be the 
1
 0 J 
p-adic development of o, then 
α α , α_ 
r r-1 0 
(1.10) D(x") = V ' Г " І т І ' " ° / І (Put z° = 1 for every ζ ε Ζ). 
1
 Def V r-Г *·· α0' 
α. α s ex. 
Let now X a - X, ...X s and consider Ε(χα) = Π D(X.J). 




Clearly: the factors p.. occurring in E(X ) can be rearranged in one and 
α
 m 
only one way, giving D(X ),such that the factors p.. are ordered (as 
defined in (1.6.3)). This defines D(Xa) for a s T. 
Now consider a special case: w. e Ζ* and X. with p-adic developments 
г г 
Σ ß.pJ and Σ o.pJ. Then: 
0 J o r 
<D 






Р0.і &rP ß0P , 
* ¿ * i > m \ \ ...exQ! ' Wj — wj * 
Λ....?"0. 3 в 
" O ^ ' V ^ .(Fr(w.r))...(F°(w.0)) ((1.4.5) and the 
г * * * 0 * 
_α _α formula <p,w> = e(p(w)).) 
» e{-^i(Fr(w r))...!P-fÍ(F°(w.0))} (І.б.І.Ь) 
V J 0' J 
a a. 
η
 D η - 0 P0 i ßr Ρ V i ß0 P (1.11) - e{(44(w. )) ...(-^4(w.U)) } 
V J «0: J 
(1.6.1,b) 
It follows: everything is reduced to a computation of derivations, and 
this is easy in view of the Leibnizrelations: 
sl 3r α α β β 
о - » » · σ d _ · · · Э ο.
 9 Λ.ο 
(1.12) -І, Л-(и ) = Σ -!, Л-(и) -Λ S^rCv). 
sl V α.+β.-s. 1 r' Pl V 
l<i<r 
In view of <p .,w.> = 6.., (1.10) reduces to: 
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<D(X°í),w?> = δ . , δ
 0 . . . δ й - δ . , δ 





0 » Ρ 0 υ
 α
.Β 
β ^ l ^m 
Let now X and w = w ...w be arbitrary. Adding eventual ly exponents 
α
 α 1 °m Γ i r i 
» 0, we may write X « X. ...X . Let a. = Σ a. .pJ and β, » Σ β. .pJ 
ι m к j=o KJ *• joO KJ 
be the p-adic developments, 1 <_ k <_ m. In view of the foregoing 












P0,m P0,m-1 , , , p 0 t l ,
 P
m,P P 1,P P f = ε{— l—J 1
 t «—r(w . ,.w, )} 
ρ α ! α , I. . . α , . m 1 




= ε{-*-τ(№-)} using a known shorthand notat ion. 
Using (1.12) and the monoid structure on the vectors a_, we have: 
ä i , TT-2 i o 
f - Σ e í ^ í w ' ) £ - r 4 w ¿ ) } 
p
 «,-V*. r 2' 
where ß.+ß.o = ß. is any decomposition of ß_. 
Put for any vector (γ.,...,γ ) e χ, |YJ = Σγ·. We claim: 
1 Ι β_| > |oJ implies f = 0 
2 |β| = lol implies f - δ
 0. 
We proceed by induction with respect to η B |ßj . If η = 0 we have w » 1 
and the assertion is evidently true. So let η >_ 0 and assume 1 and 2 to 
be true if |β| < η. 
Choose a decomposition β_ = β,+£„. If |β_| > |α| then |β_. | > |α, | or 
|ßol > | ELo I ^ n v i e w °f 12Li "*Έ^*> I ™ l°Lil+l2L?l an<^ ь^ е induct ionhypothesis 
works. If |ßj = |α_| then we always have |β,| > |α_. | or |β__| > |α_„| unless 
|α_. | = |β_. I and |aJ = |β_| and the induction hypothesis works again, giving 
in this case: 
f - Σ Ь
 0 & a = δ 0 . 
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Applying this to (1.13) we now find easily: 
<D(Xa),we> = 0 if Σα. < Σ3. 
' 1 1 
= δ . i f Σα. = Σ β . . 
a,0 ι ι 




 a a 
| α
Λ
| be minimal , λ φ 0 . Then: 0 = <D(X ) , Σ λ wa> = λ » a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
Because ψ i s b i j e c t i v s and every i d e a l i n Ζ of f i n i t e c o l e n g t h i s open, 
ψ i s an isomorphism i n Al, . I t fol lows immediately from t h e proof t h a t 
the s e t {D(X )} _ i s a base f o r the k-vectorspace Z, thus the s e t 
{ p . . } . > 0 . . i s an ordered p-base f o r Z. 
The lemmata (1 .6 .3) and ( 1 . 6 . 4 ) a r e now proven. 
1.6.6. For f u t u r e r e f e r e n c e we s t a t e t h e c o r o l l a r i e s : 
Corol lary 1. Let А б CAI. , such t h a t A 2l kf fx.J] . J 01 , where S i s 
TT / " \ 
an ordered s e t and Л i s an i d e a l , generated by F X., 1 <_ N ( i ) <_ » , 
i fe S. (We use the convention t h a t к [ [ x j ] /(F^X) l k | _ [ x ] ] ) . 
Let {q. .} be the subset of the p o i n t d i s t r i b u t i o n s on the monomials i n t h e X. i n 
A, s a t i s f y i n g <q. . ,X. > = 1. Then t h e s e t {q . . | j & S, 0 <_ i < N( j ) } 
def ines an ordered p-base for A . 
Proof. Define the curves ψ. : A -»• kf [ t i l / ( F N ^ " t ) by ψ.(Χ.) = δ . , t . 
J i-LJJ ' j 1 l j 
Writing ψ. = Σψ. t i t fol lows t h a t Ψ . = q . . . Comparing ( 1 . 5 . 3 ) and 
J JV
 j p i 4 
( 1 . 5 . 6 ) w i t h ( 1 . 6 . 1 ) , the q . . s a t i s f y the same formal p r o p e r t i e s as t h e 
p . . , and we can use the r e a s o n i n g of ( 1 . 6 . 5 ) a g a i n . The c o r o l l a r y then 
follows e a s i l y . 
Coro l la ry 2 . Let Ζ be t h e UNG and l e t {q . . | i > 0, j > 1> £ Ζ such t h a t 
κ i j — — 
a i q . } . . , i s a base for P ( Z ) , 
oj j>_l v ' ' 
b q . . i s F 1 Z- l inaar on Z. 
J 
с the q . . a r e F κ - d e r i v a t i o n s on F Ζ , 
i j ' 
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then the set {q..} is an ordered p-base for Z. 
Proof. Obvious: the conditions a, b and с are the only formal properties 
of the set {p..} necessary for the proof of lemma (1.6.3). 
1.6.7. For future reference we add the following two lemmata: 
Lemma. Let Э é Ρ(Ζ), then there exists a curve y(t) e Η(Ζ) such that 
y(t) = 1 + 3t (mod t 2). 
Proof. As in (1.6.6) define ψ. : Ζ* -*• k[[t]] by ψ.(w.) - δ. .t. This is 
well defined in view of lemma (1.6.4). Let φ. • Σψ. t , then it is clear 
that ψ., = ρ . for every j > 1. 
Я °J -
 n 
Because {p .}·^, is a base for P(Z), we have 3 = Σ λ.ρ ., λ. 6 к. With 
oj jM ' Τ ι οι' ι 
the notations of (1.4.9c) we have, taking the product in the natural 
order, defined by i: 
η 
γ(ί) - Π (λ.* ψ.) - (1+λ,ρ .t+...χΐ+λ ,ρ ,t+...)... (l+ÀPt+...) 
Def i=l 
2 
= 1 + (Σλ.ρ .)t (mod t ) 
= I + St (mod t ) 
1.6.8. Lemma. I f 3 é Ρ(Ζ) and Э i s i sobar ic of weight s , then there 
e x i s t s a curve γ fe H(Z) , γ =• Σγ t , such that γ i s ieobaric of weight 
β s+1 
y, γ = 1 + 3t (mod t ) and γ = 0 i f y i s not a mult ip le of s . 
Proof. Fix an integer η ^_ 1 and suppose that we already have a curve 
γ ( t ) in H(Z), γ ( t ) » Σψ t such that ψ. • Э and ψ i s i sobar ic of weight 
ys for a l l 0 < μ < n. Write ψ • ψ' + ψ " where ψ' i s the isobar ic part 
— η η η η 
of ψ of weight ns . We claim Ψ " e P(Z). Indeed: d i s compatible with the 
η η 
weight function ω, thus 
















the right hand side is isobaric of weight ns. No monomial in the left 
hand side has weight ns, thus the left hand side equals zero. In view 
of (1.6.7), H(Z) contains a curve 6
n
(t) = 1 - ψ'4 (mod t ), thus with 
(1.4.9c): V δ (t) = 1 - ф'Ч П (mod t n + 1 ) . 
η η η 
Put Y
n+1(t) = Y n(t).V n(t) = 1 + i|»,t +...+ Ф П_^ П _ 1 + ф Ч П (mod t n + 1 ) . 
The sequence {γ (t)} . converges to a limit curve y(t) because H(Z) is 
a complete topological group (1.4.10). We have γ «= V y(t) = 1 + ψ-t 
S 1 
(mod t S + ) = 1 + 3tS (mod t S + ). Observe that if γ - Σγ tM, every γ is 
isobaric of weight μ, and γ » 0 if μ is not a multiple of s. 

CHAPTER II 
Existence of the E -polynonials over the prime field 
2§ 1 Statement of the problem. 
2.1.1. Let G é ІСЛІ, . We recall that the infinitesimal group of G, 
Inf (G) = Inf(G) - Al, (G,kf[t]]) can be identified canonically with the 
group of curves in G? K(G*) = GCoalgj.iZ.G*), where Ζ is the UNGfc and G* 
is the Cartierdual of G. (1.4.7). In view of Cartierduality the study 
of infinitesimal groups is equivalent to the study of the groups H(G') 
where G' e GGoalg, . From a functorini point of view this study can be 
reduced to the study of H(Z) itself in view of the simple lernna: 
Lemaa. Let φ - Σφ t be any curva in G e GCop.lg. , then φ induces a con­
tinuous homomorphinn of groups Η(φ) : H(Z) -»• H(G) , Η(φ)(ΣΖ tM) « φ . 
Proof. Evident. The functor Η : GCoalg, -»• Groups, defined by 
H(G) = Inf(G*) с Alk(G*,k|_[t]]) is representable by the pair (Ζ, ΣΖ t y ) . 
By the leimna we conclude: because every curve is image of the canonical 
curve, we can study the functorial properties of curves by stud3ring the 
_ 11 
canonical curve ΣΖ t . 
2.1.2, Let now *•: = Q be ths field of rational numbers, then one observes 
that H(Z) contains the cur«Te erp(Z.t) - Σ —t- t . 









e if- Фл " I ar-d 
dφ - Σ φ ? ò , μ > 0, By the bincrciura of ïTevrton we Live V Ρ er' — J 
y ρ+ο=μ ρ ra 
i l u ^1 ù\ 
d(-í-) = -4(Ζ. Θ 1 * 1 3 Ζ.) •-• Σ — τ 9 - τ thus οχτ> Z,t is a curve in Ζ. 
μ : v :
 '
 l
 ρ+σ-μ Ρ ΐ σ Ι ' ' 
Viewing exp Ζ t as an endomorphism of Ζ, we hr.ve: Im exp Z^t = Q[Ζ.^ j bears 
a natural induced grcupcoalgebra structure, in fact, it is isomorphic with 
the bialk^bra of the additive group, notice that Q|_Z/| appears из a smalle 
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non t r i v i a l subgroupcoalgebra of Ζ. 
2 . 1 . 3 . The analoguous problem t h a t now a r i s e s i f x(k) β ρ > 0 i s some­
what more d i f f i c u l t t o so lve i n view of: 
Lemma. Let x(k) = ρ > 0 and φ = Σφ t be a curve i n Ζ, φ. φ 0 . 
Then Im φ = k | φ . , φ „ , . . . J cannot be generated by a f i n i t e number of the φ 
Proof. By (1 .4 .7) we c o n s i d e r φ : Ζ + k [ [ t ] ] as a morphism i n Al, . 
Because φ φ 0, t h e r e e x i s t s χ с Ζ*, <ф,,х> ш 1. By ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) t h e φ a r e 
μ r 





= F {φ (χ)} φ 0, because φ . ( χ ) = ε ο φ . ( χ ) φ 0. (We used ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) ) . Thus 
φ i s n o t t r i v i a l on F Ζ whereas a l l φ , 1 < η < ρ -1 a r e t r i v i a l on 
Tpy Yn' - - * 
FUZ*. Using ε ο φ = φ , we finally conclude: φ ί кГф.,...,ф ~] and 
the lemma is proven. 
From (2.1.3) it follows that if curves φ = Σφ t , φ. φ 0 exist such that 
Im φ = к [φ., φ φ .,.. ,~\ , then Im φ is generated over к by a minimal 
Ρ ρ
1 
set: every strict subset generates a strict subalgebra. That such curves 
exist is shown in (2.1.4). 
2.1.4. Theorem. (Existence theorem). Let к =IF and let Ζ be the UNG. . 
Then: 
a There exists a set {Х.}.^
л
 с Ζ, Χ. = Ζ . + u.(Z,,...,Z . ) and Χ. is 
ι ι>0 ι ι i l ' ' ρΐ_ι ι 
isobaric of weight ρ in Ζ.,.,.,Ζ . for all i >^  0. 
Ρ
1 
b There exists a set {E }
 >(. с k<Xn,X.,...> с Ζ. E is isobaric of weight 
y, E = 1, Ε
 ί
 = X. for all μ >_ 0, i >^  0. 
с E(t) = ΣΕ tV is a curve in Z. 
Corollary. If к is an arbitrary field, x(k) = ρ > 0, then with the notations 
of the theorem, Ζ с к ο Ζ in a canonical way, and thus E(t) can be 
p 




The proof will be given in 2§2 and 2§3. Notice that there are no unicity 
statements made about the u. and the E . It will appear however that 
ι μ r r 
Im E(t) is unique up to isomorphism: cf. 3§1. Notice that it follows 
from a) that the X. generate a free subalgebra of Z. 
252 Proof of the existence theorem over an algebraically closed field. 
2.2.1. We first assume к to be an algebraic closure of IF and proceed 






 + E,t + Z-t +...+ Ζ tn +... So let H(n), η > 1 be the fol-
μ 0 1 2 η ' — 
lowing inductionhypothesis: 
H(n) : Denoting η = [_ log n] the unique integer such that ρ— <_ η < ρ— , 
there exist elements X......X in Ζ and elements E , 0 < μ < η 
О' ' η μ' — — 
in U(n) = k<X0,...,X > a Ζ with the properties PI, P2, P3 below: 
PI : X. is isobaric of weight pJ for 0 < j < η, X. = Ζ . + u.(Z,,...,Z . ). 
J — J pJ J · pJ-1 
P2 : All E are isobaric of weight μ. E_ = 1, E . - X., 0 < j < n. 
μ υ pj j - — 
P3 : The group H(Z) contains a curve γ , having the form: 
(2.1) Y
n
 = E Q + Ejt + ...+ E rt n * x n + 1t n + 1 +...+ x.t3 +... 
such that all x. are isobaric of weight j and such that the coeffi­
cient of Ζ in χ is 1. 
p r a p m 
2 . 2 . 2 . H(l) i s true.: E~ = 1, E. = X = Ζ . , γ . i s t h e canonica l curve . 
Thus assume t h a t H(n) holds for some η > 1 and take Ε , , . , . , Ε as in P2. 
— In 
Уз distinguish the two cases: case A and case B. 
Case A: n+1 is a power of p. Then n+1 = ρ . Put X ,, = χ , (2.1) and 
r r
 n+1 n+1 
E
 tl = -' t 1. P3 gives that PI is true in this case and P2 is trivial. n+1 n+1 ö 




Case В: n+1 is not a power of p. Then n+1 = n. We show the existence 
of E _,_, с U(n), such that dE
 А І
 = Σ Ε θ E . Then E
 i ( - χ _,, &P(Z) n+1 — n+1
 L. μ ν n+1 n+1 u+v=n+l 
and we will be done using (1.6.8). In order to show the existence of 
E
 t, we first construct a curve ΣΟ t satisfying certain conditions. n+1 μ J 





 e Η(Ζ). Thus let λ^ -1 е. к and consider the curve 
β
η
( λ ) β {T+T * ((λ* V , Y n ) } , ( " 1 ) x V i,e' d e n o t i n s \ = Σ ν μ ^ 2·^ 
we have: λχ-γ = Σλ A t 
η μ 
( λ κ γ ) . γ = (ΣλΡΑ ίμ)(ΣΑ t U ) = Σ ( Σ Λ Α ) t X 
'η 'η μ ' μ ' . _ -
 t μ ν 
1=0 μ+ν=ι 
1=0 μ + ν = ι ( 1 + λ ) μ + ν 
and f i n a l l y : 
g (λ) = Σ ( Σ k ' ' A A A ) t J •= Σ B . t J . 
j - 0 μ+ν+σ=3 ( 1 + λ ) μ + ν μ V ° j-0 J 
This curve has the properties Q1, . . . ,Q5: 
QI : All B. are isobaric of weight j . Indeed: a l l A are isobaric of 
weight μ, by P3 i f μ >_ n+1 and by P2 i f μ <_ η . We adopt the con­
vention that the zero element of Ζ has arbitrary weight. 
«
2 :
 Vi = <7^T+T + i " 1 ^ 1 ) χη+ι + *<ν··.ν· 
Obvious: take apart the solutions (μ,ν,σ) of μ+ν+σ = n+1 such that 
(μ,ν,σ) & {(n+l,0,0),(0,n+l,0),(0,0,n+l)}. All other terms satisfy 
0 <_ μ,ν,σ < n+1 and are by P3 expressions in the XQ,...,X , and thus 
r(X0 Xn) ε U(n). 
Q3 : There exists a λ г-, к, such that ζ » ^—\ + (-1) φ 0. This 
(1+λ)η+Ι 
results from the fact that к is algebraically closed and n+1 is not 
a power of p. 
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Q4 : Considered as polynomials in the Z., we have; 
В . = Β .(Ζ,,...,Ζ . ) for every j > 0. Indeed: by the same 
pJ pJ » pJ-l — pj pj · ρ 
argument of Q2 we see: 
P J (1+X)PJ 
+
 (~1)P )A · + isobaric expression in A,,...,A . 
pJ » pJ-l 
and the coefficient of A . is zero for every prime p. 
PJ 
Q5 : Βμ e U(n) i f 0 < μ < n . 
Now take Х е к such that ζ φ 0 (Q3). By the assumption on к we can f ind 
α e к such that α » . Then a * Z B . t J = ZcrB.t . Taking the product 
ζ J J 
of this curve with γ = EA.t we find a curve: 
'η ι 
(2.2) Σ С ί μ = ΣΑ-t1 . Za J B.t J 
» Σ ( Σ a J A . B . ) t y . 
μ=0 i+j=u L J 
with the properties R1,...,R4: 
Rl : All С are isobaric of weight μ. Obvious by Ql. 
R2 : С _,_, £ k<Xn X > = U(n) с Ζ. 
n+ι υ η — 
Indeed: С
 x 1 - α
η+1
Α_Β _,_, + αηΑ,Β + . . . + αΑ В, + Α ^,Β. 
n+1 0 n+1 I n n i n+1 0 
- α
η + 1 ( ζ χ + r(X , . , . ,Χ ) ) + ο ^ , Β + . . . + αΕ В. + χ _,_ 
4
 η+1 ο ' η 1 η n i n+1 
by Q2, Q3. 
By choice of α we have α ζ = -1. By Q5 we are done. 
R3 : Considered as elements of Ζ we have: 
С . = Ζ . + г., r. e k<Z,,...,Z . >, in particular С, = Ζ,. 
pJ pJ J J l pJ-l ' ' 
* · 
Indeed: С . • otP В . + α ρ ~ A.B . +...+ αΑ . В, + А . . 
pJ pJ 1 pJ-l pJ-l 1 pJ 
В . does not contain Ζ · by Q4. By isobar icity the other terms cannot 
pJ pJ 
have Ζ . except A . and A · contains the term Ζ ·, by P3 if p·^  > n+1 
pJ pJ pJ pJ — 
and by PI if pi < n+1. 
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R4 : С e к<Х_,...,Х > = U(n) for 0 < μ < n+1. 
y O n — — — 
For 0 < μ < η t h i s follows from 05 and the fact that A = E i f 
— — V V 
0 < ν < n. For n+1 i t i s R2. 
2.2.3. Construction of E _,_, e U(n) such that E _,_, - χ _,, 6 P(Z). 
n+i — n+i n+i 
By the very definition of a curve, the curve ZC t defines a groupco-
algebraendomorphism, denoted φ, φ : Ζ -*• Ζ such that φ (Ζ ) = С . Con­




) = E Q + ф Е ^ +...+ φΕ ηί
η
 + ф ( х
п + 1 Н
П + 1
 +...+ ф(х^)^ +... 
Now write E = E (X
n
,...,X ) as (noncommutative) polynomial function, and 
thus φΕ = Ε (фХ_,...,фХ ). 
μ μ 0 μ 
By PI we have: Χ. = Ζ · + u.(Z,,...,Z . ), 0 < j < η 
J pJ J 1 pj-l -
thus φΧ. = C . + u.(C,,...,С . ). 
J pJ J ! pJ-1 
By R4 фХ. = С . + polynomial in X
n
,...,X. ,. 
J pJ 0' j-1 
By Rl en R4 again: С . is a polynomial in Х_,...,Х. and so by R3 must 
pJ υ J 
contain a term X.. We conclude 
J 
(2.4) ΦΧ.. = Xj + w j(X ( J f...,X._ 1), 0 <_ j < η 
and in particular: φΧ. = φΖ - С. = Ζ. = Χ . 
The point is: By P3 we have: χ . is an isobaric expression in Ζ ,...,Z ., 
denoted χ
 +
. = f(Z ,...,Z
 +
. ) . Thus Φ(χ
 +
.) = f(C. С .) and by R4 we 
conclude: Ф(х .) = g(X ,,.,,Χ ). But from (2.4) it follows: Every X. can 
be expressed as a polynomial in ΦΧ
η
,...,φΧ. and if we assign to ΦΧ. the 
weight ρ , X. is an isobaric polynomial in the ФХ_,...,фХ.. 
Substituting these in in the expression for Φ(χ .) we finally find: 
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(2 .5 ) φ ( χ
η + 1 ) = Ε η + 1 ( φ Χ 0 , . . . , φ Χ ^ ) 
where E . i s an i sobar ic polynomial in the φΧ.. 
The r e s t r i c t i o n ρ γ = 1 + E,t + . . . + E t of γ def ines a curve of 
»,η'η 1 η 'η 
order η in Ζ(η) = k<Z. Ζ > с Ζ , i . e . a groupcoalgebra endomorphism, 
denoted ψ, ψ : Ζ (η) •+ Ζ ( η ) , ψ (Ζ.) β Ε., 0 <_ i <_ η. I t thus follows that 
Im ψ = k [ E . , . . . , E ~\ = k<X-,...,X > = U(n) has a natural induced structure 
of groupcoalgebra over k, with diagonal d, dX. = Σ . Ε Θ E , 
μ+ν=ρ μ 
From (2 .4 ) i t fol lows: U(n) = Im ψ = k<XQ Χ > = к<фХ0,...,фХ >, that 
i s to say, the r e s t r i c t i o n of φ to Im ψ, denoted φ ' , i s a groupcoalgebra 
automorphism of U(n), i . e . we have a commutative diagram 
Ф 
Ζ * Ζ 
U (η) -> U(n) 
Now φ maps χ . & Ζ in fact in U(n) in view of (2.5), and because Φ' is 




П + 1 ) = Φ'~4Η·1 ( Φ Χ 0
 Ф
 \ Ε η + Ι
( Χ 0 · · · · ' ν t ü fe>· 
— Def — 
Notice that φ : Ζ -+• Ζ i s in general not an automorphism of Z. 
Now: a) 1 + E,t + . . . + E t n + χ
 A , t
n +
 i s a f i n i t e curve in Ζ (P3) 1 η n+1 
thus 1 + φΕ-t + . . . + φΕ t + φχ
 A l t i s a f i n i t e curve in U(n) 
1 η n+1 — 
applying Φ'"*: 
b) 1 + E.t + . . . + E t + E t l t i s a f i n i t e curve in U(n). hence 1 η n+1 — 
i s a f i n i t e curve in Z. 




 ж 1 - x ^ ,) = Σ Ε 8 Ε - χ ,. β 1 - 1 β χ „ - Σ Ε Θ Ε 4





1 - Χη+1> Θ ' + 1 Θ (Εη
+
1 - V P 
μ,ν^Ο 
thus Ε _,_, - χ _,_, e Ρ(Ζ). 
η+1 η+1 
2.2.4. Now apply lemma (1.6.8): E ., - χ ., is isobaric of weight n+1 
-
r J
 n+1 n+1 
((2.5) and P3). There exists a curve у = Ey t in Ζ such that у is 
isobaric of weight m and y Ξ 1 + (E . - χ .)t (mod t ). 




 ^n+l = V? = E 0 + E l t + ' · · + En+l t t l + 1 + U n + 2 t n + 2 + · ' · + U j t J + · -
This curve satisfies P3 of H(n+1): indeed, writing again γ = ΣΑ t we 
have: γ .. = Σ ( Σ A y )t . Because the A and y are isobaric of 
n+1 - 4 . \iJ\>' μ ' y 
m=0 μ+ν=πι 
weight μ, γ











 A . y
 m
 + y . 
pm pm p n u ^ l 1 ρ * - 1 · p
m 
By (1.6.8) y = 0 if μ is not a multiple of n+1,thus in case В: y = 0. 
The terms A y , μ φ ρ cannot involve Ζ , but A does in view of P3 
Μ ν
 r
 pin pil 
of H(n). 
P2 of H(n+1) is obvious: We take E-,Ε.,...,Ε . as the coefficients of 
t M, 0 ^ μ ^  n+1 in (2.6). P1- of H(n+1) is trivially true in case B. 
This finishes the proof of the existence theorem over an algebraically 
closed field. 
2.2.5. Descent to the prime field IF . 
μ 
Remark. (P. Cartier): Let Ε = ΣΕ t be the curve of theorem 1 obtained over 
the algebraic closure of IF . Assume that for 0 < μ < η we have: 
Ρ - -
E б F <χ . , X . , . . . > and X. é l F < Ζ , , Ζ „ , . . . > f o r 0 < i < η . C o n s i d e r i n g 
μ ρ 0 ι ι ρ 1' 2 — ь 
dE




we see: the problem of descent is of linear nature and the right hand 
side is defined over F . This guarantees that E . can be chosen in 
F <X~,X.,...,X.,...>. However, all author's attempts to prove the 
rationality of the E along direct lines, using the natural base of mono­
mials in the X. failed on the noncommutativity of the problem. In order 
to obtain a rigorous proof we shall use the ordered p-bases of (1.6.3). 
All this will be carried out in 2§3. The author observes that P. Cartier 
found an alternative curve with the properties R1,...,R4 (2.2.2). "" 
2§3 Descent to the prime field IF . 
' ' ~ '—ρ 
2.3.1. Definition. For a convenient terminology we shall say that the 
curve ΣΕ t of th.l (2.1.4) is the canonical E-pure curve over k. Any 
set of elements (ξ-,ξ.,...) с Ζ such that ξ = ΣΕ (ξ
β
,...,ξ )t is a 
curve in Ζ will be called an E-pure set and ξ will be called the E-pure 
curve defined by the set (ζ-,ξ.,...). The element ξ. in this set will be 
called an E-pure semiderivation of height i. By (1.5.3) we then have 
νξ. = ξ._. for all i ^  0, with the convention that ξ , » 0. By (1.5.6) we 
see that this agrees with the notion of semiderivation, introduced by 
J. Dieudonnë in \j, page 242]. We recall the definition: Let В be a k-
algebra, x(k) = p > 0 . A : B - > - B i s a semiderivation of height r if Δ 
г г г 
is k-linear, A(FrB) с FrB and if Δ(χΡ у) - x P Л(у) + у Δ(χΡ ). If G £-GCoalgk 
we speak in the same way of E-pure sets, curves and semiderivations in G. 
If φ = Σφ t is a curve in Z, then the induced groupendomorphism Η(φ) of 
H(Z) (lemma 2.1.1) maps the canonical E-pure curve ΣΕ (Χ^,.,.,Χ )t on the E-
pure curve ΣΕ (ΦΧ-. φΧ )t . This curve will be called the E-pure curve 
belonging to φ and is as such defined by the E-pure set (φΧ~,φΧ.,...). 
It is clear that we can use the same terminology for finite E-pure Curves 
n
 У 
ΣΕ (ξ_,...,ξ )t defined by finite E-pure sets (ξ«,...»ξ ). 
2.3.2. Notations. Ζ' will denote in this paragraph the UNG_ . к is an 
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a l g e b r a i c c l o s u r e of IF and Ζ i s t h e UNG, . By PI we have 
ρ к 
Χ. = Ζ . + u . ( Z , Ζ . ) , i > 0 and U = k < X
n
, X , , . . . > ; 
ι p i ι 1 ' p i - i ~ 0 1 ' 
U(n) = k<X , . . . fX > <- Z. U' =IF <X ,X , . . . > and U'(ri) =IF <X Q , . . . ,X n > С Ζ. 
2 . 3 . 3 . Sketch of the proof. Using i n d u c t i o n we show the e x i s t e n c e of an 
ordered p-base for Z, ( q . . ) » such t h a t c e r t a i n q . . e Ζ' and such t h a t a l l 
{ q . . } . a r e Ε-pure s e t s . I t then i s p o s s i b l e to w r i t e each u . and E 
1] 1 v r 1 у 
uniquely as a sum a+b such that a is rational over IF and b e P(Z). In 
view of (1.6.8) the term b can be cancelled out. That finishes the in­
duction step and thus the u. and the E will be rational over IF . 
κ
 ι μ ρ 
2.3.4. Let ιι > 1 be an integer and let H' (n) be the following induction 
hypothesis: 
H'(n) : The u. = u.(Z,,...,Z . ), 0 < j < η can be chosen such that 
J J » pJ-1 -
u. б Z' and the E , 0 < μ < η can be chosen such that 
J ν - -
E e U'(η) с Ζ'. μ ν-' 
Obviously H'(l) is true, because E
n
 = 1 and E. = X , i.e. u
n
 = 0 é Ζ'. 
Thus assume H' (n) to be true for some η >_ 1 and let u. (- Z' if 0 <_ j ^_ η 
and E É U'(η) if 0 <_ μ <^  η. As before we distinguish the cases A and B. 
2..3.5. Case A: n+1 = ρ . We have already shown the existence of an 
ordered p-base for Ζ (1§6). As we shall see we may take the ordered 
p-base to consist of Ε-pure semiderivations. More precisely: 
Lemma. Assuming H'(ri), z has an ordered p-base Q = in.. | i >^  0, j ^_ l) 
such that 
a The sets (Π.·)·>η a r e Ε-pure for every j ^ _ 1. 
b n..£f Z' if i < г.. 
ij 
с The subset {η Л... is a base for P(Z'). 
oj j4 
Proof. Take a base (n .1^. for P(Z'). By lemma (1.6.7) there exist curves 
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χ. = Σχ . ί
μ
 e Ζ' such t h a t χ ,. = η . for a l l i > 1. Consider the χ . as J yj lj oj J - J 
curves in Ζ and l e t η . be the Ε-pure curve belonging to χ . , def ined by 
the Ε-pure s e t ( η . . ) · _ · We c la im: t h e s e t Q = { η . . | i ^ 0, j >_ 1} i s 
an ordered p-base for Z. Indeed: in view of ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) , a p p l i e d to t h e 
curves η . , we may conclude by ( 1 . 6 . 6 c o r o l l a r y 2) .(Observe t h a t P ( Z ' ) с Ζ 
and P(Z) - к 0 -p P ( Z ' ) , thus {η . } . . i s indeed a base for P ( Z ) . ) 
For b we have by H ' ( n ) : 
(2 .7) η . . = χ . + u . ( x . , . . . , x . ) e Ζ ' for 0 < i < n , j > 1. 
1 J
 P\j L ]'2 P x - l , j - - - -
and the lemma is proven. 
Notation. The resulting base for the k-vectorspace Z,defined by Q will 
be denoted by Y = {η Ι α e Τ}. Τ is an index set which can be described 
as follows: Let I = {(i,j) I i>J (• 'Z, i ^ . 0, j >_ 1} then 
Τ - { (α. .) I (i, j) £ I, 0 <_ α. . < ρ, almost every a .. is zero}. We put 
Y' = {η t Y | η is product of η., e Q, 0 <_ i <_ n}. Thus in particular: 
Y' С Ζ'. Let Τ' = {α Ε Τ | η <ь Υ'}. We now have in our case A: 
(2.8) V^Z,,...^) =
о
І ^ д , λ
α
£ к. 
A first slight refinement of (2.8) is: 
2.3.6. Lemma, u , = Σ λ η , λ б- к. 
Proof. First remark that if M is a monomial in the Ζ , then VM φ 0 implies 
μ' 
U)(VM) - — ω(Ι·1). It now follows by V n. . = η . φ 0 that η... considered as 
Ρ iJ oj ij' 
an expression in the Ζ has weight at least ρ . Because the u. are isobaric 
of weight ρ , we now have: 
u . = Σ μ η , _ + Σ λ η ; λ ,u /= к. 
n+1 s n+lfS „ . a'as a » M
s
' 
s α-, χ' 
A p p l y vïL+I. T h e n v ^ ^ . V ^ ( X n + 1 - Zn+1) = X0 - Z, = X0 - X0 = 0 and 
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ν (η ) " Ο i f α ε Τ'. By the linear independency of the V^—(η ., ) » η 
α *
 r
 n+l,s ο,β 
we are done. 
2.3.7. Corollary. If χ e Ζ i s isobaric of weight < n, then χ « Ε μ η , 
- a e T ' a o 
μ & к. If moreover χ e Ζ', then μ g. IF . 
а а р 
Proof. The f i r s t statement results immediately from the observation: η . . 
has at least weight ρ . Now l e t {ξ | а 6 1} be the base of monomials 
in the Ζ for Z, then i f α e I ' , η ¿ Ζ ' and thus n - Σσ . ξ
α
, a
 0 £ Έ . μ а а . ар ρ ар ρ 
Moreover: χ £ Ζ' implies χ • Σρ„ξ., ρ. € F . 
a Ρ ρ Ρ Ρ 
Thus Σρ0ξ„ - χ - Σ μ η - Σ μ σ β ζ β . By the linear independency of 
« ρ ρ —ι α α . α αρ ρ 0 ρ ρ α e Τ' а,& μ 
the ξ and the η , the matrix σ - (σ .) is invertibiе. 
Writing (μ ) as a columnvector μ and (ρ ) as a columnvector ρ, we have: 
α ρ 
μ - ρσ is rational over 3F , hence μ £ T. . 
ρ ot ρ 
2.3.8. Define Δ ¡ Ζ + Ζ β , Z b y Ä x - d x - χ β Ι - Ι β χ . Then Δ is ob­
viously k-linear. We use (2.3.7) to arrive at the important corollary: 
Corollary. Au.. • Σ λ n β nft, λ . e ΊΒ. 
Proof. 4 и
х
. • Σ ( Ε Θ Ε - Ζ β Ζ ) . All E . Ζ involved are isobaric 
211
 μ + ν ! 4 1 + 1 μ ν μ ν ' μ' ν 
μ,ν^Ο 
of weight <^  n and belong to Z' (by H'(n)). Thus apply ( 2 . 3 . 7 ) . 






„& ^ » u f t ^
 г
 » 
A П В - 0. Then w - Σ U0na <ь P(Z). 
вев
 в 0 
Proof. Observe that by (2.3.6) such an expression for u . is justified. 
Now T\„ is an ordered product of η.., thus each n0 can uniquely be written 
Ρ ij Ρ 
as η
β
 - rßsß, such that rß is product of eemiderivations of constant height 
iQ and s» is product of eemiderivations η., such that i < iQ. Select from 




Choose r - r and c o l l e c t from t h i s subsum a l l terms μ r s such t h a t 
8 γ γ γ 
r = r. Moreover assume r to be chosen such that the number of factors 
Ύ 
η. . in r is maximal. We then find a subsum of w, say t =• r(u,s. + ...+
u
 s ). 
1 J ' и 1 1 μΠ1 m 
Observe t h a t by Ε-puri ty of t h e n . . we have for 0 <_ i <_ n : 
^ i j = n i i ® 1 + l β η ί ί + f ( n i j ^ 
where f ( η . . ) i s r a t i o n a l over F and c o n t a i n s only η . such t h a t μ < i . 
i j Ρ pj 
I t fo l lows, because d t i s aga in a subsum of dw: dw c o n t a i n s t h e term 
μ,Γ 0 s, + . . . + μ r θ s . O n the other hand úw = i u
 i f - û Σ λ η i s 1 1 m m n+1 . α α 
α e A 
rational over IF . Thus the term r 0 (u.s, +...+ μ s ) must have been 
ρ
 И
І 1 ит m 
cancelled out in Aw. In view of the maximal choice of r and the fact 
that the set {η θ η„ | α,β β Τ'} is linear independent over к, it 
now follows that, writing iw = dw - w β I - 1 0 w, we must have 
r β (y.s. +...+ μ s ) contributes to w β 1, i.e. m = 1 and thus t re-
і і ш т 
duces to a single term, say t = yr, where r is a product of semideri-




 > 1 we see that Vu = X - Ζ 
ь
 0 0 — n+1 n _n 
-1 ~1 
contains a term V(yr) = μ Ρ ,Vr where μ Ρ .^ F . By linear independence 
and the hypothesis H'(ri) this is not possible unless Vr = 0, i.e. ÌQ = 0 
and r is a product of η . e Ρ(Ζ'). By the maximality of the choice of 
i_ we arrive at: 
η3 
Put η' = πτ.—τ, then w = Σ μ' η' , μ' te IF and by the known Leibniz-
0 n6j· g ñ 0 0 ^ Ρ 
rules we have d w = Σ Σ μ ' π ' β π ' . 
0 α+γ=β ß σ Y 
By the linear independence of the η' β η' we now conclude: w is rational 
α γ 
over IF iff w £ P(Z) . 
Ρ 
2.3.10. Proposition. H'(n+1) is true if n+1 = ρ . 





 + E.t + . . . + Ε t n + x „ . , t n + + . . . where χ . . - Ζ .. + u . . . By 
'η О 1 η η+1 η+1 η+1 η+1 J 
(2.3.9) we have u
 + . = ν + w such that ν & Ζ ' , w e P(Z). By (1.6.7) 
there exists a curve γ ' in Ζ such that γ ' = 1 - wt(mod t ; . Consider 
in the proof of case A, theorem 1, the curve 
VW = E o + V + · · · + V n + < x
n
+ i - w ) f c t l + 1 + · · · 
and put X ^ = x
n + 1 - w - Z n + 1 + ν e Z \ Write X ^ = X ^ + Э where 
X . is the homogeneous part of weight n+1, and Э contains no terms of 
weight n+1. It is easily seen that Э é P(Z'). Using the arguments of 






 V + · · · + V " + W"*1 + W " * 2 + · · · + x j f c j + · · · s u c h 
that x'. is isobaric of weight j. Because ν χ • X
rt = Ζ, it follows by J ° m 0 1 
t 
isobaricity that χ contains Ζ
 m
 with coefficient 1. We thus have shown 
Ρ Ρ 
that H(n) and H'(n) imply H(n+1) and H'(n+1) if n+1 » p^-. 
2.3.11. Case B, p^· < n+1 < p^-. 
The line of the proof is analoguous to the proof of case A. Observe first 
that assuming H'(n)fU'(n) • F <XQ,...,X > has a natural induced structure 
of F -group coalgebra, with diagonal d, dX. β ζ . Ε Θ E , 0 ^  i ^  η. 
μ+ν=ρ 
Because the induced natural filtration on U'(n) as a subgroupcoalgebra of 
V is exhaustive, U'(n) is infinitesimal (lemma 1.3.5). 
Moreover U'(n) has finite height: Let χ e Ker {e : U'(η) -*• IF }, then for 
+1 +1 n + 1 
every u è U' (n) we have <χΡ- ,u> = <x,V= u> « 0 because 
Im V-+I - η( Г ) r. U*(n). By (1.3.9) we conclude: U' (n)* is isomorphic 
with a truncated powerseries algebra over F . 
By (1.6.6),corollary 1 we conclude the existence of an ordered p-base 
Q - in·. | j > I, 0 < i < N(j) <_ n} for U'(n) over IF , and we clearly 
J Mr 
may assume that the η . , are E-pure semiderivations. (Take in the proof of 




We now have: E £ U' (n) if 0 < μ <_ η and E
 +
. <= U'^ n) = к Θ _ U' (η). 
Ρ 
Because the ordered p-base Q defines a base Y = {η | α e Τ} for 









 V PB * V A n B " # 
a t AcT ß s B c T μ f ^ f 
and ΔΕ . is rational over Γ . We now can repeat litterally the proof 
of (2.3.9) in order to show: w = Σ y0n. € P(UCn)). 





1 - E0 + E l t + ' · · + E n
+
l t n + 1 + U n
+
2 t n + 2 + · · ' + Uj f c J +··· 
2 
Taking a curve γ* in Ζ such that γ' Ξ L - wt (mod t ), consider the curve 
WW = E o + V + · · · + V n + ( E n + i -
 w ) t n + 1 +
· · · 




 V i = E 0 + E l t + - · ν " + V l t n + 1 + < + 2
t n + 2 +
' · ·
+ u j t J + · · · 
such that E . . i s i sobaric of weight n+1 and the u. are i sobaric of 
n+1 " j 
weight j. We take as new E .. the coefficient E . . of t in the curve 
°^  n+1 n+1 
γ .. This coefficient is rational over Έ , and, by construction, belongs 
to U' (n) : in-deed E . - w ¿. U'(n) and because d on U'(n) is compatible 
with the weightf unction we can write uniquely E - w = E . + Э where 
E .. is isobaric of weight n+1 an.d Э e P(U'(n)) с Ρ (Ζ') does not contain 
n+1 — 
any term of weight n+1. We now have in case B: H(n) and H' (n) imply H(n+1) 
and H'(n+0» thus the existence theorem is completely proven. 
Remark. It should be noted tha1; J.À. Dieudonnë had already obtained the 
groupcoalgebra U = IF <Xn,X.,...>, however by different methods. [ 5J , 
see especially the review of P. Cartier [MR 20-930] : Witl'i the notation of 
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the review: J-, (к) = U and Irl. (k) = Z. The difference between the two approaches 
can be made more clear by the following observation: 
Let G be a hyperalgebra over к in the sense of Dieudonnê [MR 20-930], then 
by definition the linear dual G* is isomorphic with a formal powerseries 
algebra k|[Ύ·]] . ™ for a suitable index set T. Now consider in our nota­
tions A1,(G^, k[[t.]].
 p T ) · Let the set of all monomials in the t. be 
{t }
 c
 for a suitable index set S, then this set has a natural strue-
ture of abelian monoid and φ : G •*• k[[t.|] . is completely determined 
by φ(χ) = Σ φ (x)ta, Φ
α
6 G, χ i G x. 
ae S 
I t i s c lear that the {φ } . i s a base for the k-vectorspace G and i s a 
α ote S 
structural base for G, i . e . ά(φ ) = Ε φ„ Θ φ . 
In the approach of Dieudonnê, hyperalgebras are handled as k-vectorspaces , 
carrying certa in addit ional s tructures , and i t seems never to have been 
mentioned that the s e t of structural bases of G, i . e . , more exact ly , the s e t 
Al. (G » k [ [ t . ] ] . „) , carries a natural groupstructure. I t turns out how-
ever that the group AL (G*,k[[ t ] ] ) contains already a l l e s s e n t i a l in for-
mation that i s needed. By the ex i s tence theorem one knows the most simple 
elements of th is group, namely Ε-pure curves. In Chapter I I I we shal l use 
these Ε-pure curves in order to obtain a decomposition of arbitrary curves 




Properties of U and Ζ 
We write GCoalg instead of GCoalg _ . 
3.1.1. The existence theorem gives immediately: 
Proposition. Define on U = F <X-,X ,...> the weightfunction ω : U •-2Z 
b y < D ( X . ) = p 1 , co(xy) β ω(χ) + «(y) if χ,y £ U. Let E = ΣΕ tM be the E-
pure curve of the existence theorem (2.1.4). Then E defines on U a 
structure of IF -groupcoalgebra and for all i ^  0: 
dX. = Σ . Ε β E i i μ ν 
еХ. = 0. 
ι 
Remark on the proof. Let Ζ be the UNG in GCoalg, then U is isomorphic 
with Im (E : Ζ •*• Ζ) , Ε(Ζ.) = Ε.. The diagonal d and augmentation e are 
obtained from restriction of d : Ζ •+ Ζ θ Ζ and ε : Ζ •* IF to lm E. 
Ρ 
Notice that the formulae (pi of ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) ) , wr i t ten as 
j (X. ) = Ζ . + u.(Z Ζ . ) 
ι p i ι ι ρ 1 - ! 
define an embedding j : U"-* Ζ in GCoalg. The E are not unique, but the 
groupcoalgebra structure on U is independent of the choice of the E in 
view of the lemma: 
3.1.2. Lemmas Let F = ^ С^Ъе^ а^-Curve in Z&GCoalg such that F is isobaric 
V μ 
of weight μ, μ >_ 0, F. φ 0 and Im F is generated over IF by the F ., i >_ 0, 
j F . . P 
Then the composed morphism Uc->- Ζ + lm F is an isomorphism in GCoalg and 
Im F = F <F ,F ,...,F ·,...>. 
Ρ ' Ρ ρ
1
-
Proof. F о j(X.) = F(Z . + u.(Z,,...,Z . )) = F . + u.(F. F . ). By 
ι „ι ι ι ρ
1
-! ρ 1 ι · ρ1-! 
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isobar i city, the F e Im F can only be expressions in the F ζ such that 
У pJ 
p J < μ, thus F о j(X.) = F · + w.(F,,F ,...,F . , ) . It follows that the 
— ι pi ι 1 ρ pi-i 
F · can be expressed in the F о j(X.)» i.e. F о j is surjective. F. « aZ. 
a ^ 0, a é I (by isobaricity) , EF t is a curve, and thus by (1.5.3),' 
VF i » F . , and V^F . = F, = ctZ,. 
ρ
1
 pi"» pi 1 1 
In view of the relations VZ » 0 if (μ,ρ) • 1, VZ = Ζ it follows that 
μ ^**"' μρ μ 
F i contains a term α Ζ · . From i s o b a r i c i t y we now deduce that the F ¿ 
P P Ρ 
are independent generators for Im F over IF , i . e . Im F • IF <F.,F F £ , . . . > 
Because U i t s e l f i s a f ree algebra too, F о j i s i n j e c t i v e . I t then i s 
c lear that F о j i s an isomorphism in GCoalg. 
3 . 1 . 3 . Def in i t ion. The object in GCoalg, defined up to isomorphism by 
any curve IF t in Z, sa t i s fy ing to the condit ions of lemma ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) w i l l 
be c a l l e d the noncommutative exponential groupcoalgebra over IF , abbre­
viated NEG over IF . In the sequel we f i x once for a l l the canonical E-
P 
pure curve E » ΣΕ t P and represent the NEG over Ш by U « IF <X ,X ,...> 
as done in (3.1.1). Notice that the analoguous object U over the field 
of rational numbers is given by U » Q[XJ , dX » Χ β 1 + 1 Θ X, i.e. the 
bialgebra of the additive group. 
3.1.4. A first justification of the term exponential is given by: 
Lemma. There exists a F -derivation Э : U ·*• U such that 3E * E _., 
μ > 1. As a consequence, extending Э to a IF [[t\~]-derivation of u[[t]j, 
we have for the canonical Ε-pure curve E : ЭЕ = Et. 
Proof. Take the base {iOp, ς oí monomials in the X. in U and let 
{N0}fl/, о С U be the set of pointdistributions on the M . Let in par­ti ρ £ & Ol 




 Ν Θ 1 + 1 Β N . Let Э be the composite map 
1 β N 




then Э i s a IF -derivation and Э(Е ) = (1 Θ N ) ( Σ E β E ) = E . 
ρ μ α ' 4 ^ ρ σ' μ-1 
i f μ > 1. 






Notice that the analoguous assertion over Q is trivial. 
3.1.5. Lemma. Let ol be the two sided ideal in U generated by all com­
mutators Γχ.,Χ.Ί . Denote by T. resp. G the classes of X. resp. E 
L i ' j J J ι r μ ι r μ 
modulo^· Then A = υΛα has a natural induced structure of abelian group-
coalgebra over Έ and the G are uniquely determined by the relation 
CO CO . 
(3.1) Σ G t P = Σ G (Y 0 , . . . ,Y ) t y = Η β χ Ο Γ ^ , . , . , Υ ^ Ρ 1 , . . . ) [3,pag 60] . 
μ=0 μ=0 _ 
In particular the hyperexponential series of J. Dieudonne defines on A 
a structure of abelian IF -groupcoalgebra which is identical with the 
quotientstructure on A = ^Ιΰι. 
Proof. It is a trivial verification that dftc U e t + f ' H , and e(Y ) • 0. 
Let Hex(Y0t,...,Y.tP ,...)= Σ F t
y
, then the F define on A a struc­
ture of abelian groupcoalgebra.d' : A ·* Α Θ A is given by 
d'Y. = Σ F Θ F . (1.2.6£). 
ι j . ί μ ν 
μ+ν=ρΐ 
Both the F and the G are isobaric of weight μ with respect to the in­
duced weightfunction, again denoted ω, ω(Υ.) - ρ ; F 0 = G-. = 1 and 





 ι - μ 
(з, pag 60І . 
Let the quotients true ture on A be given by d : A ·*• Α Θ A, then 
dYQ = d'YQ = Υ- β 1 + 1 Θ YQ. Thus l e t η ^ 0 and assume that the r e s t r i c ­
tions of the (A,d)- and (A,d')-structure to the subgroupctoalgebra 
A(n) = IF | Y 0 , . . . , Y ] are i d e n t i c a l , i . e . : G = F for a l l 0 <^  μ <_ p n . 








Take m as small as possible and assume first that ρ < m < ρ . Then 
G a A(n), d(G ) = d'(G ) and d(F ) = d'(F ). Moreover d(G -F ) -
m m m m m m m 
= ¿ ' (G-F ) = (G - F ) Θ 1 + 1 β ( G - F ) , i . e . G - F e P(A(n)) and 
m m m m m m m m 
G -F i s i sobar ic of weight m. Admitting for the moment the fact 
m m 
co « 
P(A(n)) = 0 Ι ΥΡ , we conclude: ρ < m < ρ is not possible, thus 
we should have m = ρ . But then G • F β Y
 A,, thus G = F for ail 
v
 m m n+1' μ μ 
μ >_ 0. 
„m 
Now l e t u =» a + a.Y. + . . . + amY. e P(A(n)), 0 <_ i <_ n, a. £ A ( i - l ) , 
a φ 0 . du contains a term a Θ Y. and du • u Θ 1 + 1 Θ u. I t thus 
m m i 
follows that a é F . Because EG t i s a curve in A, we have VY. • 
m ρ μ ' ι 
= VG . = G . , = Y, , i f i > 0 and V Y - 0 ( 1 . 5 . 3 ) . Thus applying V to pi pi-1 i-l — 0 rr j о 
u we have 0 = Va0 + Va,.Y. . + . . . + Va .Y? , . Notice that 1 + ut i s a 0 1 i- l m i- l 
! / P curve, thus by (1.5.3). Vu = 0 . Because O p a £ F , we have Va » a s v
 ··"—" jjj p» ¡u m 
= a •h 0. Hence i = 0 and u = а
л
 +...+ a Υ
Λ
, a. e Ш . 
m 0 m 0 ι ρ 
i 
Using dYQ = Y Q 8 1 + 1 ® YQ, one now easily checks that u β θ Ш Y*j . 
i=0 
3.1.6. Corollary. There exists a F -derivation 9 : A ->• A such that 
9G = G _j for μ >_ 1. In particular 9Hex(Y , ...,Υ.^...) - Hex(YQ,. ..Y^ ...) . 
Proof. Because the derivation 9 of (3.1.4) satisfies Э (οι) с ^  , 9 induces 
a derivation on the quotient A = ^/a. 
_i 
The hyperexponential series Hex(Y_t,...,Y.tp ,...) will be denoted in 
future again by ΣΕ tU = ΣΕ (YQ,...,Y )t
y
. This is consistent with the 
previous notations, because every Ε-pure curve in G €. Ab , i.e. every 
ir 
Ρ 
morphism U •*• G factorizes uniquely through A, We write E (Y
n
,...,Y ) 
instead of E (Y~ Υμ^· ®ne n o w ^ a s t n e important fact, already observed 
by J. Dieudonné [З, pag. 6Ô\l 
3.1.7. Lemma. Let ξ = ΣΕ (ζ C)t and η * ΣΕ (η ,... ,n )tM be two 
curves in an abelian groupcoalgebra G e Ab, , then ξη and ξ , considered 
as elements of the group H(G), are again E-pure. 
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Remark on the proof. This i s a r e s t a t e m e n t of 
Hex(YQ Y ^ . . . ) Hex(T , . . . , Τ \ , . . . ) = Hex(SQ S ^ . . . ) where 
S. = ΣΕ ( Y
n
, . . . , Y ) Ε (Τ , . . . , T ) , [ 3 , pag. 60]· Here Σ means Σ 
1 μ υ
 μ ν υ ν μ+ν-pi 
Let С be a category and l e t GC be the category of a l l commutative group-
o b j e c t s i n C. I f X e GC then X i s a cogroupobject i n GC. 
Now if G ε Ab, , t h e r e e x i s t s a canonica l b i j e c t i o n Ab. (A,G) -»· GCoalg. (U,G) 
{Set of Ε-pure curves in G}, f u n c t o r i a l i n G. 
In view of t h e foregoing, A i s a cogroupobject i n Ab, and thus Ab. (A,G) 
i s a commutative group, f u n c t o r i a l in G (• Ab, . 
I f ξ,η t Ab, (A,G), and i f ξ and η a r e considered as two Ε-pure c u r v e s , 
then t h e i r "sum" φψ in the group Ab, (A,G) i s given by 
ώ β tb A •> Α θ A 1 \. G Θ G -»• G and thus must be an E-pure curve a g a i n . I n view 
of t h i s , the lemma i s e v i d e n t . 
3 . 1 . 8 . For r e f e r e n c e we mention t h e theorem of Dieudonnë [б , formula 2 5 ] . 
Theorem. The b i a l g e b r a of the Witt v e c t o r s of i n f i n i t e l e n g t h over IF 
and the a b e l i a n groupcoalgebra A a r e isomorphic i n GCoalg. 
Likewise the b i a l g e b r a A(W ) of Witt v e c t o r s of length n and the subgroup-
coalgebra A(n-l) = k [ Y
n
, . . . , Y Л с. A are isomorphic i n GCoalg. 
3§2 The decomposition theorem over a f i e l d k, x(k) = 0 . 
For convenience i n comparing t h e cases x(k) = ρ > 0 and x(k) « 0 we 
f i r s t cons ider the e s s e n t i a l l y known case x(k) = 0 . We use the e x p o n e n t i a l 
s e r i e s , defined by exp u = Σ τ γ i f u belongs t o a s u i t a b l e Q-algebra. 
i=0 Xm 
3.2.1. Theorem, (decomposition theorem in characteristic 0). Let к be a 
field, x(k) = 0 and let Ζ be the UNG over k. Then there exists a unique 
family (Y.)· с P(Z), such that: 
a Y^ = Z. + v. (Zj,... ,Z._. ) is isobaric of weight i, i >_ 1. 




Note: because the s i tuat ion i s not commutative, every product w i l l 
denote an ordered product. The order in ( 3 . 2 . l ) b i s the natural order 
of the i n t e g e r s . 
Proof. F i r s t remark that the i n f i n i t e product i s defined in H(Z), cf . 
( 1 . 4 . 1 1 ) . As s tar t ing point for an induction argument observe that 
ΣΖ t P = exp(Z t ) (mod t ) . 
Put Y. ж Ζ.. Now assume that for some integer η >_ 1 the following holds: 
There exist Y. = Z. + v.(Z,....,Z. , ) , 1 < i < n, such that all Y. are 
ι ι l l i - l — — ι 
isobaric and Y. ¿. P(Z) and such that 
η . . 
ΣΖ tP Ξ Π expíY.t1) (mod tU ). 
μ
 i-1 L 
(Observe that exp(Y.t1) = V. exp(Y.t) (1.4.9 ) is indeed a curve in Ζ). 
η+1 η i Let D ^ , be the coefficient of t in Π exp(Y.t ), then D ^ , is iso-
n+1 . , Γ ι ' n+1 1=1 
baric of weight n+1 and Ζ . - D . € P(Z) because both curves agree up 
to the coe f f i c i en t of t . Putting Y - = Z . - D . one has obviously 
Yn+1 = Z n + l + V n + l ( Z l V a n d 
n+1 . . 
ΣΖ t P Ξ Π exp(Y.t X ) (mod t n ) . 
Because the group H(Z) is complete, b follows. The unicity of the Y. is 
evident from the construction. 
3.2.2. Theorem (3.2.1) gives rise to the following corollaries: 
Corollary 1. Let G Ç GCoalg, and let φ be a curve in G. Then there exists 
00 
a unique family (£·)·>] in P(G) such that φ = Π exp(C.t ). 
— i=l 
Proof. Φ induces a continuous homomorphism Η(φ) : H(Z) -»· H(G) such that 
Η(Φ)(ΣΖ tV) = Φ. The corollary follows by putting K^ = Φ(Υ·). 
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For unicity observe that if Π βχρ(ξ.ί ) = Π exp(n.t ) and if ξ. = η. 
ι=1 ι=1 00 
for 1 <_ i _< n, one has Π β χ ρ ( ξ . ί ) = Π exp(n.t ) . Looking at the 
n+1 г n+1 г 
coe f f i c i ents of t n i t fol lows ξ
 t , = η _,_. and thus the family ( ζ · ) · , . 
n + l П+1 1 L>J 
i s unique. 
Corollary 2 . Let к| .]Д>1 be copies of the bialgebra U of the addit ive 
œ 
group. Then Ζ 2l LI kJYj] = k<Y Д2,...> in GCoalg. k<Yj,Y2,...> is the 
i=l 
groupcoalgebra over к with diagonal d defined by С*·)·;,,, С- P(k<Y->i=>.) 
and augmentation ε, ε(Y.) = 0. 
Proof. Observe that ψ : Ρ(G) •+ GCoalg (U,G), defined by ψ(χ) = exp xt 
is a bijection, funetorial in G. It follows from corollary 1 that 
CD 
GCoalg. (Z,G) = H(G) л, Π (P(G)). * Π GCoalg (k[Y.],G), 
K
 і>1 г i=l X 
(P(G)). = P(G) for a l l i . 
CO 
This means that Ζ represents the functor Π GCoalg (k[Y."] ,-) and thus 
« i=l 
Ζ ^ Li k [ Y . ] . Theorem (3.2.1a) shows that the Y. are in fact free 
i-1 г X 
generators for Ζ as a k-algebra. 
Corollary 3 . Let В be a n-dimensional formal cogroup over к in the sense 
of Dieudonné, i . e . В ^ k | [ t j , . . . , t |j as a k-algebra. 
(n) n r ι 
Let U » Jj k|Y.J with the notations of corollary 2. Then there exists 
i=l X 
a surjection ψ : 1ЛП) -»-В in GCoalg, . 
Proof. Lie В = P(B*) is a n-dimensional k-vectorspace. Let x.,...,x be 
a base for P(B*), then ψ : ITn' •*• B'\ ψ(Υ.) =x., 1 < i<^n is the desired 
surjection. This is known from the structure theory of infinitesimal formal 
cogroups over a field k, x(k) = 0, because Βλ is the universal enveloping 
algebra of Lie B. In order to give the analogy with the case x(k) = ρ > 0 




by the χ· and take t. as generators for В such that <x.,t.> » δ... 
— —
 vl vn Calculating r = <x. ...x ,t, ...t > with help of the Leibnizrela-
ь
 μ,ν lyj ημ
η
» 1 η r 
tions one finds: r • 0 if Σν· > Σμ. and Σν. = Σμ. implies μ,ν ι ι ι ι r 
η 
r = Π δ ..It follows that the set of products x, ...x is a 
μ.ν
 i = 1 Wi,vi
 r
 Ιμΐ n ^ 
base for B*, thus ψ is surjective. 
3§3 The decomposition theorem over a field k, x(k) ° ρ > 0. 
3.3.1. Theorem, (decomposition theorem in characteristic ρ > 0). Let Ζ 
be the UNG over Έ . Then there exists a unique family {X. .} ,· .N c c. Z, 
S » {(i,j) £ 2 xTZ I i >_ 0, j >_ 1, (j,p) - l}such that: 
a X. . =· Z. ,· + u. .(Z,,... ,Z ,· ) is isobaric. 
4 jp1 4 ' jpL-l 
b For each j the set (Χ··)·
>η
 is Ε-pure, defining the curve 
w, = V.(EE (X
n
.,...,X .)ty) = ΣΕ (Χο,,.,.,Χ .)tJW. 
J J μ 0j' ' \iy V V3 U3 
с ΣΖ t = Π w. (natural order for j). 
y
 (J,P)-1 J 
Corollary. The inclusion Z'+k β Ζ defines a canonical embedding 
H(Z) с GCoalg,(k Θ Ζ, к β Ζ) = Η, (Ζ). Consequently, the canonical curve 
K
 Def κ 
ΣΖ t e Η,(Ζ) over an arbitrary field к, χ (к) => ρ > 0 can be decomposed 
in a unique product of the curves w. considered as elements of Η, (Z). 
Proof. The idea of the proof is the same as in (3.2.1). By the existence 
theorem we may consider the canonical Ε-pure curve ΣΕ (X
n
,...,X )t as a 
curve in Z. Together with Xfl = Z. we thus have: 
ΣΖ tU = ΣΕ,(Χ_,...,Χ )ty (mod t2) . μ μ 0 ' μ ν 
This leads to the induction hypothesis H''(n), η >_ 1: 
There exist isobaric elements X.. = Ζ . + u..(Z.,...,Z . ) for all pairs 
1 J
 JP 1 J JP1 -1 
( i . j ) £ S such that jp < η and there exist Ε-pure sets S. for a l l 
—
 J»n 
1 < j K n, (j,p) = 1 such that P "(0 and P"(2) are true: 
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S 8 + 1 
Ρ ' Ό ) Let s be the unique integer sa t i s fy ing jp <^  η < jp , then 
S. = ( X
n
. , . . . , X . ,x ,; . , . . . ) . X· · and χ/, are isobar i c J,η Oj' * s j* s + l , j ' i j i j 
of weight jp . S. defines the Ε-pure curve v . . Put J,η r j ,n 
 ' μ<η 
w. = V.v. and D(n) « Π w (The order in the J,n J J,n
 ( μ ) ρ ) = , μ,η 
product is the natural order of the μ). 
P"(2) ΣΖ tU = D(n) (mod t n + 1 ) . 
Observe thatH'O) is true, indeed:Sj j = (X ,Xj,...) = (X ,xj¡\x^¡\. 
and Χ-. β X-. β Ζ.. Thus let H''(n) be true for some η >_ 1. It follows 
from P''(0 that, writing w. = Σχ t , χ is isobaric of weight u. 
J»n μ μ 
(Recall that the zero element has arbitrary weight). Because isobaricity 
behaves well under multiplication of curves it follows that the coeffi­
cient of t in D(n) is isobaric of weight μ. 
Let D(n) = ED tW, then by assumption D = Ζ if 0 <_μ < n, thus 
Ζ ,^ - D ., Q. P(Z) and is isobaric of weight n+1. Consider the cases 
n+1 n+1 
A and B: 
Case A: (n+l,p) = 1. By (1.6.8) there exists a curve γ = Σγ t in Ζ 





 (mod t n + 2 ) , γ is isobaric of 
n+1 n+1 ' 'μ 
weight μ and γ B V .γ for a unique curve γ. The Ε-pure curve belon­
ging to γ (2.3.1) is again isobaric and is defined by the Ε-pure set 
S
n+l,n+l = (Zn+l " Dn+1»··** = ^O.n+l^l.n+l"·^· 
The Ε-pure curve belonging to γ will be denoted by ν
 M .,> and w ^, ,, 
0
 ° •'•.η+Ι,η+l .n+1,n+1 
= V . ν . In order to satisfy P"(0 of H''(n+1) we merely change 
the notations: Put S. .. = S. . χ . = χ . and w. ., = w. for 
J,n+1 j , n ' m,j m,j j ,n+l j , n 
1
 I j i n · 
The se ts S. ^. completed with S .,
 Α
, s a t i s f i e s Ρ " ( О of H " (n+1). 3,η+ι η+ι,n+1 




D(n+1) = D(n)w = Π w (ordered by y) 
_ , η+ΐ,η+i ,
 ч
 , y,n+i Def ' (y,p)=l μ' 
-= (1
 +








n + 1-D n + 1)t
n + 1) 
(mod t ) 
= EZ tu (mod tn Z ) . 
У 
Remains the verification that Х
л
 ^, - Ζ ^ , - D .. = Ζ _,_, + u
n
 .. (Ζ.,.. ,,Ζ ) . 
0,η+1 η+1 η+1 η+1 0,η+1 1 η' 
We assert that D ,. does not have a term Ζ ,,. Consider the canonical 
n+1 n+1 
Ε-pure curve ΣΕ (XQ,...,X )t
p
. The coefficients of tp, 1 <_ y <_ ρ - 1 
are isobaric polynomials in X_,...,X . Taking the curve V.EE tv we have: 
the coefficients of t in this curve such that 
5+1 s+1 
1 ^_ У < j (p ~ О + (j ~ О = JP " 1 are isobaric polynomials in 
X-,...,Χ or are zero. (The term (j-1) is due to these zeros). Applying 
« s s+1 
this to the curve w. . we have by P"(l): jp _< η < jp .In our case A 
s+1 s+1 
we have even n+1 < jp , i.e. n+1 <_ jp - 1 and by the foregoing it 




 X .. Because all pairs (i,j) involved satisfy jp <^  η 
we thus have D ^ , £ TF <Z ,Z > as claimed. Thus H''(n+1) is true in 
n+1 ρ 1' η 
case A. 
s+1 
Case B: (n+l,p) = p. Let j be such that (j,p) = 1, jp = n+1 and con­
sider S. = (X
n
 X ., x ^ , ). The coefficient of t in w. 
J,η 0j' sj' s+I,j' j,η 
defined by S. is x^' .. Thus by (1.5.3) we have: j,η S+I,J 
Vx("} . = X . = Ζ + u .(Ζ.,.,.,Ζ ), thus 
s+1,J s,j jps s,jv 1' ' j ps_," 
x ^ i · = Ζ _,, + u . (Ζ , . , . , Ζ _., ) mod Ker V. 
s+1,J jpS+1 s , j 4 p» » j p s + 1 - p 
By i s o b a r i c i t y and the f a c t Ζ <k Ker V i f f (y ,p) = 1 we f ind 
(3 .2) x ^ 9 J « Z . p S + , + f ( Z , , . . . , Z n ) . 
By the arguments of case Δ wa have: no w , y ^ j c o n t a i n s as c o e f f i c i e n t 
y ,n 
of t a t c - n involving Ζ , , - Ζ , , , i . e . the c o e f f i c i e n t D ^, has in 
j p S v ' n+1 n+1 

- o l ­






1 = Zn+l +8<Z,. — . V · 
Because D = Ζ , 0 < μ < η , D
 x l - Ζ ± l
 B
 g(Z. Ζ ) & P(Z). By (1.6.8) 
у μ — — ' n + 1 n+1 βχ j» >
n
' 
we can find a curve γ = Σγ tp in Ζ such that γ = 1+(Z
 t l-D J,)t (mod t ) , 
' 'μ ' n+1 n+1 
and γ i s i sobar ic of weight y . Let v. . be the Ε-pure curve belonging 
to the productcurve v. .γ, then v . ,, i s defined by the Ε-pure s e t 
J.n J,n+1 ' v 
S j ,n+1 = ( X 0 j X s j · X s + l , j + Zn+1 " D n + 1 · · · ' * 
= ( X
o j , . . . , X s j , X s + 1 > j» x s + 2 , j / * · · * 




 j.i · = x^i · + Z xi - D ^1 
s+1,j s+l,j n+1 n+1 
= Z,
 s + 1 + f(Zlf...,Zn) - gUj, . . . ^ ) = (3.2) and (3.3) 
= Z




l,j< Z| — - V · 
We can now satisfy P''(l) of H''(n+1) by changing the notations as in 
case A: S
 A l - S , y φ j, x < n + 1 ) = x< n ). μ,η+l y,η' J» ι,μ ι,μ 
Put w. _,_, = V.v. ,^ and w ,^ = w if μ φ j. J »n+1 J J,n+1 μ,n+1 μ,η J 
y^n+1 
We claim: D(n+1) = Π w ,^ = ΣΖ tU (mod tn ). 
(μ,ρ)-Ι μ · Π + 1 μ 
Indeed: w j > n + 1 s w.^.d + (Z n + 1 - D n + 1)t
n + 1) mod ( t n + 2 ) . 
P<j _., УІп+1 , 
D(n+1) = Π „ . w. .(1 + <Z ., - D
n +
,)t n Ί Π w (mod tn Z ) 
(У,Р)=1 y , n J'n n + 1 n + 1 (P,P)-1 W'n 
Observe that 1 + (Z .^ - D ,,)t commutes with every w (mod t ), 
n+1 n+1 J Ρ,η 
thus: 
D(n+1) Ξ D(n) (1 + ( Z
n + 1 - D n + 1 ) t n + 1 ) (mod t n + 2 ) 
Ξ (1 + Z,t + . . . + Z
n
t n + D
n + 1 t
n + 1 ) ( l + ( Z
n + 1 - D n + , ) t n + 1 ) (mod t n + 2 ) 




Hence H''(n+1) is true in case B. 
In view of the topology of H(Z) the sequence of curves w. converges 
J »n 




n+» (j,p)=l J (J,P)=1 J 
ΣΖ tM = lim w. = Π w. . 
Denoting Ζ' t h e UNG _ and Ζ = к β Ζ' the UNG, , we have Ζ' <-*• Ζ and 
*p κ 
H(Z') с H(Z) in a natural way. The proof shows that the decomposition 
are obviously unique. This proves theorem (3.3.1) and the Corollary. 
of EZ t can already be carried out in the subgroup H(Z') and the X.. 
3.3.2. As in the characteristic zero case, theorem (3.3.1) gives rise 
to the following corollaries: 
Corollary 1. Let x(k) = ρ > 0, G e GCoalg, and let φ be a curve in G. 




 ij ij e S
 ю
 i] i>0 
define: for every j the Ε-pure curve v. and such that φ = Π V.v. 
2
 (J,P)=1 J J 
(natural order for j). 
Proof. Consider the continuous homomorphism Η (φ) : Η (Ζ) ·*• Η (G) and put 
φΧ.. = ξ... For the unicity first observe that it follows from the de-
composition theorem a, that the Ζ can be expressed in terms of the X.·, 
say Ζ . = X.. + d..(X . ). The d.. are universal polynomials in the X , , 
J
 jpi ij i j 4 ab' ij v 3 a b ' 
З І . V 
s a t i s f y i n g bp < j p . I t follows t h a t i f φ = Σφ t , we have 
φ . = ξ . . + d . . (Ç , ) . Moreover i f ί η . . } . . ^ _ i s a second s e t of elements Y j p i i j i j 4 a b ' i j í j é S 
of G, s a t i s f y i n g the condi t ions of the c o r o l l a r y , we n e c e s s a r i l y have 
φ# . = η . . + d . . ( n , ) . By recurrency i t fol lows t h a t η . . = ξ . , for a l l j p 1 i j U a b ' 3 J ij ij 
(i,j) & S. 
Corollary 2. Let k<X.·>.
>0 for every j, (j,p) = 1, be a copy of the 
NEG. over k, such that the set (X..).
>Q is Ε-pure. Then: 
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Ζ ^ ]_i k<X. .>.
 n
 %
 k<X..>>. .N _ in GCoalg. . 
- ( j p) = i 4 4 ° ~ 1 J ^ » J ) ^ s k 
The diagonal d i s given by the c o n d i t i o n : t h e s e t ( X . . ) ·
 n
 i s Ε-pure for 
every j and ε ( Χ . · ) = 0 . 
Proof. Observe t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a c a n o n i c a l f u n c t o r i a l b i j e c t i o n between 
the s e t of Ε-pure curves i n G and GCoalg (U,G). I t follows from c o r o l l a r y 1 
t h a t GCoalg^(Z,G) = H(G) ^ Π GCoalg (U,G) . . 
^ < j ,p)« l J 
GCoalg (U,G). • GCoalg (U,G) for every j . 
The c o r o l l a r y then i s ev ident and theorem ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) shows t h a t the X. . 
a r e f ree g e n e r a t o r s for Z. 
Coro l la ry 3 . Let x(k) = ρ > 0 and l e t В be a η-dimensional formal cogroup 
over к in the sense of Dieudonnë, i . e . В ^ k | [ t . , . . . , t ~j] as a k - a l g e b r a . 
Let U = k<X.·>.^_ . ^ . be the d i r e c t sum of η copies of U i n GCoalg. , i j i>0, l^ j fn r & k ' 
such t h a t the s e t s ( Χ . · ) · > 0 a r e Ε-pure. Then t h e r e e x i s t s a s u r j e c t i v e 
morphism ψ : U ' -*• В in GCoalg, and the s e t {ψΧ. . } . . def ines an ordered 
p-base of Ε-pure semider iva t ions i n B. 
Proof. Consider curves i n В as elements of AL ( B , k [ [ t ] ] ) . One then 
has the curves φ. : В -+· k[ [ t ] ] , 4>.(t.) = δ . . t , 1 <_ i , j <_ η . Let 
φ. = Σφ. t then' the q. . - Φ · def ine an ordered p-base for В (Coro l-
i 1У 4 i J ipJ * 
l a r y 1 ( 1 . 6 . 6 ) . ) Let ψ. be the Ε-pure curve belonging t o φ . , defined by 
the Ε-pure s e t (ξ . ·).^
η
 С В ' . I n view of Vi.. = ξ. . . i t follows t h a t 
*
 v
 lj'i^O ij l-l,j 
the s e t (ξ . ·)·-.« л^·^ d e f i n e s an ordered p-base for В . 
I J ' I M ) , 1<]<η 
Indeed: ξ . . i s F 1 + 1 B - l i n e a r on В and i s a F L k - d e r i v a t i o n of F В (lemma 
1 .5 .6) . The ξ . , 1 <_ j ^ η form a base for P(B<) and we can apply the 
reasoning of 1.6.5b (cf. too 1.6.6 c o r o l l a r y 2 ) . 
Coro l la ry 4 . Let w i t h the n o t a t i o n s of c o r o l l a r y 3, χ e Lie В = P ( B * ) , 
then t h e r e e x i s t s an Ε-pure curve ΣΕ (ξ , . , . , ξ ) t in В such t h a t ξ_ = χ. 
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Proof. Let I - Ker {e : В -»· к}, then P(B*) * (I/I2)* . Take a base 
XTCj.x«,...»x fpr P(By) and let t.,...,t β В be pointdistributions 
on the x., 1 < i < n , such that <t.,x > = 1. Then В = k[[t.,...,t ]]. 
Take the curve ψ. of the proof of corollary 3. 
Corollary 4 answers to a question of J. Dieudonnë. [4, 13 page 443] . 
3.3.3. The fact that the exponential groupcoalgebra U over a field k, 
x(k) ° ρ > 0 is bigger than the bialgebra of the additive group, gives 
rise to the phenomenon of the existence of groups of finite height. It 
results from (3.1.2) and the decomposition theorem that there exist no 
non trivial curves of infinite lenghth in the subgroupcoalgebras 
U(r) = k<X_,...,X > if r < «. Nov/ consider finite curves φ in G e GCoalg, , 






that φ « Σφ t » Π exp(Ç.t ) (mod t ) for unique ξ. e. P(G). In par-
μ
 i=l X x 
ticular every finite curve then can be prolonged to an infinite curve. 
The same is not longer true if x(k) = ρ > 0. One has obviously Z(r) 
2l k<X. .> where the i,j satisfy: i >_ 0, j >_ 1, (j ,p) » 1, jp <_ r and 
if j is constant, the (Χ.·)·
> η




sition theorem gives: If G e GCoalg, and φ • Σφ t is a finite curve 
in G, then there exists a unique family {£.·}. · С G, such that 
!J *• »J 
( J > P ) = *i JP i . r sa^ such that ( ξ . . ) · > 0 defines a f i n i t e Ε-pure curve 
v . , and then Φ = Π V.v. (mod t ) . 
J
 ( j.p)-l J J 
It is clear that in general the curves v. cannot be extended to infinite 
r+1 o r + I „r+1 
curves. In view of the relation <0,f> = <V Χ.,ί>^ = <X.,fP > » 0 
J J 
if X. r-, u(r) and f £ U(r) x we see that U ( r / has height <_ r + 1 . 
Corollary 3 now has a " f i n i t e height"-analogon which may be useful in a 
structure theory of a certa in class of formal cogroups. 
3.3.4. Proposit ion. Let X(k) - ρ > 0 and l e t к be a perfect closure of k. 
Let В é CAL be such that В « к Θ В has height <^  r+1. Let (Ç i > i e g be a 
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base for Lie В = P(B*) and U(r) be a direct sum in GCoalg, of copies 
(S ) * 
of U(r). Then there exists a surjective morphism ψ : U(r) •*· В in GCoalg, . 
Proof. By the Dieudonnê-Cartier theorem (1.3.9) we have: 
Ъ ъ k|Tt.n/(t? )•
 m
 where Τ is suitable index set for the indeter-
—
 l
• •- i J J ч ι ι Ε Τ 
minâtes t.. Assuming that the t· are independent generators for В over 
k, we may identify Τ and S. Moreover we may assume that t. e В с- В. 
П£+1 _ Х П£+1 
Consider the curve Ф
і
 e Al^(B,k[[t]~J/(tP ) Ь Α1^(Β^[[Υ|]/(ίΡ )), 
defined by ψ.(t.) = 6..t, then ψ. » Σψ. ty where the ψ. are k-linear 
ι j ij ι ιμ iy 
maps ψ. : В -»• к satisfying ψ. (uv) = Σ ψ. (u) Ψ£_(ν). 
μ μ
 ρ+σ=μ 
u Now observe t h a t the ψ. a r e p o i n t d i s t r i b u t i o n s on the powers t . and 
a r e zero on every other moiiomiai in the t . . I t thus follows t h a t h o t 
only the r e s t r i c t i o n of ψ. , to В i s ί k - l i n e a r Шар В -*• к , b u t even a 
k - l i n e a r map В -*• к , i . e . we can view ψ. as elemertts of B*. With a s l i g t ì t 
obvious g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of c o r o l l a r y 1, ( 1 .6 .6 ) we have, p u t t i n g 
q . . = ψ . , t h a t the s e t of a l l q . . . i fc T, 0 < j < n . def ines an o r -4ij y t p j ' 4ij» - J - ι 
dered p-base for B*. Let φ. be the Ε-pure curve belonging t o ψ . , ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) , 
defined by t h e Ε-pure s e t ( ξ . .)> 0 <_ j <_ n . . Because the process of 
tak ing Ε-pure curves belonging t o given curves i s defined over the prime 
f i e l d , we conclude ξ . , <ç. В* and moreover: a l l ξ · · d e f i n e an ordered p -
base for B*. One can see t h i s by c o n s i d e r i n g t h e express ions 
ξ . · = q . · + u . ( ψ . . . . . . , ψ . ) ( e x i s t e n c e theorem 2 . 1 , 4 a ) : The q . . a r e 
4 LJ J 1 ! i,pJ-l
 #
 LJ 
modified by elements that are zero on F^B, i.e. the restrictions of ξ i J 
and q . . t o F J B c o i n c i d e . 
We thus now have Ε-pure s e t s ( ξ · 0 , ξ . , , . . . ,Κ· ) in В*. Consider t h e 
canonica l Ε-pure curve Ε = ΣΕ (X_,. . . ,X ) t M . Then 
SV(Ey(X0 Χ μ ) Η μ = Σ Ε μ ( 0 , Χ ( ) , . . . , Χ μ _ 1 ) ί μ (a) 




( X 0 , . . . , X v ) t v P 
= VpE (b) 
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thus in part icu lar, comparing (a) and ( b ) , V E i s again an E-pure curve 
defined by the E-pure s e t (0,XQ,X. , . . . ) . I t fo l lows: i f ( η » , . . . , η ) i s 
an E-pure s e t then ( 0 , n
n
 η ) i s an E-pure s e t . 
Applying t h i s to the E-pure s e t s ( Ç . _ , . . . , ξ . ) we have the E-pure s e t s 
1U l>4-{ 
(Ο, . , . ,Ο,ξ . , . , . , ξ . ) = (η. η. ) . Putting 
'v. , i l . U i ,n· 1U 1 , r 
r-n. times x (S) U ( r ) 4 ' = k<X..>. _
 ftj- , such that the (X. . ) · are E-pure for each 4
 i j U S , CKj<r' i j ] v 
i f c S , the morphism ψ : U ( r ) ' ' •*• B*, defined by ψ(Χ. .) = η . , s a t i s f i e s 
the conditions of the propos i t ions. 
354 E-pure s e t s . 
3 . 4 . 1 . Notation. Let к be an arbitrary f i e l d , x(k) = ρ > 0 . We put 
L(G) » GCoale (U,G) and L
n
(G) - GCoalg^UdO.G) for G e GCoalg^ 
ü(n) = k<X Q , . . . ,X > i s the subgroupcoalgebra of the NEG.. U = k<X.>. Q . 
(X. ) ·
 n i s the canonical E-pure s e t . Observe that E-pure curves and 
E-pure s e t s define each other unambiguously, and that we can ident i fy 
L(G) with the s e t of a l l E-pure s e t s in G, or with the s e t of a l l 
i n f i n i t e E-pure curves in G. A f i n i t e analogen o f th i s obviously holds 
for L (G). 
n 
3 .4 .2a . As i s evident , U-i- Ü = k<X. , Y . > . _ . . Let the s e t s X = (X. ) . _ 
' i l ι > 0 ι i>0 
and Υ = ( Υ . ) · > ( 1 be E-pure, defining the E-pure curves E(X) and E(Y) . 
Applying the decomposition theorem (3 .3 .1 ) to the productcurve E(X)E(Y) 
in the group H(U iL U) we have E(X)E(Y) = Π w. where the w. are 
( j ,p )=l J J 
defined by E-pure s e t s . In part icular l e t w. be defined by the E-pure 
set X*Y - ((X^ Y ) i ) i > 0 in U-L- U. Then the morphism U •* U Л U in GCoalgj^, 
defined by X.'—• (Xx Y)., i >_ 0, defines a law of composition, denoted #-, 
# : L(U) * L(U) -»· L(U) 
and by functoriality, a law of composition, again denoted x-, 
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* : L(G) x L(G) -*> L(G) . 
Note however that * i s i n g e n e r a l n o t a s s o c i a t i v e . Giving X. and Y. the 
weight ρ and observing t h a t E(X)E(Y) i s an i s o b a r i c curve, one e a s i l y 
checks that 
(3.4) (XfrY^ = Xi + Y¿ + g i ( X i _ 1 , . . . . X 0 , * i _ 1 , . . . » * 0 ) » 
where g. i s i sobaric and d e f i n e d over IF . 
Notice that for the È-pure s e t ( η · ) . ^
η
 we have Vn. = η. , ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) , 
hence v \ . = n Q . Observing t h a t (Xv-Y) = X + Υ , one sees that X. + Y¿ 
must occur in ( 3 . 4 ) . S p e c i a l i s a t i o n of the Ε-pure s e t ( Υ . ) · > η to the 
Ε-pure s e t ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 , . . . ) g i v e s : g .(X. , , . . . , X _ , 0 , . . . , 0 ) = 0 . 
Let G e Ab., then L(G) = GCoalg. (U,G) ^ Ab, (A,G) i s an abel ian group, 
functorial in G, ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) . I t f o l l o w s e a s i l y that χ- : L(G) χ L(G) -> L(G) 
defines in t h i s case the grouplaw on L(G) . 
3.4.2b. Let E(X) be the c a n o n i c a l Ε-pure curve in U. Then applying the 
decomposition theorem to the curve E(X) = Π w., one f inds that 
(J.P) J 
w. i s defined by an Ε-pure s e t , denoted ( ( c X ) . ) » > n · The morphism 
с : U -*• ϋ in GCoalg, , defined by c ( X . ) = (cX) . , i ^_ 0, def ines an en-
domorphism с : L(U) ·*• L(U), and by f u n c t o r i a l i t y an endomorphism 
с : L(G) ·*• L(G). By i s o b a r i c i t y we have: 
(3.5) (cX). = -X£ + \ ( \ _ , , . . . . XQ) 
and h. i s i sobar ic of weight p 1 , d e f i n e d over IF . 
In the commutative case, i . e . i f G d Ab, , one v e r i f i e s e a s i l y , using 
(3 .1 .7 ) that с : L(G) -• L(G) i s the i n v e r s i o n morphism for the abelian 
group L(G). 
3 .4 .2c . With the notations of ( 3 . 4 . 2 b ) l e t Π w. be the decomposition 
G , P ) = I J 
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of the curve E(X) P = Σγ t . Because γ = Σ E ...E , one 
μ У у, V 
μ μ
 Pj+...+и =р μ1 μρ 
has: γ = 0 if I < u < ρ and γ = X„. Indeed, the E commute if 
μ — ρ 0 μ 
1 ^  μ < ρ and the number of solutions of u.+...+μ » ρ is a multiple of 
ρ except when all μ. = 1. It follows that w. is defined by an E-pure 
set having the form (0,X?,u_,u_,...). In view of the lemma below, 
(XQ,U 2,U,,...) is again an E-pure set, denoted ((FX).). Q. 
In view of V 1(FX) i = (FX)Q = xjj, one sees that 
(3.6) (FX)£ - X? + f ^ X ^ , . . . , ^ ) , i >_0 
where the f. are isobaric polynomials, defined over IF . 
ι ρ 
By functoriality, the morphism F : U -> U in GCoalg, , defined by 
F(X.) = (FX)., i ^  0, defines an endomorphism, denoted F, 
F : L(G) -»· L(G), 
funetorial in G. 
In the commutative case, E(X) P is again E-pure, and an easy calculation 
shows that (FX). = X? and that F : L(G) -*• L(G) is a groupendomorphism 
of the abelian group L(G), functorial in G é ^ b, . 
3.4.2d. Lemma. Let G С GCoalg^. Then the set (ξ.)·
> 0 in G is E-pure 
iff the set (νξ·)·>0 = (0,ξη,ξ.,...) is E-pure. In particular the map 
(Ç-).>Qi—*• (VS¿).>0 defines an endomorphism V : L(G) -*• L(G), functorial 
in G. 
Proof. We must show that di. = Σ . Ε(ξ
η
,... ,ξ„) β Ε (ξ
η
,...,ξ ) for 
1
 μ + υ ^ 1 μ U μ ν ϋ ν 
a l i i i f f ά ξ
ί
 - Σ
 i + ] Ε ( 0 , ξ 0 , . . . , ζ j) β E v ( 0 , C 0 , . . . , C v _ j ) for a l l i . 
μ+ν=ρ 
This follows e a s i l y from the r e l a t i o n s : 
Ε μ ( 0 , ξ 0 ξ μ _ ρ - Ε μ ( ν ξ 0 , . . . , ν ξ μ ) (by 1.5.3) 
= VE (ξ_ ξ ) (Ε i s rat ional over F ) 
= Ε μ ( ξ ( ) , . . . , ξ μ _ 1 ) (by 1.5.3 aga in ) . 
Ρ 
ί ' . •<• 
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Here we put E = 0 if (μ,ρ) = 1. The lemma then i s straightforward. 
Ρ 
Notice that in the commutative case V : L(G) ->• L(G) is a groupendomor-
phism of the abelian group L(G), functorial in Gè Ab.. 
3.4.2e. With the notations of (3.4.2a) consider the curve 
E(X)E(Y)E(X) E(Y)~ = Π w..The curve w„ i s defined by an E-pure s e t , 
denoted ((X,Y) i) i > 0. 
—
 2 2 
Taking the finite E-pure curves 1 + XQt + Xjt if ρ = 2 and 1 + XQt + iXQt 
2 




















 = 2 
" V o ' V o if Ρ ^ 2. 
In view of V (Χ,Υ). = (Χ,Υ) and isobaricity one concludes that 
(3.7) (x,Y)i = x.Y. - Y ix i + ci(xi,...,x0,Yi,...,Y0) 
where the c. are isobaric polynomials, rational over IF , such that c. 
does not contain any term X.Y. or Y.X. . The morphism ( , ) : U -*• U ii U 
in GCoalg,, ( , )(X.) = (Χ,Υ)· induces a map, 
( , ) : L(G) ·> L(G), 
functorial in G. 
In the commutative case, ( , ) is the zero homomorphism. 
3.4.2f. If λ & к and E(X) is the canonical E-pure curve, then the curve 
λχ E(X) (1.4.9c) is again E-pure and is defined by the E-pure set 
(λΡ X . ) .
> Q . This induces an operation 
(3.8) к χ L(G) ->• L(G), (λ,χ)1-»·λ L X , 
functorial in G. 
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In the commutative case, (1.4.9c) shows that λ* : L(G) -*• L(G) is a 
groupendomorphism of the abelian group L(G), functorial in G 6 Ab, . 
FA = XPF and Л Р = XV. 
3.4.3. It is obvious that the operations*, F, V, c, ( , ) and the 
operations of к induce analoguous operations on the finite Ε-pure sets 
in G, and that the natural inclusion U(n)1·-»- U in GCoalg^ induces a map, 
denoted ρ : L(U) -»• L (U), compatible with all the operations defined 
in (3.4.2). By functoriality one has a map ρ : L(G) •*• L (G), functorial 
in G £ GCoalg,. Consider in particular the set LQ(G) = GCOalt. (U(0),G) = 
= {χ έ G | dx β χ θ 1 + 1 β χ} = P(G). The next lemma is now easily 
verified. 
3.4.4. Lemma. Let ρ φ 2, then the operations of (3.4.2) define on 
LQ(G) = P(G) the structure of a p-Liealgebra over k, and this p-Lie-
algebra structure is the same as the usual p-Liealgebra of the formal 
cogroup G*". 
3.4.5. It can also easily be verified that the following relations hold: 
FV = VF, and νλ = λ 'PV. Note that λ pv has a sense even if λ / p t k. 
Other possible relations between the operations^ , c, F, V, ( , ) and λ* 
are still obscure in the non commutative case. We shall see however in 
4§1 that nevertheless these operations give precise information about 
the structure of the Cartieduals of infinitesimal formal cogroups. 
3.4.6. Let (X.)-
> Q be the canonical Ε-pure set. By lemna_(3.4.2d) the 
set (VX-)-
> 0 is again Ε-pure and defines the endomorphism Τ of U in 
GCoalg , T(X.) = X. , i > 0, X , = 0. The induced map, again denoted 
fc L 1 - 1
 ~' Def 
Τ : U(n+1) •* U(n) , T(X.) = X._j, 0 ^ i ^  n+1 induces an injection, equally 
denoted Τ : ^ (G)1-*· L
n + J(G), functorial in G; T(X0,...,Xn) = (0 ,XQ,.. .,X n). 
One easily checks the following properties of Τ: Τ commutes with χ-, F, V, 
с and ( , ). Τλ = λ 'Ρτ, λ g. к. 
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3§5 Campbell-Hausdorff structures. 
As in 3§2 we first sketch the situation over a groundfield k, x(k) - 0. 
3.5.1. Let Ζ * k<X.,X2,...> be the UNG over k, x(k) » 0, 
00 
dX. - Χ. θ 1 + 1 Θ Χ. (3.2.2. cor 2). Now if χ € P(Z), then exp xt » Σ X 
1 1 1
 i=0 
is a curve in Z, thus in particular 
F « exp (X. + X. +...+ X )t - EF ty 
η
 r
 1 2 η η,y 
is a curve in Z. 
Attaching to each X. the weight ω(Χ.) «= i (3.2.1. th.a), F is not 
00 




 p=o η' μ' ρ 
parts, ii)(F ) * p. This sum is in fact finite. 
ft»y » Ρ 
Collecting isobaric parts, we form a new sum 
G ( n ) - Σ ( Σ F )tP = Σ G ( n )t p. 
p=0 μ=0 n , v ' p p=0 p 
Notice that G is a finite sum, for F • 0 if μ > p. 
Ρ η,μ,ρ 
Lemma 1, G is a curve in Ζ. 
Proof. We have to verify that G¿ = 1 (trivial) and that 




6=P e n 
dF Σ F 8 F , 
η,μ ., η,a n,b 
' a+b=y ' 
thus 
00 
E dF = Σ Σ Σ F β F ,
 0. 
ρ=0 η » μ ' Ρ a+b-μ α=0 3=0 П» а'° n' b' ß 
Now observe that d is compatible with the weight function ω, if we take 
the total weight on Ζ β Ζ, in view cf dX. - Χ. β 1 + 1 θ Χ.. 6
 * 1 1 ι 
It follows that dF must be the isobaric part of total weight ρ in the 
η,μ,ρ 










« ь в » hence 
η
»Ρ>Ρ .ι J.O η , a , α n , b , ß » 
' ' а+Ь=р α+β=ρ 
со со 
d G ( l ^ = Σ clF = Σ Σ Σ F O F 
ρ












= Σ Σ Σ Ρ ® F , 0 
аЮ b=0 a+ß=p n ' a ' a n * b * ß 
= Σ G ( n ) θ G < n ) . 
a+3=P
 a e 
There i s no d i f f i c u l t y in in te rchang ing t h e o r d e r s of summation because 
every sum i s a f i n i t e sum. 
со i 
If more g e n e r a l u € Ζ [ [ t i l and u = 0 (mod t ) , then exp u = Σ -τγ i s 
def i=o ' 
a well defined element of Z| [t]J. From the construction it now follows: 
Corollary. G = exp (X.t +...+ X t ), considered as a formal powerseries 
in t, is a curve in Z. 
Lemma 2. G ( n ) = G ( n + 0 (mod t n + 1 ) . 
Proof. Considering (X.t +...+ X . t ) one sees that every monomial in 
Χ,,.,.,Χ , occurring in G occurs in G as well. If X .. occurs, it 
I n ° n+1 ' 
is at least in î-he coefficient of t 
Because H(Z) is a complete topological group, we see that 
00 
(3.9) G = ZG t" = lim G ( n ) = exp ( Σ X.t1) 
n-*» i=l
 L 
is a curve in Z. Each G is isobaric of weight μ and 
(3.10> G = X + f (Χ .,...,X.) 
μ μ μ μ-1 1 
where f is isobar ic of weight μ, μ _> 1. 
G G-I 
Consider the composite map Ζ ->• Ζ • Ζ in GCoalg, , defined by G(Z ) = G . 




(3.11) ΣΖ tM - G"1 Ο β(ΣΖ t y ) - G"1(ΣΟ ty) - G_1(exp ( Σ X.t1)) 
μ μ У i=i x 
• exp ( Σ G (X.)t1). 
i-1 L 
Put G_1(X.) - Y·. Because X. fe P(Z) and G* is a curve, Y £ e P(Z). 
Because G is isobaric of weight μ, one concludes that Y. is isobaric of μ & »
 x 
weight i and that 
(3.12) Y. - Z. + h.(Z. .....,Ζ,). 
ι ι l i - l ' '1 
The Y. are obviously unique. We now have proven the first part of: 
3.5.2. Theorem. (Campbell-Hausdorff). Let Ζ be the UNG over k, x(k) » 0. 
Then: 
a There exists a unique family ίγ£^>ι ^  P(Z) С Ζ. Y. - Ζ. + h.(Z. ,,...,Ζ.), 
Υ. is isobaric of weight i. Ζ = k<Y.>.^, and 
ι
 ö
 ι ι>1 
<*> 
ΣΖ tW » exp ( Σ Y.t 1). 
μ
 i-1 X 
b Let G £ GCoalg, and let φ - Σφ t be a curve in G. Then there exists 
a unique family {ξ.}.^, с Ρ(G) such that 
Σφ μί
μ
 - exp (Σ ξ ^ 1 ) . 
с There exists a unique family {z.}.^. of polynomial functions in non-
commuting variables U.,V., z. = ζ.(U.,...,U.,V.,...,V.), such that for 
J 00 00 
any G €. GCoalg, and any two curves exp ( Σ ξ-t ) and exp ( Σ n.t ) in G the 
k
 i-1 x i-1 г 
following formula holds: 
00 00 00 
• * · 
(3.12a) exp ( Σ ξ-t1) exp ( Σ n.t ) » exp ( Σ ζ. (ξ.,... ,ξ, ,η.,... ,η,Η 1) . 
• . Χ · « Χ · . Χ Χ I X 1 
1=1 1-1 1-1 
Proof, a has already been established, 
b φ : Ζ •+ G induces a continuous homomorphism of groups Η(Φ) : H(Z) •* H(G) 
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such that φ = Η(φ)(ΣΖ t P ) = Н(ф)(ехр( Σ Y . t 1 ) ) - exp( Σ φ ί Υ . Η 1 ) , Put 
u
 i=l L i=l x 
?¿ - Φ ( Y ^ . 
β» 
Considering exp( Σ ξ . ί ) £ G [ [ t ] ] a s a f o r m a l powerseries i n t , ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
i=l x 
gives that ξ. = φ(Υ.) « φ. + h . ( Φ · _ . , . . . , Φ . ) for a l l i ^ 0 . The u n i c i t y 
OD 
of the family {ξ.}· , follows easily from this: if φ = exp( Σ n.t ), 
X X^J · · X 
— x"l 
η. é. P(G), then the η. must satisfy the same relations η. » ф.+h. (ф._.,... ,φ.) 
By recurrency η. Œ ξ. for all i. 
с Let W = k<U. ,V.>... be in GCoalg, , {U.,V.}. , £ P(W). The product-î' ι i>l °k ι ι i>l 
— o» — <*> 
curve Ф.Ф0 in W of φ = exp( Σ U.t ) and φ 9 = exp( Σ V. t ) i s again 
1 L l
 i=l L ¿ i=l г 
a curve in W and by b of t h i s t h i s theorem, there e x i s t s a unique family 
°° 
z. G. P(W) such that | i , * exp( Σ z . t 1 ) . 
Notice that if one attaches to U. and V. the weight i, z. is isobaric 
ι ι ° ' ι 
of weight i . Now the famil ies i^s^^i a n < 1 ( n · ) ^ . in P(G) d e f i n e a 
morphism ψ : W •* G in GCoalg., ψ(ϋ.) = ξ . , ψ ( ν . ) = η . . The induced group-
Jv χ χ χ χ 
homomorphism Η(ψ) : H(W) •*• H(G) gives Η(ψ) (ф^ .Η(ψ) (φ2> = Η(ψ)(φ1Φ2> 
and this is infact (3.12a).The unicity of the z. is obvious. 
3.5.3. The whole story repeats itself over a field k, x(k) = ρ > 0. 
Let Ζ - k<X..>,. .. _ be the UNG over к (3.3.2.cor 2). In (3.4.2.) 
we have defined a non associative operation yt on L(Z). In view of this 
n n n-1 1 
we define * ξ. inductively by * ξ. - ( Χ' ξ.) * ξ and f ξ. • ξ. . 
• « Χ # « Χ · « Χ n
 t Χ 1 1=1 1=1 ι=1 η=1 
n 
Fix n >_ 0 and consider S » >< ((Χ. · ) · > η ) > where i t must be understood 
n
 Def j=l 1 J -
that X. . * 0 i f ( j ,p) = p. S being an Ε-pure s e t in Z, we w r i t e 






F - F , ί μ . 
n n,y 
Assign to each X.. the weight jp ( 3 . 3 . 1 . t h . a ) , then d i s compat ib le with 
the weight, i . e . dX. . i s i sobar ic of t o t a l weight jp , hence we can fo l low 
•J CD 
the construct ion of ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) . Put again F = Σ F as a unique 
η,μ
 p a 0 η,Μ,Ρ 
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(finite) sum of isobaric parts and consider 
00 OD 
G ( n ) = Σ ( Σ F )tP - Σ G ( n )t P. 
p=0 μ=0 η' μ' Ρ p-O p 
This is well defined because F = 0 if y > ρ. We thus may conclude 
n,u,p 
as in (3.5.1): G is a curve in Z. 
Lemma. G ( n ) в G ( n + 0 (mod t n + 1 ) . 
Proof. This is trivial if (n+l.p) = ρ for then S
 ± 1 • S . Thus let , r e
 n+1 η 
(n+l,p) - 1. Then S
n + 1 = S n χ (Х£ n + , ) i > 0 and by (3.4) we have 
( 3 . 1 3 ) Si,n+1 = Si,n + Xi,n+1 + gi(Si-l,n'*,,,S0,n»Xi-l,n+I X0,n+1)# 
Because g.(S._. , ...,Sn ,0 0) = 0 (3.4.2a),each term in g. contains 
at least a factor X. ., for some j, hence 
j,n+l 
(3.14) S. ,_, = S. + terms having at least weight n+1. 
i , n + l i , n 
From th i s the lemma wi l l be c l ea r . 
If x(k) • 0 we may consider the exponential ser ies as a function 
exp : r_ -*• 1+r с z [ [ t ] ] , where τ_ i s the two-sided ideal in z [ [ t ] J gene­
rated by t . If x(k) - ρ > 0, l e t CS be the set of sequences ( ξ · ) · > 0 с "£_ 
in z | J t ] ] converging to zero in the ( t )-adic topology. Then the canonical 
Ε-pure curve defines a function E : CS •* 1+r, Ε ( ( ξ . ) · > 0 ) = Ε(ζ , ξ . , . . . ) « 
co « 
Σ Ε (ζ.,...,ξ ). In order to show that this sum converges in the (t)-
i=0 μ ° μ 
adic topology, it suffices to show: if N > 0 is given, there exists only 
a0 ar 
a finite number of monomials X
n
 ...Χ , a. >_ 0, r arbitrary, such that 
a« a 0 r ' Ν N 
ζ. ...ξ SO (mod t ). Now: if r is large enough, ξ = 0 (mod t ), hence 
r must run over a finite interval. 
h Ν 
Further, if ξ. is given then there exists β. such that ξ. = 0 (mod t ), 
because ξ. é £. Thus E : CS ·+ l+r_ is well defined. 
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By (3.13) consider S . , as a polynomialfunction in the X , with bp <_ jp 
and l e t T. . be the element of г с Z I M ] obtained from S. . by subs t i tu­
ting X . t p for X , . Then: 
ab ab 
(3.15) lim Τ = б і ^ а Ь ' 0 « Т І 
e x i s t s and ( Τ . ) · > η € CS as fol lows from ( 3 . 1 3 ) . 
I t follows from the construction that 
G ( n )
=
E < T O n - T l n » ' " > 
(3.16) G - EG tP = lim G ( n ) = E ( T 0 , T j , . . . ) . 
Here G i s i sobaric of weight μ (by construction) and because each X.. 
occurs, we have 
(3.17) G . - X.. + f . . ( X . ) 
j p i IJ 4 ab7 
where f.. is a polynomial in the X . satisfying bp < jp , hence the curve 
G defines an automorphism G : Ζ ->• Ζ in GCoalg. . 
Extend G and G" to z[|t]] in NA1& by defining G(t) = G~ (t) • t. It 
follows: 
(3.18) ΣΖ tv - G"1 О G(EZ ty) = G ' ^ G ty)= G'^BÍT.Tj,...)) (3.16) 
- E(G_1(T0), G'^T,),...) 
- E(P0,Pj,...) , putting С-,(Т\) = ? v i ^ 0 . 




 (X^) » Yflb then we have by (3.17): 
(3.19) Ζ . - Y.. + f..(Y .) , bpa < jp1. 
jpi ij ij ab ' r J r 
Because G is an isobaric curve, Y . is isobaric of weight bp for all (a,b) 






(3.20) Y.. = Ζ . + h..(Ζ ). 
J
 JP J bP 
Notice that in view of Y.. = G (X..), the Y.. are Ε-pure. The set 
(Υ-)£
> 0 is E-pure for every j. 
We thus have proven the first part of 
3.5.4. Theorem. (Campbell-Hausdorff-Dieudonne). Let Ζ be the UNG over 
k, XOO = ρ > 0. Then: 
a There exists a family of free generators {Y. . | (i,j) 6 S} of Ζ over 
k,S = {(i,j)£Zx2Z | i >_ 0, j ^ . 1 » (j,p) = 1}» uniquely determined 
by the following conditions: 
al : The set (Y..)·
 n
 is Ε-pure for every j, Y.. = Ζ . + h..(Z
 a




 8 т ( У а Ь ' С ) ' т ^ ° (3·15)· 
a3 : ΕΖ μί
μ
 = E(P0,Pj,...). 
b Let G & GCoalg, and let Σφ t be a curve in G. Then there exists a 
family {ξ..}/·· ·4 _ с G, uniquely determined by: 
bl : (ξ..)·
>0 is an Ε-pure set for every j. 
b 2 :
 «т-вш^аЬ·«· 
ЬЗ : Φ = E(C0,Cj,...). 
с There exists a family {ф..}/·· ·\
 ς
 of polynomial functions in non 
commuting weighted indeterminates U.., V.., having weight jp , 
uniquely determined by: 
cl : φ., is isobaric of weight jp . 
c2 : Let G be in GCoalg, and let {ξ..},. .N . c and {η..}/· -ч c be 
к ij
 Ni,j;<£a ij U»]i £ ь 
families in G, satisfying bl, b2 and ЬЗ. Put ξ = g (ξ , ,t) , 
m m aD 
% = « t a ^ a b · 0 » C i j = • i j ( Ç a b » n c d > a n d Ç m = ^ i j ' 0 ' ^ 
(3.21) E ( C 0 , Ç j , . . . ) Ε(η ,η . . . ) - E ( C 0 ¿ l t . . . ) . 
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Proof, a has already been es tab l i shed. 
b Put ξ . . = φ(Υ. . ) , then the ex is tence of the family { ξ . . } / · · 4 0» 
^ij Y 4 i j " ' " i j ( i , j ) e S' 
sa t i s fy ing Ь2 and ЬЗ i s obvious. As for the un ic i ty , remark that 
E ( Ç n , ξ . , . . . ) = Σφ„ίμ, where φ. ι has the form φ . - ξ . . + ttittah)· U i μ J]) j p 1 l J J a D 
If { η . · } / · ·4 ς i s a family in G, s a t i s f y i n g b l , b2 and ЬЗ, then b2 
implies that the η . , s a t i s f y the same re la t ions φ . - η. . + f . . ( η , ) . 
ν
 i j ' jp i i j i j ab' 
By recurrency ξ . . = n · · for a l l i and j . 
с Let W =» k<U. . ,V..>,. .. _ & GCoalg, such that (U. .) .
n
 and ( V . . ) · -i j iJ ( ι , ] ) έ δ *k N i j i>0 i j ' i > 0 
are Ε-pure s e t s for every j . Put U = g (U , , t ) and V = R(4 <*t) , 
then E ( U Q , U . , . . . ) E(V_,V , . . . ) = E(W.,W , . . . ) and by b of th i s theorem 





 i j ' M 3 i j ( i , j ) £ S 
Put W.. = φ . . ( υ , ,V , ) . (3.21) i s clear from f u n c t o r i a l i t y . i j r i j x ab' cd v J 
(3.17) and the fact that a product of isobaric curves i s again an i s o ­
baric curve, applied to E ( U
n
, U l f . . . ) E(V0,V , . . . ) , show that the φ . . 
are i sobar ic . c2 shows that the φ . · are so lut ions of a universal problem, 
hence the φ . , are unique. 
3 . 5 . 5 . Remark. J.A. Dieudonne was the f i r s t who obtained a Campbell-
Hausdorff-theorem over the prime f i e l d s IF , ρ > 0. See [5, formula (68)3 
and the review of P. Cartier, MR 20-930. 
We included the theorem here, because i t i s an e s s e n t i a l theorem in the 
theory of curves and because the proof i s d i f ferent from the proof, given 
by J.A. Dieudonne. Moreover, assert ion ЬЗ, namely that each curve φ can 
be writ ten as φ = Ε ( ξ
β
, ξ . , . . . ) , i s a genera l i sat ion of the formula, given 
by J.A. Dieudonne. The observation that the groupstrueture of 
A l . ( G , k [ [ t ] ] ) , G £ ICA1. i s e s s e n t i a l l y given by the Campbell-Hausdorff-
Dieudonnê* formula seems to be new. From th i s again i t i s obvious that the 
formal cogroups G t ICAL cannot in general be recovered from 
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Lie G = Alk(G,kLt]/(t
2)) = Hj(G*) if x(k) = ρ > 0. The classification 
of commutative formal groups in the sense of Dieudonnê* as given by 
P. Cartier in [Ô] and [9~| , making use of the group of curves, suggests 
that in the general case, it might be possible to recover G e ICAl, 
from the group Al (G,k[[t]]). 
In Ch. IV we shall show that this is true in the following sense: 
G is determined up to isomorphism by the Ε-pure semiderivations in G . 
We have proven it there for a certain class of formal cogroups. Finally 
notice that there can be made Campbell-Hausdorff-Dieudonné statements 
for finite curves. 

CHAPTER IV 
Comments and open questions 
4§1 Application to a structure theory of formal cogroups. 
4.1.1. Let к be an arbitrary field, x(k) • ρ > 0 and let к be a perfect 
closure of k. Denote C(n)* the full subcategory of В £ ICAl,, such that 
В - В Θ, к has height <_ n+1. There is a canonical inclusion functor 
C(n)K·-»· С (n+1) . Moreover, by [PGB 4.4.2.3 each В 6 I C A 1v i s projective 
limit in ICAL of the cogroups B/I^p ', where I - Ker {e : В •*• к} and 
/ П η 
I is the closed ideal in B, generated by {x | χ e I}. Because 
/l(Pn )ÉC(n)*, it follows that a structure theory of the categories 
C(n)*', η > 0 is a first step in a structure theory for ICAL . By Cartier-
duality we may as well consider the full subcategory C(n) of GCoalg. , 
consisting of G 6 GCoalg. such that G* é C(n)*. 
4.1.2. Definition. Let G G. C(n). An ordered p-base {ξ. . | j e I, 
0 <_ i <_ N(j) <_ n} for G, where Τ is an ordered set, will be called an 
Ε-base for G if for every j e Τ the set (ξ. J)Q
<
-
< N/' ·\ is E-pure. 
From the proof of proposition (3.3.4) it follows that every G e C(n) 
admits an E-base. (3.3.4) gives equally that for every G £ C(n) there 
(T) 
exists a surjective mor phi sm φ : Ufa)4 ' •+• G in GCoalg, . 
Notice that U(n) £ C(n). As usual we write U(n) - k< XQ X >. 
4.1.3. Definition. Let r > 0 be an integer and define the covariant 
functor S : GCoalg, •*• Sets by 
S (G) • {E-pure semiderivations of height <_ r in G}. 
We recall that L : GCoalg •+ Sets is defined by Lf(G) - GCoalg.(U(r),G) . 
4.1.4. Lemma. The functormorphism ψ : L •+ S , defined for G £ GCoalg^ by 
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i|j(G)(f) = f (Χ ) is a functor isomorphism. 
Proof. Let u £ G* and let f : G •+ U(r) be the transposed morphism. 
• · i 1 / i ' 
Then <f(V1X ),u> = <VLX ,f*(u)> = <X
r
,fx'(uP )> Ρ = <VLf(X ) ,u>. 
Hence ί(ν*Χ ) = Vrf(X ) and thus f is determined by the value f(X ). If 
ξ ε S (G), VXÇ is defined for every i >_ 0 and the relation (φ(0)(ξ))(Χ ) = ξ 
defines a functor morphism, inverse to ψ. 
It follows from the lemma that the structure on L (G), defined in (3.4.3) 
can be carried over to S (G). Explicitly: For x,y & S (G) we have 
x* y - χ + y + g
r
(Vx,...,Vrx,Vy,...,Vry) (3.4) 
(4.1) ex - -x + h
r
(Vx,...,Vrx) (3.5) 
Fx = x p + f
r
(Vx,...,Vrx) (3.6) 
(x,y) = xy - yx + c
r
(x,...,V x,y,...,V y) (3.7) 
r 
λ *x = λ
ρ
 χ. (λ e к) (3.8) 
These operations are functorial in G £ GCoalg, . We shall from now on only 
r 
write λ" χ. The notation λ *-χ will not be used. 
4.1.5. Lemma. Let G £ C(n). The sequence of morphisms in GCoalg, , 
fr fr-l 
... -*U(r)—£ U(r-l) ±-4. ... -• U(0), defined by fr_¿(Xr_^ - \ . ^ r 
i >_ 0finduces an sequence of inclusions S (G)1-»· ...<->• S _,(G)t->- S (G)1-»- , 
Then: lim S (G) = S (G) = {Set of E-pure semiderivations in G}. 
—• r η 
r 
Proof. Let ξ é S (G), then ξ defines an E-pure set (η
Λ
,...,η . _ ) , 
n+m 0 n+m 
p n + 1
 Dn+1 , . 
η . = ξ. From the relation 0 = <n ^_,χ > = <n , ,x > K , χ ε G it n+m n+m m-l 
follows that η . = 0, hence η = 0 for 0 < μ < m-l. By lemma (3.4.2d), m-l ' u — — J л •» 
the set (n ,... ,n . ) is Ε-pure, hence ξ = η . has height < n and belongs 
m m+n m+n — 
to S (G), 
n 




4.1.6. Proposition. Let G ь C(n). Define for χ ,. . .,χ., ί S (G), Σ* χ. 




 1 = 0 
inductively by Σ χ. = ( Σ * χ.) * χ
η
 and Σ χ. = χ . 
i=0 1 i-1 L ° i-M χ ^ 
Let {ξ. . | j é Τ, 0 <_ i <_ N(j) <_ η} be an E-base for G (4.1.2) and let 
χ e S (G). Then there exist unique X.. 6 k, almost every λ., is zero, 
such that 
η ι 
x = Σ " (Σ* λ?, ς..) 
i-o j 1J 13 
s+1 
and such that V χ = 0, λ.. φ 0 implies i < s. 
ij -
Proof. We proceed by recurrency with respect to the subsets S (G), 





oj çoj = Σ. xoj çoj-
J J 
(We tacitly assume that Σ1'denotes a finite ordered sum). Now assume that, 
j 
if r > 0 and x é S (G), there exist unique μ.. ί к, such that 
(4.2) x = Σ * (Σ* ρ J ζ .) 
i=0 j 1 J 1 J 
s+1 
and such that V χ - 0, μ. . φ 0 implies i <_ s. 
Let y e S
 +
,(G), then Vy = χ 6 S (G), thus assume that Vy = x has the 
form (4.2). We claim: if μ., φ 0 in (4.2) and χ =Vy, then i < N(j), 
hence ξ. . . is an element of the Ε-base, thus 
1+1 , j 
(4.3) ,- l* ( ï S f ï i + l j ) Ê Sr+1(G). 
i=0 j J ,J 
Indeed: observe that for x,y β S (G), χ*у я х+у + а(х,у) where 
а(х»у) e Im V (4.1), because g is a universal polynomial, rational over 
IF . More generally it follows that 
r i 
(4.4) Vy = χ = Σ Σ μ?, ξ. . + s (χ), s (χ) 4. Im V. 
i-0 j 1 J 1 J 
Thus x-s(x) € Im V and x-s(x) is a linear combination of elements of the 
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E-base. Because the E-base toge ther wi th 0 £ G i s closed under the a c t i o n 
r p i 
of V, given by VÇ. . = ξ . , . , we conclude t h a t Σ Σ u . . ξ . , e Im. V i f f 
Ч
 1 - 1
» J
 i = 0 j i J iJ 
u · . φ 0 impl ies i < N ( j ) . Using the r e l a t i o n V(x* y) = Vx*-Vy, (4 .3) g ives 
Vz - Vy = x, so V(z-y) = 0, implying z-y é S 0 (G) . 
I t fo l lows: 
(4 .5) y = ζ + Σ v
o j ς 0 . = ζ • Σ * ν 0 . ? o j - « * I > o j ÏQ., 
and (4.3) substituted in (4.5) proves the induction step. The proposition 
now is evident. 
4.1.7. Let G é C(n) and let {ξ.. | j e Τ, 0 <_ i <_ N(j) <_ n} be an E-base 
for G. This E-base determines a surjective morphism ψ : — U(N(j)) -»• G in 
j 
GCoalg, as fo l lows: Let U U(N(j)) = k<X. .> . _
 n
 . „ , . 4 , then ψ(Χ..) = ξ . . . ök . J ij jé Τ, 0<i<N(j)' y N ij sij 
From p r o p o s i t i o n ( 4 . 1 . 6 ) i t follows t h a t every Ε-pure element in G can 
be l i f t e d to an Ε-pure element i n i ! U ( N ( j ) ) . 
j 
We may use t h i s i n order to show t h a t ker ψ i s generated by Ε-pure e lements . 
Indeed: the E-base def ines an ordered p-base for the k-vectorspace G, 
hence the s t r u c t u r e of G as an o b j e c t i n GCoalg i s determined, i f one 
1С 
knows how t o express the ξ ? . and the commutators ξ . . ξ , - ξ , ξ . . ί η r
 i j i j ab ^ab ^ i j 
terms of t h i s ordered p-base . ( t h e d iagonal of G i s determined by the 
Ε-puri ty of the ξ . . ) · Now by ( 4 . 1 ) we have: 
F
 çi3 " çi3 + f i < ç i - i . j eoi> 
(4 .6) = Σ * ( Σ * λ ^ ξ ) (4 .1 .6) 
a=0 b l j a b a b 
and λ. . , Φ 0 impl ies a <_ i (4 .6) can be l i f t e d in order t o give 
a 
(4.7) F Χ., Ξ Σ' (Σ* λ ? . Χ ) (mod Ker ψ ) . 
1 J
 a=0 b l j a b a b 
First observe that (4.7) gives a relation for X?., because the right hand 





 Ξ y (mod Ker ψ) and *0»УП are Ε-pure, then хп~Уп in 
general is not an Ε-pure semiderivation, but we can modify th i s in order 
to find an Ε-pure semiderivation as follows: define x. and y. induct i­




 l - l l-l ' ι l - l ' i - I ι r 
r-1 V x. . = 0, thus if i i s large enough, we arr ive a t a congruence 
0 = x. = y. (mod Ker ψ), hence y. i s an Ε-pure semiderivation in Ker ψ. 
Applying th i s procedure to (4.7) we find an Ε-pure semiderivation in 
Ker ψ that gives a re la t ion for X?.. For the conmutators ξ . , ξ , - ξ , ξ . · 
 ** i j ^ij ъаЬ ъаЬ i j 
we can proceed in the same way. 
Observe that if χ é Ker ψ and if χ i s an Ε-pure semiderivation, then 
Vx б Ker ψ. Indeed: if ψ* i s the transposed morphism and u e G* then 
<ф( х),и> = < х,ф'(u)> = <х,ф*(иР)> Ρ = <ψ(χ),υΡ> ρ = 0. On the other 
hand, if Η is a d i rec t sum of copies of U( i ) , 0 <_ i <^  η in GCoalg, , and 
if Ol i s a twosided ideal in H, generated by Ε-pure semiderivations χ 
satisfying the condition that Vx again belongs to 61, then "-Itn. has a 
natural induced structure of groupcoalgebra, because d x e f t Н + Н 0 0 Ц 
ε(χ) = 0 and ex can be expressed in the V χ , i >_ 0. 
4 .1 .8 . Ât th is time the author cannot give stronger assert ions about 
the s t ructure of objects of С ( n ) . If η = 0, the known s t ructure of i n ­
finitesimal cogroups of height <_ 1 can easi ly be recovered from (4 .1 .7) : 
S-(G) has a natural s tructure of p-Liealgebra over k ( ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) . The case 
ρ = 2 i s only a s l ight modification). In order to arr ive a t a good s t ruc­
ture theory along the pattern of Ε-pure semiderivations, one should be 
able to give i n t r i n s i c definit ions for the operations (4 .1) . But even if 
η = 0, the second formula of Jacobson, [PGA 5.7] , giving F(x* y) in terms 
of F , ^ and ( , ) , shows that the technical d i f f i c u l t i e s wi l l be considerable. 
One then has s t i l l the problem that the E -polynomials are not unique. 
4.1.9. In the commutative case, the connection between the known s t ruc-
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ture theory of affine commutative unipotent groupsehernes over a perfect 
groundfield, as given in [SHS, th. 8.4] and the notion of Ε-pure semi-
derivation is obvious: with the notations of loc.cit. let Spec H be 
unipotent, H e Ab, , then: 
Í4Spec Η) = lim Gr (Spec Η, W ) — • lim Ab. (A(n),H) = lim S (H), 
>•
 n
 /η ι o\ —>• к —». η 
Ir (3.1.8) ^Г η 
hence: 
3> (Spec H) = Set of all pure semiderivations in H. 
In particular, restricting Ρ о Spec to the full subcategory AC(n) of 
Η e Ab, с GCoalg , such that Η e C(n), one has by (4.1.5) 
$> (Spec H) ^  lim S (H) = S (H) 
. ь. r η 
r^ 
and S de f ines an equivalence between AC(n) and the category of modules 
η 
over the endomorphism r i n g D(n) = S ( A ( n ) ) . This impl ies i n p a r t i c u l a r 
t h a t A(n) i s a p r o j e c t i v e genera tor of the category AC(n). 
I f к i s n o t p e r f e c t , ( 4 . 1 . 7 ) gives a t l e a s t an idea how the ob jec t s of 
AC(n) look l i k e and i f H e, AC(n), then i t i s p o s s i b l e t o recover H from 
S (H), but as P . Gabr ie l k i n d l y did observe t o the a u t h o r , S i s n o t an 
exact functor i f к i s n o t p e r f e c t and i f η > 0 . We give an easy example 
f 
for t h i s : Let A(l) -»• A(0) be t h e epimorphism i n AC(1), f(X.) = XQ, 
f(X_) = 0. From (4 .1 .6) i t fol lows t h a t χ e S.(A(1)) can uniquely be put 
in the form χ = Σ* λ?. X^ * E " X Q . ¿ . , because the s e t {X? | 0 <_ i <_ 1, j ^ 0} 
i s an Ε-base for A ( l ) . Now S ( f ) ( x ) = Σ λ". XÎJ and i t i s c l e a r t h a t i f 
λ € к , λ ¿f к , λΧ
η
 cannot be l i f t e d under f to an Ε-pure semi der iva t i on 
in A ( l ) . 
A(n) however is still a generator in the category AC(n): Let g : В -*• С 
be a moncmorphism in AC(n), i.e. g is injective, and suppose that 
"g = S (g) : S (В) -»• S (С) is a bijection. By (4.1.6), the elements of S (В) 
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and S (С) can be descr ibed by Ε-bases for В and C. B i j e c t i v i t y of g 
then means t h a t every element i n an Ε-base for С can be expressed i n 
terms of an Ε-base for B, i . e . g(B) = C. This expresses t h a t A(n) i s a 
g e n e r a t o r . By the Gabriel-Popes cu theorem[J0,6.25]we then have t h a t t h e 
category AC(n) i s e q u i v a l e n t wi th a c e r t a i n q u o t i e n t category of the 
category of S (A(η))-modules. 
4§2 Open q u e s t i o n s . 
4 . 2 . 1 . The UNG i s a l ready defined over 2 , Put UNG^ - Z*. The decom­
posi t i on theorem shows t h a t к 9 „ Z decomposes over every prime f i e l d k . 
The c o n s t r u c t i o n of Dieudonné for the hyper exponen t ia l s e r i e s sugges ts 
t h a t ' s Θ^, Ζ' decomposes, where Z' i s the l a r g e s t commutative 
ρ TL comm connu 
q u o t i a n t of Z' and'Z i s the r i n g of p-adic i n t e g e r s . I s i t t r u e t h a t 
% 0 Z' decomposes o v e r ' 2 ? I t might happen t h a t i n t h a t case t h e r e 
i s a c a n o n i c a l choice for the E -polynomia l s . Z' seems t o be indecom­
p o s a b l e . 
4 . 2 . 2 . I t i s conceivable t h a t the theory of Ε-pure semidcr iva t ions can 
give information concerning the ( l o c a l ) s t r u c t u r e of a l g e b r a i c groups, 
defined over f i e l d s of p o s i t i v e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
We only give an easy example: 
Let к be a f i e l d , x(k) = 2 and G the groupfunctor Alfc -* Groups, defined 
by 
G(B) - { I 0 a z b ) , a u n i t i n B, b 6 B}. Q 1 , lO.vJ. 
^ 0 0 1 / 
The groupstructure is defined by ordinary product of matrices. 
Then Lie G = Ker ÍG(k[t]/(t )) •* G(k)} can be represented by the set of 
/a 0 0\ 
matrices if 0 0 b I | a,b <s k} and is abelian, while G is not a commu-
0 0 0 
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t a t i v e groupfunctor. As Chevalley remarked, G(k) i s not contained in the 
algebra over k, generated by Lie G. 
Now Ker {G(k[t]/(t )) •*• G(k) } can be represented by the curves 
-a, 0 ON ,<*„ 0 0 1 " w \ / 2 \ 2 „ \ Л ( 4 . 8 ) { I +.;' 0 0 ßj ; t + ; 0 a~ e 2 \ t | ο^,ο^,β f ß 2 e к } . 
\o о о/ 0 0 0 
As follows from the theory of Ε-pure semiderivations, the coeff icient of 
/0 0 0 \ 
2 2 \ 
t i s unique up to a derivat ion, in par t icu lar : 0 a. 0 i s an E-pure 
\ 0 0 0 ' 
semiderivation of G, and G(k) i s contained in the not abelian k-algebra 
generated by the E-pure semiderivations. One ver i f ie s easi ly that there 
are no other E-pure semiderivations of s t r i c t greater height . 
I t should be noted, that putt ing t = 1 in (4.8) and ou = ß2 = 0, α φ 1, 
/α, 0 0\ 0 0 0\ 1+а, 0 0 \ 
/ ' \ '' 2 1 / ' 2 \ the group generated by I + 0 0 ßj +
 : 0 а 0 ƒ = ; 0 (l+otj) ßj I 
x
 0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 '' ч 0 0 \ •' 
i s isomorphic with G(k). The author has no general r e s u l t s in th is d i rect ion 
4.2 .3 . The use of semiderivations in the theory of inseparable f ie ld 
extensions i s well known by the work of Dieudonnë, Jacobson, Sweedler 
a .o. The question could a r i se if the notion of Ε-purity i s able to give 
more detai led information. 
4.2.4. The notion of Ε-purity cuts short the c las s i f ica t ion of (abelian) 
formal groups of dimension 1 over a separably closed f ie ld as given in 
[2. §8~] . Indeed: Let G be such a formal group with coordinate ring k[[x]] . 
Let ψ = ΣΕ ( ξ 0 , . . . , ζ ) t be the E-pure curve belonging to the canonical 
curve k[[x]J -»- k [ [ t J J , X¡—*• t . If G* is the Cartierdual of the formal co-
group k[ [x]J , then the E-pure set ( ξ . ) · > 0 i s a p-base for G*, and thus the 
structure of G is completely known if one knows the re la t ions for ζ? , i >_ 0. 
But these are given by the E-pure curve ψ , defined by the E-pure se t 
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(Ο,ξ?,ξ,,...) . Now the arguments of Dieudonne apply: If ζ. - 0, i ^  0 
then G 'ν» A/(X?).
 n
 and G is the additive formal cogroup. 
If & φ 0, then, ξ^ being primitive, one can carry out a base transfor­
mation such that G* has a p-base of Ε-pure elements, (η·)·
> 0 satisfying 




 ч and G is the multiplicative formal group, 
ι ι ^i"Ai'i>o 
Finally, let j be the least integer such that ξ? φ 0, thenÇ ? is primitive. 
After a suitable transformation, as given in Dieudonne, one finds 
G* ^ A/,vp v ν . Thus in all cases we can put G* ^ A/ / VP v ч , 
-
 ( Xi xi-j;i>0 ~ ^Wj'i^O 
0 < j <^». (Put X = 0 if ν < 0), and there are no problems about the 
existence of formal groups having the hyperalgebra Α/,„ρ_
χ
 •> 
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ALGÈBRE. — Sur une série exponentielle non commutative définie sur les 
corps de caractéristique p. Note (*) de M. Ныіт DITTEKS, t ransmise p a r 
M. J e a n Dieudonné . 
Le but de cette Note est de donner quelques résultats concernant une série 
exponentielle non commutative, dite courbe Ε-pure, dans l'étude des défor-
mations infinitésimales des schémas en groupes. Cette Note ne contient pas de 
démonstrations; elles seront publiées ultérieurement. 
1. P R É L I M I N A I R E S . — On note pa r F / ; le corps premier de caracté-
r is t ique ρ > о et p a r GCoalg la catégorie de F / (-coalgèbres en groupes. 
Les objets de cet te catégorie sont des F^-modules A, munis des s t ruc tures 
su ivantes : 
a. un morphisme p rodu i t , m: A 0 A - > A , associatif avec uni té i ; 
b. un morph i sme coprodui t , r. : A ->• A (^) A, coassociatif, cocommutat i f 
avec coiinité ε; 
c. la donnée d 'un ant ipodisme σ : A - •>• A" i !' (algèbre opposée). 
Les p rodu i t s tensoriels sont pris sur F / ( ; т., z et σ sont des h o m o m o r p h i s m e s 
p o u r la s t r u c t u r e de F^-algèbre définie p a r a. Les morphismes , définissant 
la s t ruc tu re de coalgèbre en groupe sur A doivent satisfaire à la commu-
t a t i v i t é de cer tains d iagrammes (*). 
GCoalg cont ien t l 'objet universel Z = Tl,[Zt, Ъ,, . . . , Z „ , . . . ] , l 'algèbre 
polynomiale non c o m m u t a t i v e graduée , don t le coprodui t est donné pa r 
la formule de Leibniz τ ( Ζ „ ) = Ν' Z ¿ 0 Z y (avec Z 0 = i ) et don t la 
g radua t ion ω est définie pa r co(Z,·) = i pou r i ^ o [cf. (-), cor. 2 dans 
le cas commuta t i f ] . E n accord avec la not ion de courbe, in t rodui te dans ( '), 
on appelle courbe dans G t o u t morphisme Ζ -> G dans GCoalg. Une 
courbe γ d a n s G est alors donnée p a r les valeurs γ ( Ζ , ) = χ ; et l 'on 
écrit γ = γ(ί) = ^ : r ( l t i \ Si ~\'{t) ='2ixv.tv-, alors p o u r t o u t ent ier o ^ i , 
γ(ί") = ^ χ μ ι ί " ι χ est encore une courbe. Ζ é t an t en même t emps un objet 
« cogroupe » dans GCoalg, le foncteur en ensembles H , défini pa r 
H (G) = GCoalg (Z, G) est m u n i d 'une s t ruc tu re de foncteur groupe et la 
loi de composi t ion de courbes est donnée p a r mul t ip l ica t ion des séries 
formelles en t avec des coefficients n o n c o m m u t a n t s ent re eux. Avec 
ces no ta t ions on a le l emme fondamenta l su ivan t : 
L E M M E 1. — Il existe un ensemble (Х/),^„ d'éléments dans Z, tel qu'on ait : 
a. Les X» sont isobares de poids p'. Le coefficient de Zp, dans X¿ est i . 
b. Il existe des éléments Εμ., ¡J. = ο, i , 2, . . . dans 
U = F^fXo, Xi, . . . , X(, . . . ] , 
isobares de poids υ., E 0 = ι , Έ , , = X/ pour t ' ^ o . 
( a ) 
c. V E f P = ^ Εμ,(Χ„, Χ, , ...)Ρ est une courbe dans Z. 
d. La structure naturelle d'objet de GCoalg sur U est unique au sens sui­
vant : Si V Ρμΐ
χ
 est une courbe dans Z, telle que F . ^ e F ^ F i , F,„ ..., F,,,,...] = W 
pour tout [A et telle que les F^ sont isobares de poids [J-, alors il existe un 
isomorphisme U ~ W dans GCoalg. 
e. U est minimal au sens suivant : Si ^ x
v
 l'L ^ ι. t" est une courbe 
dans Z, il existe un monomorphisme U " ^F, ,^ , ] ,^ , , dans GCoalg. 
La s i tuat ion analogue en caractér is t ique zéro est bien connue : on re t rouve 
la courbe ο χ ρ ( Ζ , ί ) et l 'objet U est la bialgèbre du groupe additif. 
2. U peu t être considéré comme un objet exponent iel et la courbe 
^ Ε μ . ^ comme une série exponentiel le en vue des corollaires suivants : 
COROLLAIRE 1. — Soit A Vidéal bilatère de U, engendré par les commu-
tateurs [X„ X 7 ] . Notant Ga (resp. Y,) les classes de Εμ. (resp. X f ) m o d n , 
on a ^ G.jl(Yo, Yi, . . .) ί μ = H e x ( Y „ t , Y,t'', . . .) ( '). En particulier, la série 
hyperexponentielle définit sur A = U/rt une structure de Τ,,-bialgèbre, qui est 
identique avec la structure quotient de A = U/rt dans GCoalg. 
COROLLAIRE 2. — Considérant E = > Eu.** comme élément de U[[i]], 
il existe une Τt\[C\\-dérivation à de U[[i]], telle que ¿?Εμ.= Εμ_ι et, par 
conséquent, (Ж = E t. 
C O R O L L A I R E 3. — Il existe une famille unique (V,) ,^„€Z[[t]] , telle que 
^ Ζ ; χ ί
μ
· = E(V„, Vi, . . . , V „ , . . . ) . On y retrouve la formule de Campbell-
Hausdorff-Dieudonné (3). 
COROLLAIRE 4. — Soient B* € GCoalg Valgèbre de distributions sur un 
groupe formel В au sens de Dieudonnê et r r € L i e B , alors il existe une 
courbe V = ^ Ε μ ( ξ 0 , ξι, . . . , £ „ , . . . ) ί μ dans Β* telle que x=c«. γ définit 
un morphisme U - > B * dans GCoalg. 
Soit G dans GCoalg. On appelle courbe Ε-pure dans G t o u t e courbe γ(ί) 
dans G, p o u r laquelle il existe une famille {xì),^a dans G, telle que 
Т(0 = 2 | Е Ц ( ; Г О , ХІ, ...,x,„ . . . ) ί μ . L ' a u t e u r doit à P . Gabriel ent re autres 
l 'idée d 'essayer de démont re r u n « théorème de décomposi t ion » pour 
les courbes. Il a ob tenu le résu l t a t su ivant : 
T H É O R È M E (théorème de décomposition). — Soient G dans GCoalg et γ(ί) 
une courbe dans G. Alors il existe une famille unique de courbes Έ,-pures γ7·, 
, / ^ ι , (j>P) = 1 dans G telle que γ(ί) = J J l(tJ)· (La situation étant non 
(Λ/Ι -iJ 
( з ) 
commutative en général, il faut que les fj(tJ) soient rangés dans l'ordre naturel 
défini par j.) 
Dans le cas commutat i f , ce théorème est b ien connu ( ') . 
Il est d'ailleurs équivalent à dire, que la courbe ]>]Ζμίμ e s t i m p r o d u i t 
unique des courbes Ε-pures, ce qui définit une décomposi t ion en somme 
directe dans GCoalg de Ζ en copies de U. R e m p l a ç a n t Ζ p a r son sous-objet 
Z(r) = F/,[Z,, . . . , Z,], on définit les courbes finies d 'ordre r dans G € GCoalg 
comme morphismes Z(r) - • G dans GCoalg. Ut i l i sant des condit ions d'iso-
bar ic i té on en dédui t , que tou te courbe finie dans G € GCoalg est p rodu i t 
de courbes Ε-pures finies. 11 y a u n énoncé analogue au corollaire 4 pou r 
les groupes formels de h a u t e u r finie. Avec les no ta t ions du corollaire 4, 
le théorème de décomposi t ion a le corollaire su ivan t : Si d i m B = n, 
alors B* admet une p-base ordonnée [xtj)t^.a,i¿/¿»> í e ^ e Яие ^ s ( ж )(^о 
définissent des courbes JL-pures. 
(*) Séance du 24 février 1969. 
(') P. GABRIEL, S. G. A. D. '63-'64, Exp. VUS § 3. 
(-') P. CABTIER, Comptes rendus, 265, série A, 1967, p. 5o. 
(') P. CARTIER, Comptes rendus, 265, série A, 1967, p. 129. 
(v) J. DIEUDONNÉ, Matematika, 2, іэ55, p. 21-З1. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Deze studie is gewijd aan de theorie van formele groepen, gedefinieerd 
over een willekeurig grondlichaam. Het bouwt voort op het werk dat met 
name door J.A. Dieudonnê op dit terrein verricht is. De exp-afbeelding 
in de klassieke theorie, waar het grondlichaam het lichaam der complexe 
getallen is, blijkt een analogon te hebben, wanneer het grondlichaam 
positieve karakteristiek heeft. Deze analogie wordt bestudeerd (hoofd-
stuk 2 en 3). Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 4 enige gebieden voor ver-
dere studie aangegeven. De resultaten van de eerste drie hoofdstukken 
zijn verschenen in een Note in de Comptes Rendus (CR. Acad.Sc. Paris, 
t. 268, Série A, 1969, 580-582). 

STELLINGEN 
1 Zij m, een Liealgebra over een lichaam van karakteristiek 0 
en zij Ufef) de omhullende algebra van0>. Gezien de resul-
taten van dit proefschrift zijn de groep H(U(öj)), (1.4.8) 
en de afbeelding CJ-> H(U(ö7)), xi-> exp xt voor de hand lig-
gende hulpmiddelen om de theorie van locale Liegroepen te 
beschrijven. 
2 Zij A het grootste abelse quotient van de NEG, (dit proef-
schrift (3.1.8)), en zij A de completering van A in de 
oorsprong. Dan is er een natuurlijk isomorfisme A ^  A '. Dit 
kan gebruikt worden voor een numerieke explicitering van 
Cartierdualiteit. 
3 Zij g : V -> W een morfisme van irreducibele algebraïsche 
variëteiten. De verzameling punten ρ ζ. V, waarvoor de raakaf-
beelding grad (g) injectief is, is open in V. Dit geeft een ver­
eenvoudiging van een stelling van Chevalley. 
(Classification des groupes de Lie algábriquea, 
Exp 15). 
4 De cohomologiering met gehele coëfficiënten van de ruimte der 
lussen op een complexe projectieve ruimte kan ook met behulp 
van meetkundige overwegingen worden bepaald. 
5 Een semigroep met nuldimensionale topologie, die compact is in 
deze topologie, is projectieve limiet van eindige semigroepen. 
6 Het bewijs van de stelling van Riemann-Roch, zoals dit 
gegeven wordt door A. Pfluger, is onjuist. 
(A. Pfluger, Theorie der Riemannschen Flächen, 
Springer Verlag, 1957) . 
7 Een van de grote dilemma's omtrent muzikale interpretatie 
wordt opgelost als men antwoord weet op de vraag: Moet men 
de Ordres van Fr. Couperin op een electrisch versterkt 
clavecimbel spelen in de oorspronkelijke vingerzetting? 
8 Een recent onderzoek over kabbalistiek leidt tot de conclusie 
dat J.S. Bach behalve als eminent componist ook als bekwaam 
getaltheoreticus beschouwd moet worden. Een partituur van 
Das Wohltemperierte Klavier dient dan ook in een goed 
geoutilleerde mathematische bibliotheek niet te ontbreken. 
(H. Brandts Buys. 
Het Wohltemperirte Klavier van Johann Sebastian 
Bach. Arnhem 1955). 
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